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This report contains guidance for the fatigue evaluation of existing steel bridges.
The report includes recommended revisions to the fatigue evaluation requirements
presently in the AASHTO Manual for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges, along with
a companion commentary. Probabalistic limit-states concepts are used in the development of the recommended procedures. In addition, fatigue design procedures in
the same format as the evaluation procedures are also presented in the report. The
contents of this report will be of immediate interest and use to bridge engineers,
researchers, specification writing bodies, and others concerned with the fatigue evaluation and design of existing steel highway bridges.

The fatigue provisions in the current AASHTO Standard Spec jflcations for Highway Bridges are based on approximations of actual conditions in steel bridges. These
provisions combine an artificially high stress range with an artificially low number
of stress cycles to produce a reasonable design. Furthermore, the current AASHTO
provisions were intended for design applications and not for rating or assessing the
remaining fatigue life of existing steel bridges, and do not provide consistent levels of
reliability, for different cases.
In recent years, much information has been developed on variable-amplitude
fatigue behavior, high-cycle, long-life fatigue behavior, actual traffic' loadings, load
distribution for fatigue, inspection and assessment of material properties and structural
conditions, and other important parameters related to fatigue. This new information,
together with the extensive information previously accumulated on the fatigue behavior
of various steel bridge details, is sufficient to permit the development of realistic
procedures for fatigue evaluation.
NCHRP Project. 12-28(3), "Fatigue Evaluation Procedures for Steel Bridges,"
was initiated in 1985 with the objective of developing practical procedures that more
accurately reflect the actual fatigue conditions in steel bridges, and that can be applied
for evaluation of existing bridges or design of new bridges. The procedures were
intended to permit determination of fatigue-load ratings and estimation of remaining
life for existing bridges. This report documents that work and provides recommended
revisions to the fatigue evaluation requirements in the AASHTO Manual for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges. In addition, recommended revisions to' the design requirements in the AASHTO Standard Spec,flcations for Highway Bridges are presented,
in a similar format.
The procedures presented in this report were developed using probabalistic limitstates concepts. The advantages of the procedures developed in the study include: a

more realistic assessment of the fatigue conditions in bridges; consistency in the
procedures for designing new bridges and evaluation of existing bridges; consistent
and appropriate levels of reliability developed from bridge performance histories; and
the ability to quantify the effect of different levels of effort in reducing uncertainties
and improving the prediction of remaining life. The procedures use the same detail
categories and corresponding fatigue strength data, and the same methods of calculating stress ranges, as the present AASHTO specifications. The report also contains
numerous examples demonstrating the use of the recommended procedures.
It is expected that AASHTO will review the recommended evaluation and design
specifications for consideration for adoption during 1988.
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FATIGUE EVALUATION PROCEDURES
FOR STEEL BRIDGES

SUMMARY

The primary purpose of this study was to develop improved procedures for the
fatigue evaluation of existing steel bridges. A secondary objective was to develop
improved procedures for the fatigue design of new steel bridges. The evaluation
procedures are recommended for inclusion as Section 6 in the AASHTO Manual for
Maintenance Inspection of Bridges and the design procedures are recommended for
inclusion as Articles 10.3.1 and 10.3.2 in the AASHTO Standard Specifications for
Highway Bridges.
Background
Present AASHTO design procedures do not reflect actual fatigue conditions in
bridges; instead, they combine an artificially high stress range with an artificially low
number of stress cycles. Furthermore, present procedures are somewhat rigid, do not
reflect recent fatigue research findings, do not provide consistent levels of reliability
for different cases, do not permit calculation of the remaining fatigue life, and are
not suitable for evaluating existing bridges.
Advantages of the procedures developed in this study include the following:
They realistically reflect actual fatigue conditions in bridges.
They provide consistent procedures for evaluating existing bridges and designing
new bridges.
They permit suitable flexibility in making designs and evaluations.
They include procedures for calculating the remaining fatigue life and permit
these calculations to be updated in the future to reflect changes in trafflc conditions.
They provide consistent and appropriate levels of reliability developed from
performance histories.
They are based on extensive recent research and can be conveniently modified
in the future to reflect future research.
They permit different levels of effort to reduce uncertainties and improve predictions of remaining life.
They utilize the same detail categories and corresponding fatigue strength data
as the present AASHTO specifications.
They utilize methods of calculating stress ranges that are similar to present
AASHTO methods.
Most of the fatigue damage in a bridge is caused by passages of single trucks across
the bridge. The total number of truck passages in the 75- to 100-year life of a bridge
can exceed 100 million, but is often much less. The effective stress range rarely exceeds
5 ksi and is usually 1 to 3 ksi. Traffic volumes usually grow at an annual rate of
about 3 to 5 percent until they reach a very high limiting value. Traffic volumes on
some urban highways are presently at such high levels.
Static strength design must be based on the worst conditions expected to occur
over the life of the bridge because a single occurrence exceeding a critical level causes
collapse or unacceptable damage. Fatigue checks, on the contrary, should be based

on typical conditions that occur, often because many repetitions are required to cause
a failure. In a fatigue check, permissible stress conditions are related• to particular
design lives, and exceeding these permissible conditions merely shortens that life rather
than causing an immediate failure.
In strength design procedures, a conservative assumption is often made in each
step to account for the worst conditions expected in that step. Because the worst
conditions will not occur simultaneously in all steps, this can lead to an excessive
overall safety level. A reliability analysis can be used to interrelate the individual
safety levels from each step and assess the overall safety they provide. Such reliability
analyses were used in developing the new fatigue design and evaluation procedures.
Evaluation Procedures
These procedures apply only to uncracked members subjected to primary stresses
that are normally calculated in design.
The stress range is calculated first and used to predict the remaining mean and
safe fatigue lives. The remaining mean life is the best possible estimate of the actual
remaining life. The remaining safe life is a more conservative estimate which provides
a level of reliability comparable to present AASHTO fatigue provisions. Alternatives
that may be used at the option of the Engineer are given for several steps in the
procedure. Each detail must be considered individually.
Stress Range. The stress range for the fatigue evaluation can be calculated by the
following steps or, alternatively, can be determined from field measurements.
Fatigue Truck. A fatigue truck is used to represent the variety of trucks of different
types and weights in the actual traffic. This truck has a constant spacing of 30 ft,
rather than a variable spacing, between main axles. This spacing approximates that
for the 4- and 5-axle semitrailers that do most of the fatigue damage to bridges. The
gross weight of the fatigue truck is 54 kip; this weight was developed from extensive
recent weigh-in-motion data. Alternatively, the gross weight can be calculated from
a truck-weight histogram obtained from weigh station or weigh-in-motion data for
the site by using an equation based on extensive variable-amplitude fatigue tests of
simulated bridge members. Alternative axle spacings and weight distributions based
on site data are also permitted.
Truck Superpositions. The effects of more than one truck on the bridge at a time
can be neglected unless there are special conditions that cause bunching of the trucks.
For such special conditions, the gross weight of the fatigue truck is increased by 15
percent; this percentage is based on judgment supported by field data.
Impact. The impact factors caused by different trucks on a given bridge usually
vary considerably. The "typical" or "average" factor, rather than the maximum
factor, affects the fatigue evaluation. Also, the impact factor used for fatigue evaluation
is for stress range rather than peak stress. Field data indicate that a factor of 10
percent is appropriate for fatigue evaluations Poor joint or pavement conditions,
however, require higher values.
Moment Range. The fatigue evaluation is based on the moment or axial load range
caused by the passage of the fatigue truck across the bridge.
Lateral Distribution. The lateral distribution factors for the fatigue evaluation are
based on a single truck at the centerline of a traffic lane rather than on trucks in all
lanes. These factors approximate those developed from extensive analytical studies
and are consistent with available field data. Alternatively, lateral distribution factors
can be determined by more refined analytical methods.
Member Section. Many field tests have shown that the bending strength of actual
bridges is usually well above that calculated by normal procedures, which conserv-
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atively neglect such effects as unintended composite action, contributions from nonstructural elements such as parapets, unintended partial end fixity at abutments, and
direct transfer of load through the slab to the supports. To account for these beneficial
effects, the computed section modulus is increased by appropriate percentages for
composite and noncomposite sections, respectively.
Reliability Factors. Reliability factors are provided to assure adequate safety and
consistent levels of reliability in calculating the remaining safe life for various different
cases. Basic factors are recommended for redundant and nonredundant members. The
corresponding probabilities that the actual remaining fatigue life will exceed the
calculated remaining safe life are about 97.7 percent and 99.9 percent, respectively.
The reliability factoris 1.0 for calculating the remaining mean life.
Compressive Dead Load Stresses. If the compressive dead load stress is high enough
so that essentially all of the stress cycles caused by normal traffic are completely in
compression, the fatigue life is assumed to be infinite. This occurs when the compressive
dead load stress is equal to the tension portion of the (factored) stress range caused
by the heaviest truck in the traffic. For this estimate it is assumed that the heaviest
truck weighs twice as much as the fatigue truck; less than 0.2 percent of trucks weigh
more than this value.
Fatigue Limit. If the maximum stress range in tension falls below the fatigue limit
for a particular detail, crack growth will not occur and infinite fatigue life may be
assumed. This situation, which applies primarily to higher detail categories (C and
above), is checked by comparing the factored stress range with a fatigue limit value
calibrated to provide an adequate reliability that crack initiation will not occur. This
fatigue limit value is equal to 0.367 times the present AASHTO allowable stress range
for the over-two-million cycle category. When the factored stress range is below this
value, substantially all of the stress cycles in the spectrum are below the constantamplitude fatigue limit.
Finite Remaining Life. If a given detail does not satisfy the infinite life check, the
remaining mean or safe fatigue life (in years) corresponding to the factored stress
range is calculated for a lifetime average truck volume and a selected number of stress
cycles per truck passage. Alternatively, more refined procedures that involve growth
rates and changes in truck weights with time can be used to calculate the remaining
fatigue life. The factors involved in the basic and alternative procedures are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
Detail Constants. Detail constants are given for the detail categories in the present
AASHTO specifications. Except for Category F, these detail constants define SN
curves that are consistent with the present AASHTO allowable stress ranges.
The SN curve for Category F (shear on throat of fillet weld) uses the same slope
as the curves for the other categories instead of the different slope implied by the
present AASHTO allowable stress ranges. Because Category F rarely governs, use of
the different slope is not justified. This approach is conservative for the lives that
actually occur in bridges.
Cycles Per Truck Passage. The passage of the fatigue truck across a short-span
bridge usually produces a complex stress cycle that has two major peaks (corresponding to the main axles) and a valley between. The exact shape of the complex cycle
can be determined from an influence line, and the net effect of the complex cycle can
be represented by an equivalent number of individual cycles. The equivalent number
of stress cycles per truck passage, determined in this way, is given for various cases.
Alternatively, the cycles per passage can be calculated directly for the bridge under
consideration.
Lifetime Average Truck Volume. The lifetime average truck volume may be either
estimated by the Engineer or obtained from graphs involving (1) the present truck
volume at the site, (2) the present age of the bridge, and (3) the annual growth rate.
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The present truck volume at a site can be calculated from the average daily traffic
(ADT) volume by applying factors for the percentage of trucks in the traffic and the
percentage of trucks in the outer lane.
Options If Remaining Lfe Is Inadequate. The evaluation procedure gives four
options that may be pursued if the Engineer considers the calculated remaining safe
fatigue life to be inadequate. These include ( 1 ) calculating fatigue life more accurately
(2) restricting traffic on the bridge, (3) repairing the bridge, or (4) instituting periodic
inspections.
Design Procedure
The design procedure utilizes most of the same concepts as the evaluation procedure,
but is in a format convenient for design. Specifically, the factored design stress range
must be less than a permissible stress range for the desired design life unless essentially
all of the stress cycles caused by normal traffic are entirely in compression.
Reliability Factors. The reliability factors for redundant and nonredundant members
correspond to probabilities of about 85 percent and 99.9 percent, respectively, that
the actual fatigue life will exceed the design life. These probabilities are considered
adequate because (1) the consequences of exceeding the factored permissible stress
range is a shorter life rather than immediate failure, (2) the fatigue safety of the
bridge can be periodically reassessed in the future, and (3) significantly higher reliability factors would have caused fatigue to govern some designs that would not have
been governed by fatigue under current AASHTO specifications.
Design Stress Range. The design stress range is calculated by the same procedures
as were used in the evaluation procedure. In the design procedure, an impact factor
of 15 percent is used instead of 10 percent because of the greater uncertainty about
joint and pavement conditions over the life of the bridge.
Permissible Stress Range. The permissible stress range for a desired design life (in
years) is calculated by an equation that involves the detail constant, the stress cycles
per truck passage, and the design truck volume. The provisions regarding the detail
constant and the cycles per truck passage are the same as those in the evaluation
procedure. In addition, for the higher detail categories (C and above) a permissible
stress range corresponding to the infinite life fatigue limit may control. These limiting
stress ranges are 0.367 times the constant amplitude fatigue limit and define a lower
limit for the permissible stress range.
Design Truck Volume. Three options are presented for determining the truck
volume, which is the average daily truck volume in the shoulder lane over the design
life of the bridge. In the first option, the Engineer estimates the design truck volume,
probably in conjunction with the traffic department. In the second, the design volume
is obtained from a table based on the expected traffic volume at the bridge opening.
This table was developed for a design life of 75 years and an annual growth rate of
3 percent. In the third, the design volume is calculated from the starting truck volume
by equations that involve a constant annual growth and a limiting truck volume
discussed below. The factors used to calculate the starting truck volume from the
starting ADT are the same as those used in the evaluation procedure. This report
gives simple graphs for determining the design truck volume that are not included in
the design procedure.
Limiting Truck Volume. It is unrealistic to project traffic growth indefinitely into
the future because traffic volume tends to be self-limiting. Therefore, a limiting truck
volume is used in calculating the remaining life. This limiting truck volume is obtained
by applying factors (for the percentage of trucks in traffic and the percentage of

trucks in the outer lane) to the maximum practical traffic volume (ADT), which
assumed to be 20,000 vehicles per day per lane. This value was obtained from recent
data on selected urban highways that carry extremely high traffic volumes.

CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The maintenance and safety of existing bridges is an important
concern of all highway agencies. To assure adequate safety and
to assist in assessing maintenance needs, highway bridges are
periodically inspected, usually at 2-year intervals. In conjunction
with such inspections, a safety rating is established by procedures
given in the AASHTO Manual for Maintenance Inspection of
Bridges (hereinafter referred to as the Manual). The Manual
presents detailed procedures for rating the (nonfatigue) strength
capacity of steel bridges but does not give detailed procedures
for assessing the safety with respect to fatigue. Instead, it suggests that the AASHTO Standard Specifications for Highway
Bridges (hereinafter referred to as the Specifications) be used as
a guide in assessing fatigue strength.
The fatigue provisions in the Specifications were originally
adopted before adequate information was available on the fatigue
conditions in actual bridges. Therefore, these provisions do not
reflect the fatigue conditions that actually occur. Instead, they
combine an artificially high stress range with an artificially low
number of stress cycles to produce a reasonable design. Furthermore, the fatigue provisions in the Specifications are presented in terms of allowable stresses and do not indicate how
to calculate the remaining life of an existing bridge, which is
needed to make cost-effective decisions regarding inspection,
repair, rehabilitation, nd replacement. Neither the Manual nor
the Specifications considers secondary bending effects or cracked
or repaired members.
The objective of the present study is to develop practical
fatigue evaluation procedures that:
Realistically reflect the actual fatigue conditions in highway bridges.
Give an accurate estimate of the remaining fatigue life of
a bridge and permit this estimate to be updated in the future
to reflect changes in traffic conditions.
Provide consistent and reasonable levels of reliability.
Permit different levels of effort to reduce uncertainties and
improve predictions of remaining life.
Apply consistently to both the evaluation of existing
bridges and the design of new bridges.
Can be conveniently modified to reflect future research.
Are suitable for inclusion in the AASHTO maintenance
manual and design specifications.
This report describes the development of such procedures for
virgin (uncracked and unrepaired) members. As background

for this development, the fatigue behavior of actual bridges is
described, several concepts relating to fatigue safety are discussed, and fatigue design and evaluation procedures proposed
in the past are summarized. The report also provides information
and references on several factors that are not considered directly
in the proposed evaluation and design procedures: (a) secondary
bending, (b) cracked members, and (c) corrosion and mechanical damage.

FATIGUE BEHAVIOR OF ACTUAL BRIDGES
Stress Cycles

Magnitude. The stress ranges that occur at critical locations
in actual bridges under normal traffic have been extensively
measured. A summary of all available results (193) as of 1982
is given in Table E- 1 of Appendix E. The results include 215
individual histograms for 41 bridges in 11 states. The bridges
included composite and noncomposite simple-span, continuousspan, and cantilever steel girder or beam bridges; no truss bridges
are included. The locations of the measurements were not tabulated. Because most of the measurements were made to study
fatigue behavior, however, it is assumed that most were made
at critical fatigue locations such as near a cover plate end (on
the side with the smaller section modulus). The average peak
stress range for the 215 histograms was 4.3 ksi. The single
highest stress range in any of the histograms was 10.5 ksi, and
the next highest was 9.0 ksi. The effective stress range for a
variable-amplitude spectrum is defined as the equivalent constant-amplitude stress range that provides the same fatigue damage as the variable-amplitude spectrum (196, 198). The average
effective stress range for the 215 histograms is only 1.8 ksi. The
single highest effective stress range is 4.9 ksi and the next highest
is 4.4 ksi. These data suggest that the peak stress range for
histograms for steel girder or beam bridges is almost always
below 10 ksi and that the effective stress range is almost always
below 4.5 ksi.
Design stress ranges calculated by present AASHTO procedures (209) are usually well above these measured stress ranges.
Many factors contribute to the difference. Some of these result
from the use in fatigue calculations of static-design procedures
that are based on extreme conditions. Fatigue damage actually
results from typical, or average, rather than extreme conditions.
Specifically, the AASHTO HS-20 truck, the AASHTO lateral

distribution factors, and the AASHTO impact factors are too
conservative for fatigue calculations. Similarly, for short and
medium span bridges it is inappropriate to use lane loadings in
fatigue calculations (195).
Many other factors that contribute to the difference between
design and measured stresses are difficult to calculate and are
conservatively ignored in design calculations. These include (1)
unintended composite action; (2) contributions to strength from
nonstructural elements, such as parapets; (3) unintended partial
end fixity at abutments; (4) catenary tension forces due to
"frozen" joints or rigid end supports; (5) longitudinal distribution of moment; (6) direct transfer of load through the slab
to the supports; and (7) direct transfer of load through the deck
to supports in truss bridges. Although these factors are difficult
to calculate, they consistently combine to produce actual stresses
well below those calculated by normal procedures.
Number. Average daily traffic volumes (ADT) of 120,000
are not unusual on major six-lane highways in large cities (106).
The corresponding traffic volume in one direction is 60,000.
About 10 percent of urban traffic is composed of trucks and
about 75 percent of these trucks are in the shoulder lanes (195).
Thus, the average daily truck traffic (ADTT) in the shoulder
lane may exceed 4,500 in some cases. This truck volume applied
over a 50-year life results in 82 million truck passages, and the
same volume applied over a 100-year life results in 164 million
passages. Many bridges put into service in the 1930's are now
50 years old, and some major bridges put into service in the
early 1900's are approaching an age of 100 years. In most cases,
each truck passage causes one stress cycle, but in some cases it

may cause 1.5 or 2.0 equivalent stress cycles. Thus, well over
100 million stress cycles, and perhaps as high as 300 million
cycles, can be expected to occur in some bridges. The cyclic life
categories used in selecting the AASHTO allowable fatigue
stresses are generally well below this number, for example, 2
million cycles.
On many bridges the traffic volume would be much less.
Again, however, considerable growth and uncertainty in traffic
volume should be expected over a 50- to 100-year life. Even a
very low truck volume of 550 per day applied over a 50-year
life corresponds to about 10 million passages. Thus, it is expected
that most bridges will be subjected to more than 10 million
stress cycles.

Region of Concern

The foregoing discussion shows that actual bridges are subjected to a very large number of relatively small stress cycles.
The region of concern is shown on the log-log chart in Figure
1; effective stress range is the ordinate and number of stress
cycles is the abscissa. The region of concern is enclosed within
a rectangle bounded by an effective stress range of 5 ksi and
cyclic lives of 10 million and 300 million cycles. The value of
5 ksi represents an approximate upper bound on the effective
stress ranges for the stress spectra observed on actual bridges.
Most of the effective stress ranges for the observed spectrums
were between 1 and 3 ksi (see Appendix E). The expected
number of stress cycles in most bridges is between 10 million
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Figure 1. Region of concern for fatigue in highway bridges.
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and 150 million cycles. Therefore, an inner region of greater
concern is shown as a cross hatched rectangle in Figure 1; it is
bounded by effective ranges of 3 and 1 ksi, and cyclic lives of
10 million and 150 million cycles.
The latest AASHTO design SN curves for the various detail
categories are also plotted in Figure 1. These curves are conservatively extended below the constant-amplitude fatigue limits
because recent research has suggested that the beneficial effects
of the constant-amplitude fatigue limit should be ignored if even
a few cycles in the spectrum are above this limit. The design
SN curves approximate the lower 95 percent confidence limits
from test results; the mean curves from these tests are significantly higher.
The design SN curves for Categories A through C are mostly
above the inner region of concern; the corresponding mean
curves are completely above this inner region. Therefore, very
few fatigue problems would be expected for these detail categories. In contrast, much of the design SN curves for Categories
D through E' are within the inner region of concern; this is
especially true for Category E'. Consequently, many more fatigue problems would be expected with these detail categories.
This is consistent with experience; fatigue failures have not been
reported for Categories A through C, but have occurred in
Categories E and E'. It is fortunate that the SN curves for
Categories A through C are above the main region of concern
because such details can generally not be eliminated from
bridges. On the other hand, Categories D, E, and E' generally
can be eliminated, if necessary, by changes in design.
CONCEPTS OF FATIGUE SAFETY

The concept of safety as applied to repetitive loads that cause
fatigue damage is quite different from the concepts of safety
that are applied in the normal rating or strength design of a
bridge with respect to maximum static (nonrepetitive) loads.
An understanding of the differences is needed in selecting suitable fatigue evaluation and design procedures for bridges. Therefore, the differences are discussed here.
A single occurrence of a loading exceeding the corresponding
static strength causes unacceptable permanent damage or collapse due to excessive yielding, buckling, or fracture. The critical
condition for static rating or design is the worst combination
of loads that can occur simultaneously during the life of the
bridge; for example, heavy trucks with full impact effect in the
worst positions in all lanes at the same time. Only one occurrence
of this critical condition needs to be considered and must have
a correspondingly small probability of occurrence.
For fatigue, many loading repetitions are required to produce
a failure at some time in the future, usually far in the future.
Generally, all truck loading stresses, whether above or below
the allowable stress range value, cause fatigue damage that could
result in a failure in the far future. An exception to this is the
case in which all stress range cycles are below the fatigue limit.
To achieve adequate safety, static loading must be kept below
the maximum rating or design loading. In contrast, it is not
necessary to keep the fatigue loading below any particular value
to assure adequate safety. The only effect of increasing or decreasing the fatigue loading is to shorten or lengthen the life of
the bridge. Therefore, the effects of fatigue loading on an existing
bridge can best be defined in terms of the remaining safe fatigue
life of the bridge. Similarly, the effects of fatigue loading on a

new bridge can best be defined in terms of the total life of the
bridge, although it may be convenient to use a permissible stress
range corresponding to a desired design life to facilitate the
reproportioning of members that do not have an adequate life.
Safety factors can be applied in calculating the remaining or
total life to assure that the actual life will exceed the calculated
life with a desired degree of probability or reliability.
Fatigue-Life Approach

The fatigue-life (remaining life) approach can be applied in
several ways to existing bridges to achieve adequate safety. If
an evaluation of an existing bridge reveals that the calculated
remaining fatigue life is less than desired, the Engineer has four
options. First, he could recalculate the remaining life using more
accurate data. For example, he could use more accurate calculations of lateral distributions. Also, he could make a traffic
survey to obtain site-specific data on the volume and weight
distribution of trucks rather than using general values. Second,
he could restrict the weight and/or volume of trucks to increase
the fatigue life. Third, he could modify the bridge to improve
its fatigue life. For example, if a particular detail caused the
short fatigue life, it could be retrofitted to improve its fatigue
characteristics. Alternatively, the stress level in the bridge could
be reduced by adding cross section or by other means; this
would also increase the fatigue life. Fourth, he could institute
periodic inspections at appropriate intervals to assure that fatigue cracks could be detected before components actually failed.
Estimates of the remaining lives of various details would be
helpful in selecting appropriate inspection intervals and allocating inspection efforts. With any of these four options, the
bridge can be easily reevaluated at any time in the future to
reflect changes in traffic or other conditions.
An accurate estimate of the remaining fatigue life of a bridge
also has other important uses. Such an estimate is needed in
bridge management systems that are used to make cost-effective
decisions regarding inspection, maintenance, repair, rehabilitation, and replacement of existing bridges. Estimates of remaining
fatigue life would also be very useful in assessing permit-vehicle
policy or determining the effects of permitting a certain class
of overloaded vehicles to use the highways. Similarly, remaininglife estimates could be used in assessing legislative policies such
as permissible truck weights.
The fatigue-life approach can also be applied in the design of
new bridges. Generally, any particular detail that does not provide the desired life would be redesigned in the same way that
it would be with allowable-stress procedures. To facilitate the
redesign, it may be convenient to use a permissible stress range
corresponding to a desired safe design life. Instead of redesigning, however, the designer might alternatively choose to recalculate the life with more accurate data or decide the calculated
life is acceptable for that particular bridge. The latter may be
a logical decision for, say, a rehabilitation job. The estimated
life of a new bridge must be based on assumptions regarding
future conditions, especially traffic loadings, which are likely to
change significantly over the 50- to 100-year life of a typical
bridge. Since the bridge can be periodically re-evaluated in the
future on the basis of the actual conditions that have occurred,
it is not realistic to impose unnecessarily rigid requirements for
the calculated total fatigue life of a new bridge being designed.
Defining the effects of fatigue in terms of fatigue life is a

much more useful approach than imposing rigid allowable fatigue stresses. The fatigue-life approach provides the following
advantages: ( 1 ) it defines the actual effects of fatigue loadings
on a bridge, (2) it permits the Engineer to choose from among
many suitable options to assure adequate safety, (3) it permits
the Engineer to react in a rational way to future changes in
fatigue loadings or other pertinent factors, (4) it replaces the
rigid go/no-go approach imposed by allowable-stress procedures with a flexible approach that is more appropriate for the
uncertain and changing conditions that affect fatigue, and (5)
it helps the practicing engineer to recognize that fatigue loadings
affect safety in a far different way than do static (nonrepetitive)
loadings.
Reliability

In developing and utilizing design procedures, it is normal
and appropriate to make conservative assumptions at each step.
Many of these conservatis'e assumptions are hidden in various
specification parameters and equations. The conservative assumptions are intended to account for uncertainties in each step
of the design process by using the most conservative value that
could reasonably be expected to occur in that step. Of course,
it is highly unlikely that the values for all steps will be at their
worst in the same bridge.
A reliability analysis (50, 160) is often made to assess the
safety of a specification that contains safety factors as well as
other conservative assumptions. Such an analysis usually defines
the degree of safety in terms of a safety index that relates to
the probability that a particular limit state condition, such as
the strength of a column, will be exceeded (50). A reliability
analysis can also be applied to predictions of remaining life in
a fatigue evaluation. A safety index can be calculated to indicate
the probability that the actual life will be less than the predicted
life. It is important to note, however, that the practical consequences of violating this safety parameter, that is, of having an
actual life shorter than predicted, is much less severe than the
consequences of violating a static-design safety parameter, such
as exceeding the strength of a column. Violating the static-design
safety parameter can lead to a failure. Violating the fatigue safety
parameter means only that the remaining life is shorter than
expected.
One of the most important benefits of a reliability analysis is
that it shows the interrelationship of the various conservative
assumptions that are made at each step in a design or evaluation
procedure. Such an analysis helps to put into proper perspective
the consequences of exceeding a conservative design value in a
single step; usually this detrimental effect will be counteracted
at some other step so that the overall safety parameter will not
be violated. For example, in a fatigue evaluation, a larger than
expected truck loading may be counteracted by a smaller than
expected lateral distribution factor so that the actual life will
still exceed the predicted life. Another view of this same analysis
is that the overall safety (or fatigue life) can be assured with a
very high degree of certainty (say, with a risk of failures of only
10 - ) even though the value of the variable in each step is
known with much less certainty (say, a 10-2 probability level)
provided the interrelationship of all variables is properly accounted for in the reliability model. This has an important
impact on the overall required safety factor as well as the amount
and quality of statistical data needed to produce estimates with
high confidence.

PROPOSED FATIGUE DESIGN OR EVALUATION
PROCEDURES

Two comprehensive European fatigue specifications have been
adopted in recent years: ( 1 ) the ECCS fatigue specifications
(172) and (2) the British fatigue code (212). These are discussed
below. Numerous other fatigue design or evaluation procedures
have been proposed in the literature; these procedures are summarized briefly in subsequent sections.

Specifications

The fatigue provisions of the present AASHTO design specifications (209) and maintenance-inspection manual (132) were
discussed earlier in this chapter and will not be discussed further
here.
ECCS. For several years the European Convention for Constructional Steelwork (ECCS) has been preparing recommendations (172) for the fatigue design of steel structures, which
are intended to apply to highway and railway bridges, crane
and machinery supports, and other structures. The ECCS recommendations follow the AASHTO approach of classifying
structural details according to their fatigue strength; however,
ECCS uses 14 different detail categories instead of the 7 presently used by AASHTO, and includes some details not covered
by AASHTO. Furthermore, ECCS gives a complete design SN
curve (stress range vs. life) for each category instead of allowable
stresses corresponding to specific life categories. These curves
are similar to those used to develop the AASHTO allowable
stress range values.
The ECCS uses- an effective stress range concept similar to
that developed in NCHRP Project 12-12 (198) to define variable-amplitude spectra. This effective stress range is based on
Miner's Law (139). In the fatigue check, the effective stress
range corresponding to the design loading is used with the
appropriate SN curve. For highway bridges, ECCS also uses
the fatigue-truck concept developed in the NCHRP project (196,
198); in this concept the variety of trucks in typical traffic is
represented by standard fatigue vehicles. The fatigue check can
be made in terms of either stress or life and rigid allowable
stresses are not imposed.
A typical ECCS design SN curve is shown in Figure 2. The
dashed horizontal line represents the constant-amplitude fatigue
limit for the detail. If all of the stress cycles in a variableamplitude spectrum are below this limit the life is assumed to
be infinite and no further fatigue check is required. The level
of the horizontal line is set at the point where the sloping finitelife portion of the curve intersects a life of 5 million cycles. It
is assumed that the break between the sloping and horizontal
portions of an SN curve occurs at this same life of 5 million
cycles for all details. However, this contrasts with data that
suggest the break life increases with the severity of the detail
(119). For example, the break life for AASHTO category E'
details is about 22 million cycles (119).
If some of the cycles in a variable-amplitude spectrum are
above the constant-amplitude fatigue limit while others are below, the fatigue life can be determined from the solid curve
shown in Figure 2. The sloping portion that is below the constant-amplitude fatigue limit has a slope of 5. The lower horizontal line is drawn at the level where this sloping portion
intersects 100 million cycles. This lower cutoff line is at a level
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Figure 2. Typical SN
curve from ECCS recommendation.

approximately 55 percent of the constant-amplitude fatigue limit
for each detail. Alternatively, a slope of 3 may be used between
the constant-amplitude fatigue limit and the cutoff line; this is
a simpler and more conservative approach. All stress cycles
below the lower cut-off line may be ignored.
For welded members, the ECCS recommendations treat
compression cycles, in which the applied stress varies in magnitude but is always compressive, the same as tension cycles, in
which a portion or all of the applied cycle is in tension. The
rationale for this provision is that tensile residual stresses in
welded members shift the applied compressive stress cycles into
the tension region.
British. The recent British fatigue code (212), which applies
to both highway and railwa bridges, gives three different procedures of varying complexity for highway bridges. All three
procedures use the same design SN curves to define the fatigue
strengths of various detail categories. The classification of details
into categories is similar to that used in the ECCS recommendations (172). Also, the finite-life portions of the SN curves for
the various categories are generally about the same as those
used by ECCS (172). In the British code, however, the constantamplitude fatigue limit for each category is taken as the stress
range at a life of 10 million cycles and the SN curve is projected
below this stress range at a slope of 5. There is no cutoff level
below which stress cycles have no effect. For welded members,
the British code treats compression cycles the same as tension
cycles.
In the simplest of the three procedures, an effective applied
stress range for each detail is calculated by loading the bridge
with standard fatigue trucks that represent typical truck traffic.
This calculated effective stress range must be below an allowable
stress range corresponding to a life of 120 years and to a truck
volume that is defined for various types of highway. Each truck
passage is assumed to cause one stress cycle. The highest of the
specified truck volumes is 2 million per year in one lane; this
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corresponds to 240 million stress cycles over the expected 120year life of the bridge. The effective stress range and fatigue
truck concepts used in this procedure are based on concepts
developed in a previous NCHRP study (198) and are consistent
with Miner's Law (139).
The other two procedures are much more complex and permit
the direct calculation of the fatigue damage caused by each
truck passage. Miner's Law (139) is used to assess the cumulative fatigue damage caused by such passages.
Proposed Design or Evaluation Procedures

Many references describing fatigue design or evaluation procedures, which have been proposed for various structural applications, are included in the bibliography in Appendix F. These
procedures are intended to realistically reflect the actual fatigue
conditions that occur in the structure under consideration. Consequently, they generally involve three steps: (1) calculate the
variable-amplitude stress spectrum caused by the actual loading,
(2) relate this variable-amplitude stress spectrum to an equivalent or effective constant-amplitude stress by some cumulative
damage approach, and (3) compare the resulting applied stress
parameter with a fatigue strength (SN) curve to get the fatigue
life or to show that the applied stress is below an allowable
stress value corresponding to a desired design life. In many of
the design procedures, probabilistic methods are used to define
the degree of uncertainty in the calculations and to provide
consistent levels of safety for various design cases. These approaches are consistent with the probabilistic or reliability approaches used in various static-design codes. Stress range is the
main stress parameter in most of the proposed procedures; some
also consider the effects of mean stress. Factors of safety may
be applied to the applied stress, the strength parameter and/or
the design life.
The uncertainty in the calculated variable-amplitude stress
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spectrum depends on how accurately the loading can be defined
and on how accurately stresses can be calculated from the loading. For highway bridges, truck traffic is the main fatigue loading
and a gross weight histogram for such traffic is the most important parameter defining this loading. Therefore, most of the
proposed procedures define a typical histogram and/or permit
the use of an actual histogram for the site. The wheel spacings
and distributions of the gross weights to various axles are also
important and are defined in most of the proposed procedures.
Calculation of the stresses from the loading involves factors to
account for lateral distribution, impact, and truck superpositions. These parameters are usually covered in some way in the
proposed procedures.
Miner's Law (139) is used in almost all of the proposed
procedures to relate variable-amplitude fatigue behavior to constant-amplitude behavior. Although Miner's Law is often criticized by researchers, especially those dealing with special types
of loadings, an extensive NCHRP study (198) of simulated
bridge members showed that it is unbiased for such members
and that the scatter in predicting the life is not large. For
convenience, many of the proposed procedures use the effective
stress range concept that was developed in the NCHRP study
(198) and is based on Miner's Law. In this concept, a variableamplitude spectrum is represented by an equivalent constantamplitude stress cycle. Several of the proposed methods carry
this concept one step further and use an effective fatigue truck
to represent typical truck traffic (198).
In most of the proposed procedures pertaining to highway
bridges, the effective stress range is compared with fatigue
strength curves that are consistent with the present AASHTO
allowable fatigue stresses (209) for various detail categories. The
finite-life portion of these curves represents the approximate
lower 95 percent confidence limit for the worst detail in each
category. Mathematical expressions are often given to define
the curves, and parallel lines representing other confidence levels
are sometimes provided. Some of the proposed procedures give
allowable stresses for various details that are based on the fatigue
strength curves; generally, these allowable stresses are based on
heavy traffic volumes that are considered appropriate for specified types of highways and on a particular design life. For
example, the Connecticut Department of Transportation (51)
includes such a fatigue check in its bridge evaluation rating
procedures. Some procedures, however, give allowable stresses
for any estimated lifetime average truck volume and desired
design life. Thus, truck volumes appropriate for the actual site
can be used. Some of the procedures recognize that a truck
passage may cause more than one stress cycle and give procedures to define the appropriate number of stress cycles per truck
passage. None of the procedures include methods of assessing
the effects of increases in truck volume and weights over the
life of the bridge.
Some of the proposed procedures use a variable-amplitude
fatigue limit that is some fraction of the constant-amplitude
fatigue limit. If the effective stress range for the spectrum is

below this variable-amplitude fatigue limit, the fatigue life is
assumed to be infinite. Other procedures project the finite-life
portion of the fatigue strength curve downward without limit
and thus assume that the constant-amplitude fatigue limit has
no effect on the fatigue life. Since the effect of fatigue limit is
still under study, the more recent proposals generally adopted
the conservative approach of extending the fatigue curve downwards without a limit. Generally, a uniform slope of 3 is used
for the sloping portions of the log-log SN curves. Some of the
proposed procedures assume that the fatigue life is infinite if all
of the stress cycles in the variable-amplitude spectrum are always
in compression. This is consistent with the present AASHTO
(209) approach.
Many of the proposed procedures use probabilistic concepts
for assessing safety. Some of the procedures are intended to
indicate the probability that the actual fatigue life will exceed
a particular value. Many procedures use reliability calculations
to assess or adjust the level of safety associated with a particular
design procedure or to obtain a consistent level of safety over
a range of design cases. The values of key parameters in a design
procedure can be adjusted to improve this consistency. Some
factors that affect the fatigue stresses in actual bridges, such as
unintended end fixity at abutments, may also be included in the
design procedure or reliability analysis to assure uniformity in
safety levels.

REPORT ORGANIZATION

Chapter Two discusses each step in the proposed evaluation
procedure and explains the basis for the equations and factors
used in that step. The evaluation procedure as it would appear
in the AASHTO Manual for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges
is given in Appendix A. Chapter Three is composed of the
proposed design procedure, which is given in Appendix B, as
it would appear in the AASHTO Standard SpecifIcations for
Highway Bridges. Chapter Four presents structural reliability
background, a reliability model for fatigue life prediction and
calibration of the proposed evaluation and design methods.
Chapter Five contains examples of the application of the proposed evaluation and design procedures, and compares these
procedures with current AASHTO methods. Chapter Six includes information and references on several factors that are
not considered directly in the proposed evaluation and design
procedures, such as secondary bending, cracked members, and
corrosion and mechanical damage. Chapter Seven contains a
summary of the conclusions and suggestions for further research.
Appendix C gives alternative procedures that are permitted in
the evaluation procedure, but are not described in detail in
Appendix A. Appendixes D and E provide a summary of traffic
loading and bridge response data, respectively, to support the
proposed fatigue evaluation and design procedures. Cited references and bibliography are provided in Appendix F.

III

CHAPTER TWO

PROPOSED EVALUATION PROCEDURE

FORMAT

A proposed fatigue evaluation procedure for existing steel
highway bridges is given in Appendix A in the form it might
appear in the 1983 AASHTO Manual for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges (132). The development of the procedure is
discussed in this chapter. First, the overall format is discussed
in general. Then each step in the procedure is discussed in detail.
Additional explanations and supporting data are given in Appendixes D and E.
The evaluation procedure contains a relatively simple basic
procedure for calculating both the remaining mean life and the
remaining safe life of a detail. More complicated alternative
procedures that may be used at the option of the Engineer are
also included. Most of the alternative procedures require more
effort than the basic procedure, but generally result in less
uncertainty and hence a longer calculated remaining safe life.
For each step, the basic procedure is presented first and may
be followed by one or more numbered alternative procedures.
Some of the more involved alternative procedures are not described in detail in the evaluation procedure itself, but are given
in Appendix C. To follow the relatively simple basic procedure,
the Engineer merely ignores all of the numbered alternative
procedures. The evaluation procedure also presents options that
can be pursued by the Engineer if he considers the calculated
remaining life to be inadequate.

GENERAL
Scope

The evaluation procedure is applicable to virgin (uncracked
and unrepaired) members subjected to primary stresses that are
normally calculated in design. It does not cover (1) the effects
of secondary bending that is not normally calculated in design,
(2) the evaluation and repair of cracked members, or (3) the
effects of corrosion and mechanical damage. However, information and references on these effects are given in Chapter Six.
The evaluation procedure does apply to members that have
received normal repairs during fabrication.
Approach

The remaining fatigue life for a detail is obtained by first
determining a nominal stress range for the truck traffic crossing
the bridge and then calculating the life corresponding to this
stress range based on an estimated truck volume. Two different
estimates of remaining life can be obtained: (1) the remaining
mean life and (2) the remaining safe life. These two different
estimates of remaining life provide a useful indication of fatigue
safety and facilitate reasonable cost-effective decisions regarding
repair, rehabilitation, or replacement.

The remaining mean life is the best possible estimate of the
actual remaining life; there is a 50 percent probability that the
actual remaining life will exceed the remaining mean life. The
remaining mean life is the same for redundant and nonredundant
members.
The remaining safe life provides a much higher degree of
safety. The remaining safe life is different for redundant and
nonredundant members because different levels of safety are
provided for the two cases. Specifically, the probability that the
actual remaining life will exceed the remaining safe life is 97.7
percent for redundant members and 99.9 percent for nonredundant members. These levels of safety approximate those
associated with the present AASHTO fatigue design provisions
(209) as discussed in Chapter Four. To achieve these desired
levels of safety, appropriate reliability or safety factors are applied to the stress range calculated by the basic procedure. To
account for improved analysis accuracy, lower safety factors are
applied for alternative procedures used in calculating the stress
range. However, these lower safety factors, still yield the same
probabilities of failure as the basic procedure.
The ratio of the total mean fatigue life, in cycles to failure,
to the total safe fatigue life is constant for various cases (different
bridges, details, etc.). This ratio is about 5 for redundant members and 10 for nonredundant members. These large ratios are
required to provide a degree of safety consistent with present
AASHTO fatigue design provisions (209). The ratios of the
stress ranges corresponding to the mean and safe lives are equal
to the cube roots of these life ratios: about 1.7 for redundant
members and 2.2 for nonredundant members.
For two reasons, the ratios of the remaining mean and safe
lives in years are not the same as the ratios of the total lives in
cycles to failure. First, the life in years is not directly proportional to the number of cycles to failure if a compound growth
rate is involved. Second, the same number (the age of the bridge)
must be subtracted from the total mean and safe lives to get
the remaining mean and safe lives.

STRESS RANGE
General Procedure

In the basic procedure, the nominal stress range is calculated
from general information or from specific site data by the steps
discussed in subsequent paragraphs. As an alternative, however,
the nominal stress range can be calculated from a stress-range
histogram obtained from field measurements on the bridge under
normal traffic. The equation used to calculate the effective stress
range was developed from extensive fatigue tests of details under
simulated traffic loadings (198), and is given as:

Sr = (fiSri)1"3

(1)
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where fi = fraction of stress ranges within an interval i, S i =
midwidth of stress interval i, and 5r = effective stress range.
The fatigue damage caused by a given number of cycles of
the effective stress range is the same as the damage caused by
an equal number of the different stress ranges defined by the
histogram or stress spectrum. This root-mean-cube formula is
based on Miner's Law (139) and a slope of 3 for a straight line
log S vs. log N fatigue curve. This slope has been adopted as
the basis for the AASHTO allowable fatigue stresses for all
detail categories except F. Miner's Law is used because it has
been shown to provide reasonably accurate results for a broad
range of applications and is easy to use. Furthermore, extensive
fatigue tests of simulated bridge members confirmed that it is
applicable for such members (198).

Fatigue Truck

Axle• Configuration
The fatigue truck used in the evaluation procedure (Figure
6.2.2A in Appendix A) was proposed by Schilling (196. 198)
to represent the variety of trucks of different types and weights
in actual traffic. Because a high percentage of the fatigue damage
in a typical bridge in the United States is done by 4-'and 5-axle
semitrailers (195), the axle spacing and axle load distribution
of the proposed fatigue truck approximate the spacing and load
distribution for such trucks. Measurements of actual trucks (195,
205) showed that the spacing of main axles is about, 30 ft. The
dual axles on the semitrailers are represented by single axles on
the fatigue truck.
Other possible fatigue trucks, such as the AASHTO HS-20
truck, a vehicle proposed by Pavia (146), and the AASHTO
legal rating vehicles (3S2), were investigated along with the
proposed fatigue truck to see which best represents the actual
traffic. The criteria for evaluating these possible fatigue trucks
are based on a moment ratio that is defined as the average value
of the influence factor (maximum moment divided by gross
weight) for the actual traffic divided by the influence factor of
the fatigue truck. The gross weight of the fatigue truck is determined from the actual traffic as explained in the next section;
consequently, the moment ratio defines the effects of axle configuration alone.
The moment ratios depend on (1) the type of bridge (continuous or simple), (2) the span length, (3) the location along
the span, and (4) the percentages of different types of trucks
in the traffic. Ideally, the axle configuration of the fatigue truck
should provide a moment ratio that is close to 1.0 and varies
as little as possible with the span length and type of bridge. As
demonstrated in Appendix E, the fatigue truck used in the
evaluation procedure satisfies these criteria better than the other
trucks that were considered. The variation in the effect of axle
configuration with span length and type of bridge is included
in the reliability calibration. Although a constant 30-ft spacing
of main axles is required to accurately assess fatigue life, it is
sometimes convenient to use a variable spacing of 14 to 30 ft,
which corresponds to the spacing for the AASHTO HS-20 truck
(209). If this variable spacing is used, the moment caused by
the fatigue truck can be obtained from that caused by the HS20 truck by multiplying by the ratio of gross weights. It is
always conservative to use the variable spacing, but the calculated fatigue life will be considerably reduced if the span length

is small. For example, on a 60-ft simple-span bridge, using the
14-ft spacing increases the maximum midspan moment by 55
percent and reduces the calculated life by a factor of 3.7.

Gross Weight
The gross weight of the fatigue truck used in the basic procedure is 54 kip. This is an effective weight that represents the
actual truck traffic spectrum from recent (1981) WIM studies
(205) that included 30 sites nationwide and more than 27,000
observed trucks. Earlier FHWA loadometer data (195) had
suggested a gross weight of 50 kip for the fatigue truck. The
increase can be attributed to two main factors. First, the WIM
measuring systems are undetectable to drivers and, hence, include some overweight trucks not found in typical FHWA badometer studies. Second, part of the increase may reflect real
growth in truck weights with time.
The effective weight for a given truck traffic is selected so
that the fatigue damage caused by a given number of passages
of a truck of this weight is the same as the fatigue damage
caused by an equal number of passages of trucks of different
weights in the actual traffic. An equation (similar to Eq. 1)
defining the effective gross weight W is given below.

W=(fW1

)"3

(2)

where J = fraction of gross weights within interval i, and W,
= midwidth of interval i.
Equation 2 was used to calculate the effective gross weight
of 54 kip from the WIM data, and also effective weights from
other data discussed in Appendix D.
To recognize the considerable region-to-region and site-tosite differences in truck weight population, four alternatives for
determining the gross weight of the fatigue truck are permitted
in the evaluation procedure: (1) adjust the gross weight based
on judgment supported by a knowledge of traffic at the site,
(2) calculate the gross weight from weigh station data, (3)
calculate the gross weight from local weigh-in-motion data, and
(4) calculate the gross weight from traffic survey data that
include the percentages of various types of trucks in the traffic
but not a gross weight histogram. Equation 2 is used in these
calculations. The partial safety factors applied for weigh station
and WIM data differ because weigh station data tend to be
biased toward lower weights as a result of efforts to evade loadlimit enforcement (205).
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 state that the histograms used to
calculate the effective weight should be based on the truck traffic
excluding panel, pickup, and other 2-axle/4-wheel trucks. This
same definition of a truck is used later with respect to truck
volume. An inconsistency is introduced into the fatigue calculation if the same definition is not used to define both the truck
volume and the truck-weight histogram. For example, if 2-axle/
4-wheel trucks were included, the truck volume would be considerably higher, but the effective truck weight would be correspondingly lower. The definition that was chosen is convenient
and reasonable because the excluded vehicles cause very little
fatigue damage. To use a definition based on excluding trucks
weighing less than a certain amount would be inconvenient
because traffic volume data are usually given in terms of types
of vehicles.
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Truck Superpositions
Most trucks cross short- and medium-span bridges individually with no other trucks on the bridge at the same time.
Therefore, fatigue evaluations should generally be based on the
passage of a single fatigue truck across the bridge in the lane
under consideration. A recent study (189, 193) using data on
the frequency of occurrence of various spacings in combination
with calculations of fatigue damage caused by such spacings
showed that the net effect of closely spaced trucks is small for
normal traffic conditions. Therefore, for such conditions, the
effect of truck superpositions need not be considered by the
Engineer in making a fatigue evaluation. This applies to span
lengths typically covered by present AASHTO procedures. A
headway factor, however, is introduced into the calibration procedure described in Chapter Four to account for possible small
increases in stress due to truck superpositions in some cases.
For conditions that tend to cause unusual bunching of trucks,
the nominal stress range should be increased by 15 percent to
account for the possible detrimental effects of the unusually
large percentage of close spacings. Such conditions include a
traffic signal on or near the bridge and a steep hill on a twolane bridge.
The factor of 15 percent is based on judgment supported by
the following conservative example for a multilane bridge with
multiple girders. Assume that trucks make up 10 percent of the
traffic. With "unusual site conditions" causing bunching of
trucks, there will always be some vehicle alongside a truck in
the shoulder lane. Because trucks make up about 10 percent of
the traffic, 10 percent of the time there would be trucks sideby-side on the bridge. If the stress range in the critical girder
due to a single truck in the shoulder lane of the bridge is S, the
contribution from the truck in the adjacent lane can be conservatively taken as an additional 0.8S (80 percent increase in
stress due to a simultaneous truck crossing in the adjacent lane).
The corresponding effective stress range is given by Eq. 3 where
the fraction of time two trucks are present is 0.1; otherwise the
fraction is 0.9.
Sre = [( 0.1) (1.8S)3 + 0.9 (5)3]3 = 1.14S

(3)

Limited available field data on multilane bridges suggest a
somewhat lower factor. Specifically, for eight carefully monitored test sites (145, 148), the average contribution to a critical
girder from an adjacent lane loading was found to be only 42
percent rather than 80 percent. The corresponding bunching
factor is 1.06 if there are 10 percent trucks in the traffic; and
1.11, if there are 20 percent trucks in the traffic.

Long Span Loadings
A recent study (171) investigated the fatigue conditions in
long-span cable-stayed bridges. Loading guidelines were presented for cable-stay design and testing compatible . with
AASHTO specifications. Simulations of traffic loadings were
made from truck traffic data supplied from WIM studies. Based
on this work it was concluded that present lane loadings are
inappropriate for fatigue checks of long-span bridges. As a result,
the Post-Tensioning Institute (PTI) recommends that AASHTO
truck loading, instead of lane loading, be used for calculating
fatigue stresses.

The study (171) also quotes a report on load measurements
on a cable-stayed highway bridge over a 3-month period. The
maximum values of axial cable stresses recorded under moving
traffic were only 13 percent of the design cable stresses due to
the specified lane traffic loading (based on DIN 1072). Under
an artificially produced, extremely unfavorable traffic jam, 37
percent of the design stresses from lane traffic loading were
reached. This confirms that it is inappropriate to use lane loading
in calculating fatigue stresses for cable-stayed bridges. However,
further work may be needed to establish the appropriate number
of cycles for the truck loading and the corresponding safety
factor needed. In actual long-span bridges, the traffic loading
often causes long periods of continuous stresses of varying magnitude rather than large numbers of individual cycles. The equivalent number of cycles for such periods of continuous stresses
may need to be investigated.
As discussed earlier, individual truck passages control fatigue
behavior for short- and medium-span bridges, and there is no
reason to consider lane loadings in a fatigue evaluation of such
bridges. As the span length increases, the relative importance
of individual trucks decreases while the relative importance of
groups of trucks increases because the effect of such groups
depends on the ratio of spacings to span length.

Impact
For fatigue evaluations, the impact factor should define the
increase in stress range, rather than peak stress, caused by dynamic effects. The impact factors for different trucks crossing
a particular bridge vary considerably. The impact factor used
for fatigue is intended to be an effective value that averages all
trucks in the traffic rather than a safe extreme value, such as
is used in static design. Theoretically, the effective value for a
particular bridge could be obtained by a root-mean-cubed relationship similar to the relationship for effective stress range,
but a sufficient quantity of data would rarely be available to
permit such a calculation.
The effective impact factor for fatigue also varies considerably
among different bridges, but does not appear (161) to be a
function of the natural frequency of the bridge as specified for
static design in the Ontario bridge code (164) or of the span
length as specified for static design in the AASHTO specifications (209). Instead, it depends mainly on the surface roughness or "bump" at the end of the bridge (161).
The value of the impact factor in the basic procedure is
intended to represent an average value of the effective impact
factor for bridges with a normal amount of surface roughness
and a good joint at the bridge abutment. Because the factor
amplifies stress range, it includes both an increase in the peak
stress and a reduction in the minimum stress caused by a single
vehicle crossing. The impact factor of 10 percent used in the
evaluation procedure is based on available data from field measurements (161, 191). Specifically, Moses and Nyman reported
an average value of 1.12 (161) and Schilling (191) reported
average values of 1.15 and 1. 17, respectively, for simple- and
continuous-span bridges. These values are averaged over different sites and do not account for the roughness of the road
surface. Consequently, the evaluation procedure uses an impact
factor of 1.10 for smooth surfaces and a factor ranging from
1.10 to 1.30 for rough surfaces.
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Moment Range
The stress range should be based 'on the passage of the fatigue
truck across the bridge in the lane under consideration. Therefore, the corresponding moment range (or axial load range for
trusses) for longitudinal members should be obtained by placing
the truck alternately in positions that cause the algebraic maximum and minimum moments at the detail under consideration.
For transverse members, the correct stress spectrum could be
obtained by making separate moment calculations with the truck
in each lane and assigning the frequency of occurrence of each
moment according to the percentage of the truck volume that
normally uses that lane. (Usually, 80 percent or more of the
truck volume (195) is in the shoulder lane.) This procedure,
however, is cumbersome and probably would not be justified in
most cases. Therefore, the evaluation procedure conservatively
specifies that the fatigue truck be placed at the center of the
lane resulting in the highest transverse moment. Thus, it is
assumed that all the truck volume travels in that lane.

Lateral Distribution
For longitudinal bending members, a lateral distribution factor, DF, is applied to the total fatigue truck moment to get the
portion of this moment carried by the member under consideration. It is not appropriate to use the AASHTO (209) lateral
distribution factors for fatigue evaluations because they are
based on all lanes being loaded simultaneously. Further, the
AASHTO values consider the worst possible transverse location
of the truck with respect to maximum moment. In contrast, the
lateral distribution factors for fatigue should be based on typical
conditions that occur often. Specifically, they should be based
on a single truck positioned at the center of one of the traffic
lanes; usually the shoulder lane is critical because most of the
truck traffic is in that lane.
For I-shaped members, the basic evaluation procedure specifies that the truck moment be distributed by simple-beam action
if there are only two members, and gives separate provisions
for lateral distribution to exterior and interior girders if there
are more than two members.
For box-shaped members, the basic procedure permits the
member cross section to be divided into two equivalent I-shaped
members. This is conservative because it neglects the torsional
rigidity of the box, which can provide considerable lateral distribution.
Three alternatives to the basic procedure are permitted for Ishaped or box-shaped members. The first two are approximate
procedures based on a single truck at the centerline of a traffic
lane. The third alternative is a rigorous analysis, again based
on a single truck at the centerline of a traffic lane.
The two alternative approximate procedures are given in Appendix C. Both were developed empirically from extensive studies covering a wide range of pertinent parameters as described
in Appendix E. One of the studies (14) used orthotropic-plate
analytical procedures to develop the lateral distribution factors
used in the Ontario bridge code (164). From the results of this
study, Bakht developed empirical curves that can be conveniently used to get the lateral distribution factors for a single
truck. The other study (192, 193, 194) used finite element procedures to develop lateral distribution factors specifically for
use in fatigue checks. As discussed in Appendix E, these ap-

proximate procedures agree reasonably well with lateral distribution factors measured on actual bridges.
The lateral distribution factors used in the basic procedure
were developed in the present study; they are based on the
alternative orthotropic-plate procedure given in Appendix C and
agree reasonably well with measured lateral distribution factors.
These factors are given in the familiar AASHTO S/D format.
For convenience, however, the S/D factors are based on the
full truck moment rather than '/2 of the truck moment as the
present AASHTO factors. Development of the basic method is
shown in Appendix E. Although separate provisions are given
for interior and exterior girders, the factors resulting from these
provisions are generally the same unless the bridge has a large
overhang and a small shoulder.
For interior girders, the basic procedure gives an upper limit
of (S— 3)/S for the lateral distribution factor. This limit prevents the basic factor, which was developed empirically, from
exceeding a factor obtained by distributing wheel loads to the
two adjacent girders by simple-beam action. This simple-beam
distribution to adjacent girders represents a theoretical upperbound because some of the moment is actually distributed beyond the adjacent girders. The maximum simple-beam
distribution to a girder occurs when the centerline of the truck
is directly over the girder, and this distribution remains the
same as long as the truck centerline is within 3 ft of the girder
centerline. Consequently, the limiting simple-beam distribution
is (S-3)/S.
The position of the truck with respect to the exterior girder
affects DF for this girder. It is satisfactory to use the same DF
for both interior and exterior girders provided the truck position
is not too close to, or outside of, the exterior girder. Otherwise,
a larger DF must be used for the exterior girder. Bridge dimensions that affect the truck position with respect to the exterior girder are defined in Figure 3. The truck is assumed to
be at the center of the shoulder lane. The DF for the exterior
girder must be calculated if the overhang is more than 1 ft and
the shoulder width is less than 4 ft. Simple empirical equations
are given to calculate the DF for these unusual cases. These
equations are the same as those used for exterior girders in the
first alternative procedure (finite element study) given in Appendix C.
Figure 4 shows when the DF for the exterior girders exceeds
that for the interior girders. This figure is conservatively based
on an overhang of 1/2 the girder spacing—about the maximum
used in girder bridges. The solid lines in the figure define the
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range of DF values given by the basic procedure for interior
girders of various spans. The dashed lines show the DF given
by the empirical equations (192, 193) for exterior girders; these
factors depend on the shoulder plus curb width, W, but not on
the span length. When the shoulder plus curb width is 6 ft or
more, the DF for the exterior girders is less than, or equal to,
that of the interior girders. The curb width is generally 1.5 ft
or more and the empirical equations for exterior girders are
conservative. Therefore, the basic procedure uses the same DF
for 1interior and exterior girders when the shoulder width is 4
ft or more.
If the overhang is small, as it is in many older bridges, the
DF for the exterior girders is less than that for the interior
girders. Therefore, the basic procedure also uses the same DF
for interior and exterior girders when the distance from the face
of the curb to the exterior girder is 1 ft or less.
The empirical equations for exterior girders are based on the
stiffnesses of the girders alone. In actual bridges, however, curbs
and parapets often contribute additional stiffness along the edge
of the bridge and thereby reduce the stresses in the exterior
girders. Consequently, if normal calculation procedures indicate
a problem with the exterior girders, it might be desirable to
verify the beneficial effects of the curb or parapet through special
calculations or measurements rather than making costly improvements to these girders.
Alternative 2 in the evaluation procedure permits a rigorous
analysis for determining the lateral distribution. Generally, this

analysis should be performed with a single truck at the centerline
of the shoulder lane because most of the truck traffic is in this
lane. Lateral distribution factors should be calculated for the
exterior girder and the first interior girder. The factor for the
first interior girder can generally be applied to other interior
girders. The effect of trucks in other lanes need not be considered
in this analysis because it is included in the factor FL used in
Appendix A, Article 6.3.5.1 of the evaluation procedure to
determine the effective truck volume for the evaluation.
A more refined evaluation could be made by determining
individual distribution factors for all girders when the truck is
at the centerline of each traffic lane and combining stress cycles
according to the actual truck volume in each lane. In this way
a different stress spectrum could be determined for each girder
and used to calculate an effective stress range for that girder.
Because of the many uncertainties in the evaluation procedure,
such a refined analysis would generally not be justified.

Member Section
In the basic evaluation procedure, the section modulus of a
beam is obtained by dividing the beam moment of inertia by
the distance from the neutral axis to the expected crack initiation
location in the detail, and this section modulus is used to calculate the stress range, Sr . For truss members the cross-sectional
area is used to get the stress range, Sr .
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Many field tests have shown that the bending stress in actual
bridges is usually well below that calculated by normal procedures, which conservatively neglect such benefical effects as
unintended composite action, contributions from nonstructural
elements, unintended partial end fixity at abutments, and direct
transfer of load through the slab to the supports. (Some allowance for such benefical effects is indirectly included in the present AASHTO fatigue provisions.) These beneficial effects are
equivalent to an increase in section modulus. Therefore, the
proposed procedure permits the Engineer to increase the section
modulus in certain cases. Measured values of the beneficial
effects from four different sites are shown in Appendix E for
composite decks and for noncomposite decks that had no visual
separation between deck and girder. Table E- 10 gives the proposed increases in section modulus for the above two cases.
Because the data are limited to positive bending regions, the
increase in section modulus is permitted only for such regions.
The provisions for calculating the section modulus are summarized below.
For composite decks, the Engineer can use the AASHTO
composite section increased by 15 percent in positive bending
regions and a section including the longitudinal reinforcing steel
in negative bending regions. The AASHTO composite section
is defined in Article 10.38.3 of the AASHTO specifications
(209). For noncomposite decks, only the steel section should
be used to compute the section modulus. However, if there is
no visual separation between the deck and the girder, the computed section modulus in positive bending regions may be increased by 30 percent. As an alternative to increasing the section
modulus by.30 percent, the Engineer is permitted to use the
AASHTO composite section in positive bending regions. Table
E-lO gives data supporting these increases.

Reliability Factor
In calculating the remaining mean life, it is not necessary to
apply a reliability or safety factor to the calculated stress range
because this is the best estimate of the actual stress range. In
calculating the remaining safe life, in contrast, a reliability, or
safety, factor is applied to the calculated stress range to achieve
a desired level of safety; that is, a desired probability that the
actual life will exceed the safe life. A measure of this probability
is given by the safety index, which is a statistical parameter
denoted as /3 (the precise definition is given in Chapter Four).
It gives the number of standard deviations contained within the
mean safety margin. The correlation between /3 and risk that
the actual life will be less than the calculated life is given in
Chapter Four from• a standard normal probability table.
The safety factors are calibrated in Chapter Four to achieve
certain target values. For most structural applications, /3 values
are in the range from 2 to 4. For fatigue evaluations, a relatively
low /3 is justified because the safety concern associated with /3
is remaining fatigue life rather than a strength failure such as
is used in static design procedures. The consequence of violating
this safety parameter is shorter life rather than possible immediate failure.
The target /3 values for the evaluation procedure are 2.0 and
3.0 for redundant and nonredundant members, respectively.
(The AASHTO definition of redundant member, which is based
on the judgment of the Engineer, is used so that no additional
calculations are required to determine redundancy.) The cor-

responding overall safety factors determined in Chapter Four
are 1.35 and 1.75. These factors incorporate the respective uncertainties of loading, analysis, and fatigue life. The corresponding probabilities that the calculated life will exceed the actual
life are 97.7 percent and 99.9 percent. The remaining mean life,
which is the best estimate of the remaining life, is much greater
than the remaining safe life defined above. Examples illustrating
the relationship between the mean and safe lives are given in
Chapter Five.
As discussed previously, a separate partial safety factor is
applied for each alternative method that is used. These factors
account for reductions in scatter or bias in the evaluation procedure resulting from using the alternative in place of the basic
(or default) procedure. This reduced uncertainty allows the
required safety index to be achieved with lower partial safety
factors. Specific values of the partial safety factors are determined in the reliability calibration in Chapter Four.
REMAINING LIFE
Infinite Life

The remaining life is infinite, and no further fatigue check is
required if the factored stress range is below either of two
limiting values. The first is based on the constant-amplitude
fatigue limit and the second is based on the assumption that a
fatigue check is not required when all stress cycles are entirely
in compression.

Fatigue Limit
It is generally accepted that the fatigue life for a variableamplitude spectrum is infinite if all of the cycles in the spectrum
are below the constant-amplitude fatigue limit. Therefore, a
variable-amplitude fatigue limit can be obtained by dividing the
constant-amplitude fatigue limit by a peak ratio, which is the
maximum stress range for the spectrum divided by the effective
stress range for the spectrum. If the calculated effective stress
range is below this variable-amplitude fatigue limit, the life is
taken as infinite; otherwise, the life is finite and must be calculated. Thus, the variable-amplitude fatigue limit serves as a
screening level to determine whether a detailed life analysis is
required.
Both the peak ratio and the constant-amplitude fatigue limit
are random variables. Therefore, the fatigue limit check involves
statistical variability and can be expressed as:
Fatigue limit = SFD

where y = reliability factor defined above (it is different for
redundant and nonredundant members); Sr = effective stress
range computed from fatigue truck loading; 5FD = allowable
stress range for the AASHTO "over 2 million" cycles category
(this is assumed to be the 95 percent confidence level for the
fatigue limit); and 4 = factor to account for the statistical
variation in the maximum range divided by the effective stress
range.
The reliability factor, y, is the same value used for the finite
life check. The quantity 5FD'4 corresponds to the variableamplitude fatigue limit, SrL; values of this limit for the various
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detail categories are given in the evaluation procedure and are
discussed further in the section on "Detail Constants" and in
Chapter Four.

Basic Procedure
Either the remaining safe or mean life in years corresponding
to the factored stress range, Rs Sr, can be calculated from

Compression Cycling
The AASHTO specifications (209) do not require a fatigue
check for applied stress cycles that are entirely in compression.
In contrast, European fatigue specifications (172, 212) generally
require a fatigue check for such cycles. For welded members,
the compression cycles are treated the same as tension cycles
(172, 212). For nonwelded, or fully stress-relieved members,
compression cycles are either ignored or are multiplied by a
factor of 0.6 (172).
Test results (72, 198) show that fatigue cracks initiate in
regions where the applied cyclic stresses are completely in
compression. In such regions, constant tensile residual stresses
are superimposed on the applied compressive stresses to produce
cycles that are partly or fully in tension (190). The fatigue cracks
usually stop growing when they reach a region of compressive
residual stresses and generally do not cause failures (72, 198).
In a few variable-amplitude tests, however, beams cycled in
bending failed as a result of cracks in flanges subjected only to
compressive applied stresses (198). There have been no reports
of failures resulting from compression cycling in actual bridges
(54).
In a highway bridge, the applied stresses are entirely in
compression when the compressive dead load stress at the detail
exceeds the tensile portion of the stress cycle caused by the
heaviest truck in the traffic. It is assumed that the heaviest truck
weighs twice as much as the fatigue truck. Thus, the stress
cycles are completely in compression when 2 RS1 < S; St is
the tension portion of the stress cycle caused by the fatigue
truck, S, is the compressive dead load stress, and R5 is the
reliability factor. Less than 0.2 percent of the trucks in an
extensive WIM study (205) weighed more than twice as much
as the fatigue truck for this traffic. This small percentage of
cycles that are partly within the tensile region is not expected
to significantly affect fatigue behavior. Furthermore, an additional margin of safety is provided by the reliability factor.

fK x 106
-a
Yf = T. C (R 5)

in which Ta is the estimated lifetime average daily truck volume,
C is the cycles per truck passage, a is the age of the bridge in
years, RSr is the factored stress range, K is a detail discussed
later, and f is a factor to account for the difference between the
mean and allowable SN curves.. In calculating the remaining
safe life,! = 1 and R is above 1. In calculating the remaining
mean life, f = 2 and R = 1. This equation uses a mathematical
relationship to define the SN curve for the detail.
The lifetime average daily truck volume may be estimated by
the Engineer or obtained from a chart that involves the present
truck volume, T the present age of the bridge, a, and the
compound annual growth rate, g, for the truck volume. Procedures for determining the lifetime average daily truck volume
are discussed later under a separate heading.
First Alternative
A more accurate estimate of remaining safe or mean life can
be obtained by dividing the total fatigue life into two periods
in which the truck volume and fatigue truck weight remain
constant: A past period from the opening of the bridge to the
present and a future period from the present to the end of the
fatigue life. Y denotes the past period in which the truck volume,
T. and the effective truck weight, W, were constant. Y1 denotes the future period in which the truck volume, TN, and
effective truck weight, WN, are also assumed constant. Y1 and
N are the fatigue lives in years based on the past and future
traffic conditions, respectively. Fatigue damage in the past period is given by Y/ Y1 while fatigue damage in the future period
is given by Yf/ YN. Failure occurs when the total damage equals
one, or
'1

Finite Life

If the calculated stress range multiplied by the reliability
factor is above the limiting value for infinite life, the remaining
fatigue life must be calculated. A basic procedure, and one
alternative procedure, for calculating the remaining life is given
in the evaluation procedure itself. In addition, four other more
refined procedures are permitted; these four are given in Appendix C.
In all of these procedures, the remaining life corresponding
to the calculated stress range is determined from the fatigue
strength (SN) curve, or equation, for the detail under consideration. The fatigue strength curves for detail Categories A to
E were developed by Fisher (70, 71, 72) and are the basis for
the present AASHTO (209) allowable fatigue stresses. These
allowable SN curves approximate the lower 95 percent confidence limits for test data in each category. The mean life for a
particular stress range is about twice the life from the allowable
SN curve. The allowable SN curves are discussed further under
"Detail Constants."

(4)

N

(5)

where Y1 and YNare given byfK x 10 6 /[Tp C(RsSr IV1,/W) 3 ]
and IX X 106 /[TNC(RS WN/ W) 3 ] respectively. Therefore,
l'f= 1'N[1 - Yp/Yl ]

(6)

The Engineer must supply appropriate values of T, TN, W D
and WN from his knowledge of conditions at the site.
Other Alternatives
Four, more refined, alternative procedures for calculating the
remaining safe or mean fatigue life are permitted. These procedures are given in Appendix C. By including a growth rate
and/or permitting more calculation periods, these procedures
more accurately account for the increases in truck volume and
weight that occur over the life of a bridge. These changes have
a major influence on fatigue behavior as discussed in Appendix
D.
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In the first procedure, the remaining life is calculated by
dividing the total fatigue life into two periods in which the
truck-volume growth rate and fatigue truck weight both remain
constant. The first period is from the opening of the bridge to
the present, and the second is from the present to the end of
the fatigue life. In the second procedure, the remaining life is
calculated by dividing the total fatigue life into several (more
than two) periods in which the truck-volume growth rate and
fatigue truck weight both remain constant. In the third procedure, the remaining life is calculated by dividing the total fatigue
life into several (more than two) periods in which the truck
volume and fatigue truck weight both remain constant. In the
fourth procedure, a record of accumulated fatigue damage for
the bridge is maintained in conjunction with the normal 2-year
maintenance inspections; this record can be used at any time to
calculate the remaining life.
The derivations of the equations used in these four alternative
procedures are given in Appendix C. In all of these procedures,
the total fatigue life, Y, for present traffic conditions (truck
volume, T, and fatigue truck weight, W) is calculated. The
fatigue damage, D, that actually occurs during any calculation
period is related to the damage that would have occurred under
present traffic conditions. Specifically,
D,

.
N
W
i) ( i

(7)

in which 1' is the length of the calculation period in years, N
is the actual number of cycles for the period, N is the number
of cycles for the period based on present traffic conditions, and
W, is the fatigue truck weight for the period. For constantgrowth periods, Ni is calculated from the growth rates. A limiting truck volume discussed in Appendix D and Chapter Three
is used to account for the self-limiting nature of traffic. When
the Y, Di = Y, the fatigue life is exhausted.

Detail Constants

NS95b = A

(9)

in which S95 is the stress range two-standard deviations below
the mean and A is the intercept for this allowable design curve.
For all detail categories except F, Fisher et al. (119) proposed
that the slope b be taken as 3.0. Fisher (119) also proposed
values of A for each detail category, where A is the intercept at
2,000,000 cycles. The value of A, together with the slope of 3.0,
defines the fatigue strength of each detail category, and is the
basis for the present AASHTO (209) allowable fatigue stresses
for that category. For convenience in calculating the remaining
life in years, a new detail constant, K, is used in the proposed
fatigue evaluation procedure. This constant is related to A by
K

A
365 X 106

(10)

Values of K are given in Article 6.3.3 of the evaluation procedure
(Appendix A).
The allowable and mean SN curves for a given detail are
assumed to be parallel on a log-log plot. Consequently, the ratio
of stress ranges for the two curves is the same at all cyclic lives.
This ratio is given in Table 8 for all detail categories. For
categories B through E', the ratio of mean to allowable stress
range does not vary greatly and averages 1.243. Because of the
power of 3 in the SN curve, the corresponding ratio of mean
to safe lives is equal to 1.243 cubed, or 1.92. The average ratio
of mean to safe lives including Category A is 1.27 = 2.05.
Thus, the value of f is taken as 2.0 while calculating mean life
in the proposed evaluation procedure.
The ratio of mean life to safe life in the evaluation procedure
can be obtained by combining the stress range ratio for the
allowable and mean SN curves with the reliability factor that
is applied to the stress range. For redundant members, this
reliability factor is 1.35 and the corresponding ratio of mean
and safe lives is (1.35 x 1.243) = 4.73, or about 5 as mentioned
earlier. For nonredundant members, this reliability factor is 1.75
and the corresponding ratio of mean and safe lives is (1.75 x
1.243) = 10.29, or about 10.

Mean and Allowable SN Curves
Calculation of the remaining fatigue life for a detail is based
on allowable fatigue stresses proposed in studies at Lehigh University (119) and adopted by AASHTO (209). The total number
of cycles, N, that a member can sustain before it fails depends
mainly on the nominal stress range at the detail and the stress
concentration. To account for different degrees of stress concentration, different types of members are classified into 8 detail
categories, namely, A, B, B', C, D, E, E', and F. The mean
stress range, S. the member can sustain for a given number of
cycles, N, is given by
NSb = c

(8)

When plotted on a log-log scale, a straight line with an intercept
c and a negative slope b is obtained.
There is considerable scatter in the fatigue data on which Eq.
8 is based. It is normally assumed that the scatter in stress range
values follows a log normal statistical distribution (161) for a
given N. Consequently, for design purposes allowable nominal
stress ranges are usually defined two-standard deviations below
the mean stress ranges. This design curve is defined as

Limiting Stress Range for Infinite Life
In the evaluation procedure, the fatigue life of a detail is
infinite if the factored stress range, Rs Sr, is below the variableamplitude fatigue limit, SFL, that is listed in Article 6.3.3. The
listed values of SFL are derived in Chapter Four. The result
obtained is similar to multiplying the present AASHTO constant-amplitude fatigue limit by the factor 1.1 / 3, or 0.367. The
present AASHTO (209) allowable stress ranges for the overtwo-million cycle category for redundant members correspond
to lowerbound constant-amplitude fatigue limits for the various
details. The levels of SFL used in the evaluation procedure are
justified in four different ways as explained below: (1) a simplified reliability analysis, (2) a direct comparison with the
present AASHTO fatigue limit check, (3) a study of the peak
ratio (peak/effective) for a nationwide truck weight spectrum,
and (4) a study of peak ratios (peak/effective) for measured
stress spectrums. Extensive research on the effect of the constant-amplitude fatigue limit on variable-amplitude fatigue behavior is presently being conducted under the sponsorship of
NCHRP and FHWA. The proposed levels of SFL can be mod-
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Table 1. Ratio of calculated stresses (AASHTO/proposed) for simple spans.
Span

50'

Span

Factor

100'

Span = 200'

W (weight)

72/54

1.333

72/54

1.333

72/54

= 1.333

Ii (moment)

18/12.5 = 1.440

43/35

1.229

93/85

= 1.094

1.22/1.10 = 1.109

1.29/1.10 = 1.73

I (impact)

D (distribution) 19.55/14
1.15/1.00

5 (section)

1.393

22.3/14

1.150

1.15/1.00

11 factor:

1.643

23/14

1.15/1.00 = 1.150
2.88

"I' 1"
L/:

moment at

1.150
3.33

3.61

Total Ratio

- 1.593

1.15/1.10 = 1.045

m=—+(
4

kL

)-P
2

m L L a L a
-= - + ------P4 4 2 2 2
a

spacing of main axles (14' for AASHTO, 30' for proposed);
not less than L/2

O factor: AASHTO factor is S/7 for 1/2 truck or S/14 for
full truck
S factor: is for composite sections

ified in the future if justified by the results of this and other
research.
A simplified reliability analysis is made in Chapter Four to
develop levels of SFL that provide a high probability that all, or
substantially all, of the stress ranges in the spectrum will be
below the constant-amplitude fatigue limit. This analysis considers all of the uncertainties in calculating the stress range that
are considered in the main reliability calibration. In addition,
this analysis considers the uncertainty in the level of the constant-amplitude fatigue limit and the value of the peak ratio,
which is the peak stress range in the spectrum divided by the
effective stress range for the spectrum. The reliability analysis
suggests that SFL should be about 1/275, or 0.364, times the
constant-amplitude fatigue limit.
Present AASHTO (209) fatigue design procedures require a
fatigue limit check for high traffic volumes (ADTF > 2,500)
by specifying that the calculated stress range be below the allowable value based on the constant-amplitude fatigue limit. A
lateral distribution factor of S/7 is used in calculating this stress
range. Stress ranges calculated by these AASHTO procedures
are roughly 3 times the unfactored stress ranges calculated by
the proposed evaluation procedures, as illustrated in Tables 1
and 26(a). Therefore, the proposed procedure provides about
the same level of safety with respect to the fatigue limit check
if it uses an SFL value equal to of the AASHTO limiting
value (constant-amplitude fatigue limit).
The factor of 3 is reasonable in relationship to the nationwide
WIM truck weight spectrum (205) as described in Appendix D
(Figure D- 18). A truck weight of 162 kip is obtained by applying
this factor to the effective weight of 54 kip for the spectrum.
Only 0.023 percent of the trucks in the spectrum weigh more
than this value. Thus, substantially all of the stress ranges caused

by this truck spectrum will be below the constant-amplitude
fatigue limit if the unfactored stress range corresponding to the
effective truck weight is kept below '/ of the constant-amplitude
fatigue limit.
The factor of 3 is also reasonable in relationship to the peak
ratios for the measured stresses listed in Table E- 1. The average
value of the peak ratio for all histograms is 2.67. The peak ratios
for some individual histograms substantially exceeded 3; however, these high ratios typically resulted from a single occurrence
(Out of several thousand) that was considerably higher than all
other occurrences. Thus, it is reasonable to use a peak ratio of
3 in defining SFL.

Category F
This detail category applies only to shear on the throat of
fillet welds. It rarely governs a design, because the shear stresses
in the weld are usually low enough so that cracks do not occur
in the weld itself (70). Instead, fatigue cracks usually occur at
the weld toe termination (70) as a result of the stresses in the
connected material, and these cracks control the fatigue
strength. No fatigue cracking due to shear in a fillet weld has
been reported in actual bridge members.
The present AASHTO (209) allowable fatigue stresses for
this category are based on an SN curve with a slope of 5.86
instead of the slope of 3.0 used for all other detail categories.
This SN curve is based on tests (235) of small plate specimens
with specially designed welds purposely subjected to high shear
stresses (70). Consequently, Lehigh University (119) has suggested that "Studies are needed to provide rational design criteria for welds in shear."
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Stress Range, ksi-shear stress in fillet
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Life in Millions of Cycles
Figure 5. Fatigue strength of Category F.

The available data, and the AASHTO SN curve, for Category
F are plotted in Figure 5; the data points represent mean values
for sets of data (152). These data are for longitudinal and transverse fillet welds, plug and slot welds, and combinations of these
weldments. The data are for the high-stress low-life region below
2 million cycles. The AASHTO SN curve for Category E, which
is also plotted in the figure, conservatively represents the data
except at .very short lives. At long lives, such as occur in actual
bridges, the Category E SN curve is considerably below the
present Category F SN curve. Therefore, the Category E SN
curve could be safely used for Category F, although it may be
overly conservative for the longer lives. Because Category F
rarely governs and because the use of a different slope for Category F complicates the evaluation procedure, the SN curve for
Category E is used in this procedure to define the fatigue
strength of fillet welds in shear. The value of SFL for Category
F is based on the present AASHTO (209) constant amplitude
fatigue limit for this category.

Cycles Per Truck Passage

For very short simple-span bridges (less than 30 ft), the
passage of the fatigue truck across the bridge produces two
individual stress cycles corresponding to the main axles (189,
193). For longer simple-span bridges, the passage generally
causes one complex stress cycle with two major peaks and a
valley between. The exact shape of the complex cycle can be
calculated for a given span by using an influence line, and the
net effect of the complex cycle can be represented by an equivalent number of individual cycles. By using this approach, the
equivalent number of cycles was plotted as a function of span
for several different cases (189, 193). The table of stress cycles

per truck passage in the evaluation procedure was developed
from these plots. In many cases, the number of cycles per truck
passage is 1.0, but in other cases the number is greater than
1.0.
Near an interior support in a continuous-span bridge, two
individual cycles are produced when a single concentrated load
crosses over the support from one adjacent span to the other.
For long spans, the equivalent number of cycles for the fatigue
truck approaches this value of 2. For shorter spans, however,
the equivalent number of cycles is considerably less than 2 and
varies approximately linearly with the span. Therefore, a simple
empirical equation is used for this case in the basic procedure.
A study (189, 193) of the small vibration stresses caused in
typical bridges by the passage of a truck showed they are generally small enough to be neglected except in cantilever (suspended span) girder bridges and possibly a few other unusual
types of bridges. In such bridges, the vibration stresses may be
large so that a single truck passage can cause several equivalent
cycles (189, 193). Therefore, a value of 2 has been used for such
bridges. If this value proves excessive for a given situation, the
Engineer should consider a simple field test to verify the presence
of the large vibration stresses.
A procedure for calculating the equivalent number of cycles
corresponding to a particular complex cycle is given in Appendix
C. In Alternative 1, it can be used in conjunction with an
influence line to calculate the equivalent number of cycles directly, and in Alternative 2 it can be used to calculate the
equivalent number of stress cycles from field measurements.

Lifetime Average Daily Truck Volume

The lifetime average daily truck volume used in calculating
the remaining life either can be estimated directly by the En-
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gineer or obtained from a chart. Because of the importance of
this parameter in the fatigue evaluation, the Engineer should
always use whatever site data are available for making this
estimate either directly or from the chart. Regardless of whether
the estimate is made directly or obtained from the chart, it must
be based on excluding panel, pickup, and other 2-axle/4-wheel
trucks to be consistent with the procedure used in calculating
the fatigue truck weight.
The lifetime average daily truck volume is intended to represent the truck volume in the shoulder lane plus a small additional volume to account for the effects of the truck volume
in other lanes. The shoulder lane is generally the most critical
for fatigue evaluations because most of the truck volume is in
that lane. The evaluation of all girders is conservatively based
on the truck volume in this critical lane. A factor FL is given
in Appendix A Article 6.3.5.1 of the evaluation procedure to
obtain the truck volume in the shoulder lane from the total
truck volume on the bridge. This factor should be used in
estimating the lifetime average volume either directly or from
the chart.
The factor FL is based on the truck-volume lane distributions,
as discussed in Appendix D, and includes the volume in the
shoulder lane plus 15 percent of the volume in the adjacent
lane. This percentage is based on the reduction in stress range
(in the critical girder under the shoulder lane) that occurs when
a truck travels in the adjacent lane rather than in the shoulder
lane. The reduction depends on the lateral distribution characteristics of the bridge and varies with the parameters that
affect this distribution. A finite-element study (194) of various
cases suggested that 50 percent is a reasonable conservative value
for this reduction. This value is also conservative with respect
to the measured lateral distribution from an adjacent lane that
was discussed under the heading "Truck Superpositions." The
equivalent truck volume corresponding to this 50 percent stress
reduction is equal to 0.5 cubed or 0.125, which was conservatively rounded to 15 percent. The effect of trucks in lanes further
from the shoulder lane is small enough to be neglected.
The chart giving the lifetime average daily truck volume (Figure 6.3.5A in the evaluation procedure) involves (1) the present
truck volume, (2) the present age of the bridge, and (3) the
compound annual growth rate for the truck volume. The present
truck volume and the annual growth rate are discussed under
subsequent headings. As explained in Appendix D, the lifetime
average volume from the chart is based on a constant growth
rate from the opening of the bridge to a time 30 years from the
present. Thus, the chart is conservative for projections up to 30
years into the future, but is somewhat unconservative for longer
projections if volume actually grows at the assumed rate. Of
course, there is considerable uncertainty in such longer projections. Consequently, in the evaluation of existing bridges, the
Engineer is usually concerned primarily with projections of 30
years or less. Furthermore, these projections will be periodically
updated in the future. Therefore, the chart is appropriate for
the fatigue evaluation of existing bridges.

Present Truck Volume
The present truck volume can be calculated from the known
or assumed ADT at the site by applying factors to account for
(1) the percentage of trucks in the traffic and (2) the percentage
of trucks in the shoulder lane. Of course, panel, pickup, and

other 2-axle/4-wheel trucks must be excluded from the percentage of trucks in traffic to be consistent with the procedures
used in calculating the fatigue truck weight. If the percentage
of trucks in traffic is unknown, it is conservatively taken as 20
percent for rural Interstate highways, 15 percent for other rural
highways and urban Interstate highways, and 10 percent for
other urban highways (109, 122, 195). Data on these percentages
from several different sources are given in Appendix D. More
data are needed, especially on the percentages by highway category. Such data may be obtained as a part of NCHRP Project
12-28(11), 'Development of Site-Specific Load Màdels for
Bridge Evaluation and Rating." The factor FL, which was discussed earlier, should be used to define the percentage of trucks
in the shoulder lane.

Truck-Volume Growth Rate
It is intended that the Engineer estimate past and future
growth rates from a knowledge of local conditions. Appendix
D provides guidance in making such estimates. Generally, the
Engineer can make the best possible estimates by combining his
knowledge of local conditions with the historical data on growth
rates given in the Appendix D. For example, the Engineer may
know that the growth rate at the site of a particular bridge on
an Interstate highway is greater than normal and, therefore, use
a growth rate of 6 percent instead of the average rate of 4.5
percent for such highways.

Limiting Truck Volume
Small truck-volume growth rates projected far into the future
can result in unrealistically high values because of the selflimiting nature of traffic; motorists avoid congested highways
and/or demand improvements in these highways. Therefore, a
limiting truck volume is used in several of the alternative procedures given in Appendix C for calculating the remaining fatigue life. (A limiting truck volume is not used in the basic
procedure or in Alternative 1 because the growth rate is not
used in calculating remaining life by these procedures.) Truck
volumes obtained by projecting the present truck volume into
the future are not allowed to exceed this limiting value.
The limiting truck volume is the maximum practical annualaverage truck volume on a highway and is obtained by applying
factors to the maximum practical total traffic volume. These
factors, which account for the percentage of trucks in the traffic
and the percentage of trucks in the shoulder lane, are the same
as those used in calculating the present truck volume. From a
study of extreme ADT volumes actually observed on highways
(106, 107) a value of 20,000 vehicles per day per lane was
established as the maximum practical traffic volume. The value
of 20,000 vehicles per day per lane is well below the theoretical
capacity of 2,000 vehicles per hour per lane often used by traffic
engineers (107, 223), because this high volume is not sustained
over a long period of time.
In projecting future truck volumes, the growth rate is assumed
to remain constant until it reaches the limiting volume. Actually,
the growth rate would be expected to diminish as the volume
approaches the limiting value. However, this effect has been
conservatively neglected to avoid complicating the alternative
evaluation procedures excessively.
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Options If Remaining Life Is Inadequate

The proposed evaluation procedure gives four options that
may be pursued by the Engineer if he considers the calculated
remaining safe fatigue life to be inadequate: ( 1 ) recalculate the
remaining life using one of the alternative procedures to get a

more accurate (probably longer) estimated life, (2) restrict the
traffic on the bridge to increase the remaining life in years, (3)
modify the bridge to improve its fatigue strength, or (4) institute
appropriate periodic inspections to assure adequate safety without other changes.

CHAPTER THREE

PROPOSED DESIGN PROCEDURE

FORMAT

A draft of a proposed fatigue design procedure for steel highway bridges is given in Appendix B in the form it might appear
in the AASHTO Standard SpecWcations for Highway Bridges
(209). The development of this design procedure, and its relationship to the proposed evaluation procedure, are discussed in
this chapter.
The proposed design procedure is consistent with the proposed evaluation procedure and utilizes many of the same concepts. However, it is presented in a format convenient for design.
First, a design stress range, Sr. is calculated for each detail in
a manner- similar to that used in the evaluation procedure. The
design stress range is multiplicd by a reliability factor, R, to
provide an acceptable probability that the actual fatigue life of
the member will exceed the desired fatigue life. The factored
stress range, however, is not used to calculate a safe fatigue life
as in the evaluation procedure. Instead, the Engineer compares
it with a permissible stress range for a desired design life. If the
calculated (factored) design stress range is less than the permissible stress range, there is a high probability that the actual
fatigue life will exceed the desired design life. Otherwise, the
member can be redesigned to reduce the (factored) design stress
range to the permissible level and increase the corresponding
safe life to the desired value. Most of the alternative procedures
permitted in the evaluation procedure are not appropriate for
the design of new bridges and are not included.

RELIABILITY FACTORS

Reliability (safety) factors, R, of 1.1 and 2.0 are used for
redundant and nonredundant members, respectively. These factors correspond respectively to safety indices, /3, of 1.0 and 3.0,
and to probabilities of about 85 percent and 99.9 percent that
the actual fatigue life will exceed the design life. These levels
of reliability are considered adequate because (1) the consequences of exceeding the factored permissible stress range is a
shorter life rather than an immediate failure, (2) the fatigue
safety of the bridge can be periodically reassessed, and (3)
significantly higher reliability factors would have caused fatigue
to govern some designs that would not be governed by fatigue
under the current AASHTO specifications.

The design procedure does not give a best estimate of the
fatigue life of the bridge that would be comparable to the mean
life in the evaluation procedure. If the calculated (factored)
stress range for a detail is at the permissible level, however, a
best estimate of the actual life can be obtained by multiplying
the design life by a factor that is calculated in the same way as
the ratio of the mean and safe lives in the evaluation procedure.
2.56,
For redundant members, this factor is (1.1 X 1.243)
or about 2'/2. For nonredundant members, this factor is (2.0 X
1.243) = 15.4, or about 15. If the calculated (factored) stress
range for the detail is below the permissible level, the best
estimate of the actual fatigue life is even greater. This occurs
when the cross section at the detail is controlled by static design
rather than fatigue.

DESIGN STRESS RANGE

The design stress range is calculated in the same way as the
stress range in the evaluation procedure. The identical fatigue
truck is used. The gross weight can be taken as 54 kip or
calculated from a gross-weight histogram by using the following
equation:
W = (fW)"3

(10)

where W = effective gross weight of fatigue truck, f = fraction
of gross weights within a weight interval i, and W1
gross
weight at midwidth of interval i.
As explained in Chapter Two, it is important that the definitions of "truck" are consistent for estimating both the truck
volume and fatigue truck weight. For convenience, panel,
pickup, and other 2-axle/4-wheel trucks should be excluded
from both the gross-weight histogram and the truck volume
data. For special traffic conditions that can cause bunching, the
gross weight of the fatigue truck is increased by 15 percent as
explained in Chapter Two. Such conditions include (1) a traffic
signal on or near the bridge and (2) a steep hill when the bridge
is on a two-lane highway.
As discussed in Chapter Two, it is always conservative to use
a variable spacing of 14 to 30 ft instead of a constant spacing
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of 30 ft for the main axles of the fatigue truck. However, this
can substantially increase the design stress range and cause
fatigue to govern in cases where it would not otherwise govern.
For example, on a 60-ft simple-span bridge, using a 14-ft spacing
increases the maximum midspan moment and corresponding
stress range by 55 percent.
An impact factor of 15 percent is used instead of 10 percent
because of the greater uncertainty about joint and pavement
conditions over the life of the bridge. The moment range is
calculated by positioning the fatigue truck in the same way as
in the evaluation procedure. The same procedures are specified
for lateral distribution factors, but a rigorous analysis is also
permitted. The lateral distribution factor multiplied by the total
moment range due to the fatigue truck gives the moment range
in thecritical girder. The moment range in the girder is divided
by section modulus to obtain the design stress range.
In calculating section modulus, steel sections alone should be
used for noncomposite sections (where the deck is not connected
to the steel section by shear connectors). For composite sections,
an effective section equal to 1. 15 times the full composite section
(as defined in Article 10.38 of AASHTO Standard Specifications
for Highway Bridges) can be used in positive bending regions
and a section including the longitudinal rebars can be used for
negative bending regions. This 15 percent increase in the effective section in positive bending regions is intended to account
for beneficial effects, such as contributions from nonstructural
elements, that are not calculated directly. This is consistent with
the evaluation procedure described in Chapter Two.

PERMISSIBLE STRESS RANGE FOR. A DESIRED
DESIGN LIFE

No further fatigue check of a detail is required if the compressive dead load stresses are high enough so that essentially
all of the stress cycles caused by the traffic are completely in
compression. Otherwise, a permissible stress range for the desired design life must be calculated as explained in subsequent
paragraphs.

Simplified Procedure

The permissible stress range may be obtained by either a
simplified procedure or a general procedure. The simplified procedure is based on a design life of 75 years and gives normalized
permissible stress ranges in Table 10.3.3. lA (Appendix B) for
four different traffic volume categories. These normalized values
are the actual permissible stress ranges for Category C details
if the cycles per truck passage is 1. For other detail categories
and/or cycles per truck passage, the actual permissible stress
range is obtained by multiplying the value in the table by apropriate factors. The normalized permissible stress ranges given
in the table for a particular volume category (ADT) vary with
the number of lanes and type of traffic (one way or two way)
because the truck volume in the critical lane depends on these
parameters as discussed later.

General Procedure

In the general procedure, the Engineer can select the desired
safe design life for the bridge. A high design life of about 75 to

100 years is generally appropriate because major bridges put
into service in the early 1900's are now approaching an age of
100 years, and many bridges put into service in the 1930's are
now 50 years old. The British fatigue code (212) uses a design
life of 120 years and uses a damage accumulation sum to satisfy
the requirement (42). An example is given at the end of this
chapter to illustrate how the choice of a design life affects the
annualized costs for a bridge. This example suggests that these
costs are often lower for a design life of 75 years than for a
design life of 50 years.
The permissible stress range for a particular life is given by
an equation that involves ( 1 ) the detail constant, (2) the number
of stress cycles per truck passage, and (3) the design truck
volume. The detail constant defines the fatigue strength of the
detail under consideration. The detail constants used in the
design procedure are the same as those used in the evaluation
procedure and are based on present AASHTO (209) allowable
fatigue stresses. Similarly, the design procedure uses the numbers
of stress cycles per truck passage that were defined for various
cases in the evaluation procedure.

Fatigue Limit

The permissible stress range need not be taken as less than
the proposed variable-amplitude fatigue limits given in the evaluation section and discussed in Chapter Two. Therefore, the
design procedure includes the same limiting SFL values as the
evaluation procedures.
Table 2 shows when the limiting fatigue limit value governs.
This table gives the permissible stress ranges, Srp. from Article
10.3.3.1 (without regard to SFL) for all detail categories for the
four traffic volume categories. The listed values are for C =
1.0 (cycle per truck passage); for higher C values, the listed
permissible stress ranges would be lower. The table also gives
the limiting stress ranges, SFL, for each detail category. When
SFL is greater than the permissible stress range, it govens and
the permissible stress range in the table is enclosed in parentheses. For Categories A through C (stiffeners), SFL generally
governs for the heavy traffic volume categories. For Categories
D through E', SFL does not govern for any of the traffic volume
categories because the break life (life at which the SN curve
breaks from a sloping line to a horizontal line) is very high. If
C exceeds 1.0, SFL governs more cases.

Design Truck Volume

The design truck volume is analogous to the lifetime average
daily truck volume used in the evaluation procedure. It is intended to represent the truck volume in the shoulder lane plus
a small additional volume to account for the effects of the truck
volume in other lanes. Panel, pickup, and other 2-axle/4-wheel
trucks must be excluded from the truck volume to be consistent
with the procedures used in calculating the fatigue truck weight.
The design truck volume can be obtained by any of the following three methods: (1) It can be estimated directly by the
Engineer. (2) It can be obtained from a table that depends on
the expected traffic volume (ADT) at the opening of the bridge.
(3) It can be calculated from equations that depend on the
expected growth rate of the truck volume. Each of these methods
is discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Table 2. Permissible stress ranges.
Detail
Category
A

S FL
180

Traffic
Type
2-way

1-way

B

5.87

2-way

1-way

4.40

2-way

1-way

C

3.67
4.40

2-way

1-way

D

2.57

2-way

1-way

E

1.65

2-way

1-way

0.95

2-way

1-way

Lanes
2
4
6
8
1
2
3
4
2
4
6
8
1
2
3
4
2
4
6
8
1
2
3
4
2
4
6
8
1
2
3
4
2
4
6
8
1
2
3
4
2
4
6
8
1
2
3
4
2
4
6
8
1
2
3
4

-

Pera,leeibie Stress Range

...IJiL.
(7.23)
(6.32)
(5.74)
(5.21)
(7.68)
(6.44)
(5.74)
(5.21)
(5.68)
(4.96)
(4.51)
(4.10)
6.04
(5.06)
(4.51)
(4.10)
4.55
(3.98)
(3.61)
(3.28)
4.84
(4.05)
(3.61)
(3.26)
4.05
(3.54)
(3.22)
(2.92)
4.31
(3.61)
(3.22)
(2.92)
3.22
2.81
(2.55)
(2.32)
3.42
2.87
(2.55)
(2.32)
2.53
2.21
2.00,
1.82.
2.68
2.25
2.00
1.82
1.83
1.60
1.45
1.32
1.94
1.63
1.45
1.32

_JIL.
(7.62)
(6.66)
(6.05)
(5.50)
(8.09)
(6.79)
(6.05)
(5.50)
5.99
(5.23)
(4.75)
(4.32)
6.36
(5.33)
(4.75)
(4.32)
4.80
(4.20)
(3.81)
(3.46)
SIC)
(4.28)
(3.81)
(3.46)
4.27
3.74
(3.39)
(3.08)
4.54
3.81
(3.39)
(3.06)
3.39
2.96
2.69
(2.45)
3.60
3.02
2.69
(2.45)
2.66
2.33
2.11
1.92
2.83
2.37
2.11
1.82
1.93
1.68
1.53
1.38
2.05
1.72
1.53
1.38

Direct Estimate
In estimating the design truck volume directly, the Engineer
should use the factor FL to get the truck volume in the shoulder
lane from the total truck volume on the bridge. This factor is
tabulated in the design procedure and is the same as the lane
factor used in the evaluation procedure. It includes the effects
of traffic in other lanes. The estimated design truck volume, of
course, must include the expected growth over the life of the
bridge.

Table
In the table (Table 10.3.3.5A in Appendix B), the design
truck volume is given as a function of traffic type (1-way or 2way), number of lanes on the bridge, and traffic volume category. Four different traffic volume categories are included in
the table. The "Very Heavy Traffic" category assumes an ADT

.....LI

.JU.I

8.98
14.01
(7.84)
12.28
(7.12)
11.17
(6.47)
10.14
9.55
14.97
12.54
(8.00)
(7.12)
11.17
10.14
(6.47)
7.06
11.01
6.16
9.65
8.78
(5.60)
7.97
(5.09)
7.51
11.77
6.29
9.85
8.78
(5.60)
7197
(5.09)
5.66
. 8.82
4.94
7.73
7.04
4.49
6.39
(4.08)
6.02
9.43
7.90
5.04
7.04
4.49
6.39
(4.08)
5.04
7.86
.6.89
4.40
6.27
3.99
5.69
(3.63)
5.36
8.40
7.03
4.49
6.27
3.99
5.69
(3.63)
4.00
6.24
5.47
3.49
3.17
4.97
2.88
4.51
6.67
4.25
3.56
5.58
4.97
3.17
2,88
4.51
4.69
3.14
2.74
4.29
2.49
3.90
2.26
354
3.34
5.23
2.80
4.38
2.49
3.90
2.26
3.54
2.27
3.54
1.98
3.10
1.80
2.83
1.64
2.56
2.42
3.79
3.17
2.02
1.80
2.83
1.64
2.56

of 20,000 veh per lane at the opening of the bridge. "Heavy
Traffic," "Light Traffic," and "Very Light Traffic" categories
assume starting ADT values of 8,000 veh per lane, 2,000 veh
per lane and 500 veh per lane, respectively. The design truck
volumes given in the table were calculated from the growth
equations in the third method. These design volumes are based
on (1) a design life of 75 years, (2) a compound annual growth
rate of 3 percent, (3) a limiting traffic volume of 20,000 veh
per day per lane, and (4) factors defining the percentage of
trucks in the traffic, FT, and the percentage of trucks in the
shoulder lane, FL. These parameters are discussed below.
Seventy-five years is a reasonable minimum design life for a
bridge as discussed earlier in this chapter. The growth rate data
in Appendix D suggest that 3 percent is a reasonable rate for
design purposes, but particular sites may have higher or lower
rates. The growth equations rather than the table should be
used to get the design truck volume if the Engineer wants to
base the design on a different growth rate.
As discussed in Chapter Two, 20,000 veh per day per lane
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is a reasonable limiting traffic volume based on available data.
A limiting truck volume was obtained from this limiting traffic
volume by applying the factors FT and FL. In calculating the
design volume, the truck volume was assumed to grow at a rate
of 3 percent until it reached the limiting value, and then was
assumed to remain constant. For the "Very Heavy Traffic"
category, it was assumed that the truck volume was at the
limiting value throughout the life of the bridge.
The tabulated values of FL discussed earlier were used in
calculating the design truck volumes in the table. For the "Very
Heavy Traffic" and "Heavy Traffic" categories, FT was taken
as 10 percent because this heavy traffic usually occurs in urban
areas where the percentage of trucks (excluding 2-axle/4-wheel
trucks) is relatively small. For the "Light Traffic" and "Very
Light Traffic" categories, FT was taken as 15 percent. A sample
calculation is shown below to illustrate how the Table 10.3.3.5A
values were obtained.

Growth Rate

Given:
Heavy Traffic Category, 2-way traffic, 2 lanes.

•

Assumptions:
Starting ADT = 8,000 veh per lane.
Three percent annual growth rate.
20,000 veh per lane limiting traffic volume.
Design life of 75 years.
Fr = 0.10.
FL = 0.60 (for 2-lane 2-way traffic from Article 10.3.3.5 of
the design procedure).
3. Calculations:
Total starting ADT on the bridge = 8,000 X no. of lanes
= 16,000 vehicles.
Starting truck volume (ADT) in outer lane = (starting total
volume) FTFL = ( 16,000) (0.10) (0.60)
960 trucks per
day.
Figure 6 (reproduced from Appendix D, Figure D-5) gives
the relation between Va/ V and V/ VL for different growth
rates. Va, V VL are the design truck volume (average over
lifetime), starting truck volume, and the limiting truck volume, respectively. Thus (V)(FT)/(VL)(FT) = (8,000)(0.10)/
(20,000)(0.10) = 0.40.
From Figure 6, Va! V = 2.14 for a growth rate of 3 percent.
Therefore, Va = 2.l4 (960) = 2054 trucks per day. This
value is rounded to 2,050 trucks per day.

Equations
The third method of obtaining the design truck volume is
based on the growth equations developed in Appendix D. By
using this method, the Engineer can calculate the design truck
volume for any values of (1) the design life, (2) the starting
ADT, (3) the growth rate, and (4) the percentage of trucks in
traffic. Again, the calculation involves the limiting truck volume
and the tabulated values of FL. The Engineer can also use these
equations to assess the effects of various possible growth rates
on the fatigue life of the member.
Graphs based on these equations are given in Figures 6 and
7 (reproduced from Appendix D, Figures D-5 and D-6) for
lives of 75 and 100 years, respectively. These graphs can be
conveniently used to obtain the design truck volumes corresponding to various growth rates.

SIMPLIFIED DESIGN PROCEDURE

Table 3 gives a simplified version of the design rules to show
how easily it can be applied to normal design cases. The actual
design procedure is longer because it (1) permits greater flexibility in selecting design life, growth rates, truck traffic characteristics, and other parameters that affect the design, (2)
defines various terms such as the span length for continuous
girders, and (3) covers various additional cases such as box
girders and decks with large overhangs.
The flexibility permitted by the design procedure is very desirable and does not cause problems in applying the procedure
because the Engineer can merely ignore the more complex provisions he does not want to use for a particular design. The
design procedure provides a good balance between simplicity
and adequately defining terms and covering various cases.
ANNUALIZED COSTS

It is possible to formulate an economic optimization which
considers present worth costs for achieving future benefits cor-
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ble 4) the ratio of the girder material costs for Bridges A and
B would be 1:1.145. If the cost of material for Bridge A is C1 ,
the cost of material for Bridge B would be 1.145 C1. If the cost
of fabrication and construction is C (assume same for both
bridges), the corresponding total costs of Bridges A and B would
be C1 + C, and 1.145 C1 + Ce,, respectively. The annual cost
of the bridge is given by

(,,oth Rate

8

7

Annual cost = Total cost [capital recovery factor (in)]
(11)
6

where i is real rate of interest, i.e., actual rate minus inflation
rate; and n is the useful life of the structure.
Let,
C aC1

5

(12)

where a is a constant for a given problem and usually ranges
between 1.0 and 3.0. Substituting Eq. 12 into the total costs
gives

Va /V

4

3

MMMMI
I.S.,

2

0

.2

.4

.6

.8

1.0

Total Cost of Bridge A = C1 + aC1
(1 + a) C1

(13)

Total Cost of Bridge B = 1.145C1 + aC
C1 (1.145 + a)

(14)

For a given a, annual costs in terms of C1 can be found for
Bridges A and B by using Eqs. 12 to 14. Figure 8 shows a plot
of a as a function of annual costs for Bridges A and B for an
interest rate of 3 percent. Figure 9 shows a similar plot for an
interest rate of 5 percent. Figures 8 and 9 show that designing
for 75 years is more economical than designing for 50 years in
the normal range of a (1.0 to 3.0).

V/V

Figure 7. Average truck volume over a 100-year life.

responding to longer bridge lives. A sample calculation using
one such optimization model is shown below. It illustrates that
a design life of 75 years is more economical than a design life
of 50 years for most design cases.
Consider two bridges: Bridge A is designed for a life of 50
years, and Bridge B is designed for a life of 75 years. Assuming
the same truck conditions (truck weight, volume, and so on)
and bridge conditions (impact, distribution factors) for both
bridges, the only differences lie in the total number of cycles
the bridge must sustain over its life. As the ratio of the fatigue
lives for Bridges A and B is in the ratio of 1:1.5, the total
number of cycles on the member would also be in the ratio of
1:1.5. This simple comparison ignores the growth rate in volume
over the last 25 years of life.
It was shown in Chapter Two that the fatigue strength curves
have a slope of 3.0 on a log-log scale. Therefore, the permissible
stress ranges for Bridges A. and B are in the ratio of(1.5)3:1.O
or 1.145:1.0. This calculation assumes that the infinite life fatigue
limit, SFL, does not govern. Because the required section modulus varies inversely with the permissible stress range, the required section moduli for Bridges A and B will be in the ratio
of 1:1.145. Assuming that the weight per foot of a member is
directly proportional to section modulus (see illustration in Ta-

ears

1.6C

ears

0. 4C

0

0

1.0

2.0

Figure 8. Annual costs for interest rate of 3 percent.
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Table 3. Simplified fatigue design check.
Use Fatigue Design Truck with axle spacings and weigjt distribution
shown in Fig. I [The gross weight of 54 kips may be changed to reflect data
available froni site].
Increase gross weight of truck by 15% to account for impact.
Place vehicle on span to obtain maximum moment (or force) range.
If a deck is supported by two members. distribute the moment assuming
the deck acts as a simple beam with a single truck placed at the center of
the outer traffic lane.
If there are more than two members, use
distribution factor (OF) as follows:
OF • S/D
Where 0 may be found from rigorous analysis or interpolated from the
following table and S is the girder spacing in feet.

ft [O
ii

40

60

90

120

19

20

22

23

Section properties shall be those used in static design except that it
may be increased by 15% for composite sections in positive bending regions.
Compute the design stress range (Sr) at critical sections. This shall
satisfy the following equation:
RsSr 5rp
Whore R

1.1 for redundant and 2.0 for nonredundant members
permissible stress range given on the next page for various

detail categories

.1 11\V

.44IuJ
2-k

2A-

Figure 1 Fatigue Design Truck
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2

Table 4. Illustrations of weight/foot vs. section modulus.

Case
No

Section
Designation

Wt per
foot

1

W36 x 300

300

1110

2

W36 x 280

280

1030

3

W36 x 260

260

4

W36 x 245

245

5

W36 x 230

230

837

S

Weight
Ratio
W
—i
W1

Section
Modulus
Ratio
S
—xi
S

1

0.1

0.

0
1.0

2.0

Figure 9. Annual costs for interest rate of 5 percent.

3.0

Note:

aASEcASE
.93

.93

953

.87

.86

895

.82

.81

.77

.75

Weight ratio is similar to section modulus ratio
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Table 3. Continued
Srp - F S/C
Detail Category:
F

J 11
1.78 i.4cj 1.12
8.80 5.871 4.40
A

B

SrL =
*Use 4.40 for stiffeners only

3 but
C

0

not less than 8rL

1•

E

E,

Ll5 .62
1.00
3.67 2.571 .95 12.93

• ksi
S r p0
Light Traffic
Very Light Traffic
Very Heavy Traffic Heavy Traffic
(ADT>2000/lane) (ADT>500/lane) (ADT<500/lane)
Traffic Lanes on (AOT>8000/lane)
(ADT<8000/lane) (ADT<2000/lane)
Type Bridge
5.04
7.85
4.27
4.05
2-way
2
6.89
4.40
3.74
3.54
4
6.27
3.99
3.39
3.22
6
3.63
5.69
3.08
2.92
8
8.40
5.35
4.54
4.31
1-way
1
7.03
4.49
3.81
3.61
2
6.27
3.99
3.39
3.22
3
5.69
3.63
3.08
2.92
4
* Based on (a) an annual ADT growth race of 3%, (6) a design life of 75 years, and (c) LOX
trucks for the Very Heavy and Heavy Traffic categories and 152 for the Light and Very Light
Traffic categories.
C. the number of stress bycles per truck may be found as follows:
For longitudinal rnmnbers:
Simple-span girders:
Above 40-ft span
1.0
Below 40-ft span • 1.8
Continuous-span girders within a distance equal to
0.1 of the span on each side of an interior support:
Above 80-ft span
1 + (Span-80)/400 in feet
1.0
Above 40-ft but below 80-ft span
Below 40-ft span = 1.5
Continuous-span girders elsewhere:
1 .0
Above 40-ft span
Below 40-ft span = 1.5
Cantilever (suspended span) girders - 2.0
Trusses 1.0
For transverse mecebero:
Above 20-ft spacing
Below 20-ft spacing

1.0
2.0

CHAPTER FOUR

STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY AND CALIBRATION OF SAFETY ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

Historically, safety factors have evolved in structural engineering based on performance evaluation and the expectations
of engineers with regard to loading and the strength of materials.
Safety factors were supposed to account for uncertainties in load
intensity, calculation of load effects, quality of materials, and
member and system strength prediction theories. Even without
formal probability theories, code writers developed sound rules
for flexible safety factors based on relative uncertainties in magnitudes and the influence of combinations of variables. For
example, higher safety factors were used in checking foundations

compared to steel members. Similarly, reductions in safety factors were specified in multilane bridges where it is highly unlikely that all lanes will be simultaneously loaded at their
extreme levels.
In recent years, structural code writing groups have found it
advantageous to consider formal probabilistic techniques in assessing the reliability of existing provisions and in introducing
new code checking formats. These methods fall in the general
framework of structural reliability techniques. The goals for
these methods are to assure code writers that their provisions
provide consistent and uniform reliability across the full range
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of code utilization. Some specific areas of applications include
the following:
Adjusting safety factors between different materials so the
same reliability level is achieved.
Allowing for redundancy in selecting factors.
Balancing load factors between dead, live, and environmental load effects.
Adjusting safety factors between main members and attachments (welds, bolts, etc.) to achieve consistent economy.
Providing provisions for special applications, such as safety
factors during construction, or other short-term exposure cases.
Permitting the introduction of new technologies in materials or construction and developing suitable safety factors.
Examples of the adoption of structural reliability to assist
code writers include the recently issued AISC-LRFD for design
of steel buildings. RP2A-LRFD for design of offshore platforms
and the Ontario Highway Bridge Design Code. In general, reliability principles are transparent to designers who receive deterministic code provisions in the traditional sense. It is only
the code writers or researchers who use reliability to formulate
code provisions and select safety factors.

of the variable is the mean or average value. For a series of
discrete observations of a variable, the mean is simply the average value. (Other measures of this central tendency are the
mode, which corresponds to the value with the highest frequency, and the median, which is the value such that 50 percent
of values fall below and 50 percent fall above.)
A measure of the uncertainty in the occurrence of a random
variable is the standard deviation (or sigma value). This is
defined as the square root of the variance, VAR, where:
o 2 = VAR [X] = 5(x X) 2 f(x)dx

(16)

where f(x) is the frequency or probability density, X is the
mean and cr, the sigma value (22). Sigma is a measure of the
spread or dispersion of the probability distribution away from
the mean.
Equation 16 is similar to the calculation of the moment of
inertia of the area under the frequency distribution curve about
its mean value. A larger spread of the frequency distribution
leads to a larger sigma. See illustration in Figure 11. A nondimensional measure of this uncertainty is the coefficient of
variation, or coy, often written with the parameter V.
V1

(17)

PROBABILITY THEORY

The concept of random variables is important as a first step
leading to structural reliability theory. A variable may be a
material property (modulus or yield stress), analysis (e.g., a
stress concentration factor), or a consequence of loading (truck
weight, impact). A variable is characterized by several parameters which define the uncertainty associated with these variables. Figure 10 shows a frequency distribution of truck weights
at a site which characterizes how a large number of observations
of the variable would appear. A measure of the central location

where V1=cov of random variable X,
standard deviation
of X, and X= mean value ofi
Another measure of a random variable used in practice is the
nominal or safe value. It is usually located some number of
standard deviations on the safe side of the mean value. For
example, an A36 steel has a nominal value of 36 ksi used in
design calculations. Tests of plates show a true mean of about
40 ksi and a sigma of about 3 ksi. Thus, the nominal value is
some 1.33 sigma below the mean. A measure of the nominal
value is the bias defined as:

All sites, all trucks

16

0

0

Figure
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Truck weight histogram summary from WIM data.
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trequency of overlap (failure)

Figure 12. Fundamental reliability example.

Nominal
Value

Mean
Value

F'

Figure 11. Probability density function (X—random variable).
the R and S probability densities. One way to formulate the
failure probability is to define a margin of safety, Z as:
Z=R — S
Mean Value of X
Nominal Value

Bias

(18)

The mean (or bias) and coefficient of variation (or sigma) of
a variable are sometimes referred to as the first two statistical
moments. They provide a great deal of description of the uncertainty of a variable. A full description requires a probability
distribution function such as the normal or log normal density
curve or one of many other available distributions. Typically,
there may not be enough data to accurately distinguish which
distribution function is more representative of a particular random variable. Considerable progress in structural reliability applications has been made in using only the two moments cited
above without any probability distribution. More exact reliability assessment in actuarial or statistical confidence terms does
require such probability laws.

RELIABILITY THEORY

The simplest model of reliability is the case of a load, S, and
resistance, R. The structure is safe if the resistance exceeds the
load. Thus, reliability, R0, or the probability of survival, can be
written as
R0

Pr[R >S]

(19)

Where Pr should be read as probability. In terms of failure
probability, Pf,.
PfPr[R <5]

(20)

This model is shown in Figure 12. Both R and S are random
variables. Failure probability occurs because of the overlap of

1 (21)

The statistical 'moments of Z are easily expressed as:
mean,ZR — S
sigma, az = ( T 2R + 0 2s)

(22)
(23)

where R, 5, and 0R' o are the respective means and sigmas
of R and S.
An exact expression for P- results if both R and S are normal
distributions because Z would then also be normal, i.e.,
Pf=Pr[Z<O]_1(OZ
" a_z I

(24)

Where 4 is the normal table available in any statistics text and
is its inverse value. Note that Pf decreases as the mean
safety margin Z increases or the uncertainty in R or S expressed
by their sigma value decreases. This allows the possibility in
safety checking of trading off a lower safety factor with a more
in-depth analysis which reduces the overall uncertainty and yet
keeps the same reliability level. This is the basis for the decisions
about safety factors which follow in the fatigue evaluation.
In much of the structural reliability application a convenient
measure of the reliability (— Z/ o) from Eq. 24 is denoted
as the safety index, or beta as commonly called because of the
use of the greek symbol f. The safety index may be defined as
(100):
Safety Index, $ =

Mean Value of safety margin of (Z)
Standard deviation of Z (o- )

For log normal distributions of R amd S, provided VR and V
are not too large, a convenient expression is:
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=

In R/S
VVR2 +

(25)

v

/3 is illustrated in Figure 13. It is the number of standard
deviations between the mean of Z and the safe value of Z. If
Z is assumed to be normal, the risks corresponding to /3 are:
Safety Index, /3

Risk, Pf

1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
5
6

0.07
0.023
0.006
0.001
0.0002
0.00003

Figure 13. Probability density for failure function, g.

io
iO-

Beta typically falls in the 1 to 4 range in most applications.
Although the table is exact only if R and S are normalresearch
has shown that the results can be generalized with Z being any
function such that Z> 0 means safety. Z is normally a function
of several random variables and is expressed as:
Z = f (X 1 , X21 . . . X)

(26)

where X1, X2 . . . X. are the random variables in the analysis.
The expression for /3 is exact if the function Z is linear and the
variables are normal. If the variables are not normal, computer
programs are available to map the function Z to be a function
of equivalent normal variables. Similarly, if Z is not a linear
function, it can be linearized. The point about which it is linearized is called the design point (or failure point). It generally
corresponds to the most likely combination of variables X' for
the failure event with the highest probability. For example, in
Figure 12 the most likely failure point is the value of R and S
corresponding to the largest failure density in the shaded overlap
region. This failure point is denoted as R* = 5* Computer
programs such as appear in the National Bureau of Standards
NBS Spec. Pub. 577 (50) are available to compute /3 for general
distributions of random variables and failure functions Z The
programs automatically output the safety index, /3, and the most
likely failure values X*. The latter helps to visualize the presence
in the failure event from each random variable and highlight
any possible requirements for further data.
It should be noted that the accuracy requirements in characterizing the statistics of any single variable will decrease as
the total number of variables increase as, say, in the fatigue
model which follows. For example, if we have a risk of iO
and there are, say, 5 variables, the X* value for each variable
may fall in only the 10-2 range. Thus, realistic and accurate
assessments of reliability can be made without requiring an
unrealistic amount of data. This will be seen below.

CALIBRATION

Code writers have several tasks in conjunction with the reliability framework. A major responsibility is selecting a consistent target safety index, or /3, for a code check. One approach
is to base the decision on economics, i.e., an optimum failure
rate occurs when the cost trade-off of increasing the safety factor

balances the risk reduction of future failures. A problem here
is expressing the cost of failure in present worth terms. Another
approach is to compile historical failure rates. If the rate is
deemed acceptable (or no public outcry is evident which seeks
to reduce the rate), this can be considered the societal target
risk. A difficulty here is to isolate failures truly related to code
checks. Most structural failures occur because of blunders or
gross errors in design concept, analysis or construction and are
not related at all to the code checking or safety factors employed.
Control of such failures must be done by improvement in review
procedures and other quality assurance operations.
The approach usually adopted by code writers for establishing
the target beta is to assess the present design provisions and
perform safety index calculations over a wide range of representative practice (e.g., for different bridge spans, geometries,
attachments). In general, there will be a wide range observed
in computed /3's because uncertainties were not always considered in the original development of the specifications. The aim
in any new code provisions should be uniform or consistent
target reliabilities. Thus, an average beta based on present standards is selected and this becomes the target for future code
provisions.

FATIGUE RELIABILITY MODEL

This section formulates a reliability approach to express the
risk that the fatigue life of steel beam attachments will be less
than the predicted life. Several points to note are: (1) the assumptions of the model, (2) the random variables expressing
the uncertainty in knowing the true fatigue life, and (3) the
sensitivity of the risk to the statistical parameters of these random variables.
The safety margin is defined simply as:
= 'F

S

(27)

where failure does not occur if Z > 0, YF is life at which failure
actually occurs (a random variable), and Ys is specified or
calculated life (deterministic).
A linear Miner cumulative damage rule assumption will be
made, so that failure will occur when the nondimensional dam-
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where M. = maximum bending moment range of the ith truck
crossing event on the girder, W1 = ith truck crossing gross
vehicle weight, m = influence factor relating truck weight to
maximum bending moment, i = impact amplification (same as
AASHTO 1 + I), g = lateral girder distribution (expressed as
percent of gross span moment carried by a single girder), h =
account for closely spaced or multilane presence of vehicles
which amplify the moment, and S = actual section modulus.
All of the foregoing random variables (M,, W1, m, i, g, h, and
S) have been discussed in Chapter Two. Equation 32 gives the
truck crossing event. It relates
actual stress range due to the
to the design stress range through the selection of the section
modulus, which is expressed using similar terms:

io

SXD

Log Life in Cycles

Figure 14. Illustration of fatigue SN curve plotted on log-log
paper.

age accumulation sum equals 1.0. Letting the damage accumulation per year be denoted as D, we have for the variable,
YF:

x

where X is a random variable accounting for model uncertainty
(mainly Miner's law assumption).
According to Miner's rule the accumulated damage is:
1
N(S)

NSb = c

(30)

where the exponent b equals 3 (Chapter Two) for most welded
attachments.
Substitution in Eq. 29 gives:
D=S
C

(31)

where S is each of the nominal stress ranges occurring on the
attachment detail.
The true stress range for any truck crossing depends on several
variables and may be written as:

- WDgDiDMDhD
- y
5rD

(33)

where y is the reliability factor to be specified after calibration
of the risk (this factor ensures an acceptable risk for the computed fatigue life of the member). W, 9 j3, Ir MD, hD, are the
specified nominal or design values of W, g, i, m, and h, respectively. 5rD is the design or allowable stress range (this is
obtained from the fatigue strength curves (SN curves) corresponding to expected lifetime total number of cycles the member
is subjected— Chapter Three). 5XD is the computed value of
section. In general, the actual section modulus S is a random
variable (Chapter Two). 5XD and Sj, are related by a random
variable Z by:
(34)

SX = X SXD

Zx reflects the scatter in the true section modulus compared to
computed nominal section modulus.
Substituting Eqs. 34, 33, and 32 into Eq. 31 gives:
D

where the sum is over each of the stress cycles Si for one year.
N (Si) is the number of cycles to failure at a constant amplitude
stress range of Si. The fatigue curve may be described as the
straight line log S vs. log N curve as discussed in Chapter Two
and shown in Figure 14. Figure 14 illustrates three lines including the mean SN curve, the commonly used nominal 95th
percentile curve and a random realization of the SN line. As
discussed in Chapter Two, the fatigue strength line is usually
written as

(32)

13'gmih
1 /
= c
/_
gmih
= V
Z
c

SrD')

/

3

(35)
W•3

5rD)

where V = number of trucks per year.
To simplify, let
'/3
Weq = (y f(W,) W,3)

(36)

where Weq = equivalent fatigue truck weight, and f( W,) =
percentage of trucks within weight interval W1. Let:
V = ADTT (365)C

(37)

where V = volume, reflecting the total number of equivalent
stress cycles in a year (a random variable), ADTT = average
daily truck traffic in vehicles per day (a random variable), C
= equivalent number of stress range cycles per truck crossing
(a random variable).
Substituting Eqs. 36 and 37 into Eq. 35 gives:
qgmTh
D = (ADTI) 365 C (
SrD)
\yZXWDgDmDih
c

(38)
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Simplifying further gives:
c = NTS3r = NT

\SrD)

(39)

SrD3

where Sr is the true stress range (a random variable) from the
SN curve corresponding to NT number of stress cycles. NT is a
reference number of cycles and is deterministic. For convenience, it is chosen to be numerically equal to the total number
of expected stress cycles in the lifetime of the member.
From the definition of NT,
NT = ADTT (365) C 17s

(40)

where ADTT and C denote the mean values of random variables
ADTT and C. Substituting Eqs. 40 and 39 into Eq. 38 gives:
D
Let: G
I
M
W
H
S

= ADTT (365) C (

Weqgmih

I'
Sr )

NT

= g/gD
= i/is
= rn/mD
= Weq /WD
= h/hD
= Sr/SrD

bration procedure adopted herein. The coefficient of variation
of 15 percent implies that there is a 95 percent probability that
the predicted life of a specimen using Miner's damage rule will
be within 70 percent and 130 percent (± 2 sigma levels) of the
actual life.
Random Variable M The random variable M, called the
moment ratio, reflects the effect of axle spacing and axle weight
distribution on the fatigue life of the bridge. Moment ratio has
been defined as the ratio of the average influence factor due to
actual truck spectrum on the bridge to the influence factor of
the fatigue design vehicle. Moment ratio varies considerably
with span. However, the gross weight of the fatigue vehicle does
not affect the moment ratio. Truck traffic data from 12 sites
are used to calculate the average moment ratios for different
spans. The results are summarized in Table 5. The table also
shows the mean and coefficient of variation, coy, of moment
ratio for four different spans of 30 ft, 60 ft, 90 ft, and 120 ft.
Data from 51 sites (205) were used to calculate moment ratios
for continuous spans, using Schilling's vehicle as the design
vehicle; The results are summarized in Table 6. The mean and
coy for 4 different spans of 30 ft, 60 ft, 90 ft, and 120 ft are
given in the table. It should be noted that.these means and coy
are reasonably close to the corresponding means and coy obtained for simple spans in Table 5.

Equations 42-47 define as random variables the ratio of the
true value (random) to the nominal design value.
Substitution now gives:
Table 5. Moment ratios based on Schilling's vehicle for simple spans.

365(ADTT)C WGIMR\ 3
NT

(

Substituting Eqs. 48 and 28 into Eq. 27, we have:

z =

,' 'yz1s
XN T
365 (ADTT) CWGIMH)

M

(48)
Site

(49)

30'

60'

90'

120'

US 75 over 56

0.918

0.941

0.945

0.963

Renesselear

0.969

0.996

0.989

0.994

0.894

0.896

0.926

0.949

NYC Thruway

1.036

1.068

1.025

1.018

SR 114 East Dallas

0.913

0.929

0.947

0.964

Schulenberg

0.903

0.920

0.929

0.952

SR21 East Caidwell

0.996

1.042

1.003

1.002

0.913

1.014

1.008

1.006

0.872

0.910

0.937

0.958

0.926

0.975

0.955

0.970

IS @ Mokelumne River 0.871

0.925

0.948

0.966
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The random variables include material terms, Z,, X, and S.
truck variables, W, ADTT, H, M, and C and analysis uncertainties land G. The function given by Eq. 49 is the input to
the reliability program. The other input includes statistical parameters and distribution functions of each of the 10 variables.
The statistical data base is discussed in the next section. The
output is the safety index, j3, and the design or most likely
failure points, ADTT*, C*, W', G5, 1, M5 , and H*, S, ZA',
and Xi'.

110

&

&

SR 89

Protho JNC.

US77

&

Spring

Valley
SR51 9 ILL. River
STATISTICAL DATA BASE

Random Variable X. The random variable Xreflects the uncertainty in the damage model, mainly due to Miner's Rule.
The damage predicted by Miner's Rule is assumed herein to be
unbiased (198). To account for possible test scatter with this
rule, a coefficient of variation of 15 percent is used. This value
had to be estimated because data on the accuracy of Miner's
Rule for welded steel structures were insufficient. The sensitivity
of the design factors to such selected statistical parameters is
shown to be small in subsequent sections because of the cali-

&

Peru

1-880 Sacramento

US 67 9 LR AKS
Jacksonville

0.889

0.965

0.970

0.981

Mean

0.925

0.965

0.965

0.977

Coy
Reference (205)

5.2%

5. 5%

3. 3%

2.2%
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Table 6. Moment ratios based on Schilling's vehicle for continuous
spans.
M
30'

Site

60'

Spans
90'

120'

Table 7. Effective gross weights.

Data
Source/Site

Weff

Lucas

49.4k

Astabula

50.0k

Texas lowapark

67.0k

140) & SR25

0.88

0.91

0.95

0.97

110 & US27

0.87

0.91

0.94

0.96

1-70 @ Vandalia

0.86

0.91

0.95

0.97

US67

0.88

0.96

0.98

0.99

1970 FHWA

52.0k

SR 17 @Fruituae

0.87

0.96

0.97

0.98

California SR99

51.3k

Average

0.87

0.93

0.96

0.97

1-30 @ US67 Benton

53.5k

cov7.

1%

3%

2% '

1%

US67 Jacksonville

44.9k

1-40 @ SR25

52.5k

US-65 @ RT 256

54.8k

1-30 @ RT 25

55.5k

27,513 truck data
from WIM (124)

53.7k

@

LRAFB

Reference (205)

Random Variable W The random variable W reflects the
uncertainty in the estimation of the gross weight of the equivalent fatigue truck. As explained before, the value of 54 kip for
gross weight of the fatigue truck is obtained from WIM studies
including 30 nationwide sites with over 27,000 truck samples.
Therefore, the value of gross weight of the fatigue truck is
assumed to be unbiased. Furthermore, a coy of 10 percent is
assumed for the gross weight of fatigue truck in the reliability
analysis. This implies that there is a 95 percent chance that the
effective gross weight of the truck spectrum at a site will be
between 43 kip and 65 kip. This assumption is in good agreement
with the results of WIM studies (205), where effective gross
weights in the range of 45 kip to 67 kip were found (see Table
7 and reported data in Appendix D).
Random Variable H The random variable H reflects the effect
of multiple presence of trucks on the bridge. Moses and Nyman
(60, 161) simulated this factor using WIM data for free traffic
flow. A mean value of 1.03 and coefficient of variation of only
0.6 percent were reported for the headway factor.
Impact Ratio I. The random variable I reflects the uncertainty
in the estimation of impact factor for a given site. The proposed
procedures utilize best estimates of the impact factor. Hence, a
mean value of 1.0 is assumed for the random variable I. A coy
of 11 percent is assumed for the random variable I as reported
by Moses and Pavia (146). The uncertainty in I and also G,
which follows, refers to site-to-site uncertainty of the mean
impact or G value. Variations from truck to truck within the
same site are not too inportant because fatigue is an averaging
process and such variations almost cancel out.
Lateral Distribution Ratio G. The random variable G reflects
the uncertainty in the estimation of girder lateral distribution
factor. The proposed procedures use the best estimate of the
distribution factors. Hence, the mean value of G is taken as 1.0.
Moses and Pavia (146) reported a coy of 13 percent for lateral
distribution factors from site to site from data collected for 10
bridges. The same value is used in the present study.
Random Variable Z. The random variable Z, reflects the
uncertainty in the effective section modulus. In general, the

Reference (205)

proposed procedures recommend the use of the best estimate of
the actual section modulus and, hence, the mean value of Z is
taken as 1.0. However, in some specific cases, it is recognized
that the effective section modulus is significantly above the
actual section modulus because of beneficial effects not normally
calculated in design. For example, in Chapter Two and Appendix E it has been shown that the effective section modulus
is about 15 percent above the actual section modulus for composite sections. Such specific cases are taken care of by increasing
the computed section modulus. This increased section modulus
is assumed to represent an unbiased value of effective section
modulus. Hence, Z x is taken as 1.0. A coy of 10 percent is
assumed for the random variable Z,. It is shown in the sensitivity analysis in this chapter that such assumptions do not
significantly affect the safety factors if the target beta is taken
as the average safety index used in the present calibration.
Random Variable C. The random variable C represents the
equivalent number of stress cycles due to a single truck passage
on the bridge. The proposed procedures use the best estimates
of C. The recommended values of C are given in Article 6.3.4
of the evaluation procedure (Appendix A). These values are
taken as the mean values of C. The coefficient of variation for
the random variable, C, is estimated to be 5 percent because
little variation is expected in its value. There are insufficient
statistical data available to define this parameter more precisely.
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Random Variable ADTT. The random variable ADTT represents the true value of the lifetime average daily truck traffic
in the shoulder lane at the site. The procedures recommend that
the value of ADTT should be estimated from a knowledge of
site conditions and should be unbiased. Therefore, the estimated
value of ADTT would be a mean value. A cop of 10 percent
(146) is assumed for the random variable ADTT Two aspects
should be noted regarding this value. (1) Volume uncertainty
affects the safety factors much less than stress uncertainty because fatigue damage is linearly proportional to volume but is
proportional to the cube of stress range. Thus, a 10 percent coy
on volume is equivalent to an effect of 10 percent cubed, or
3.33 percent on a stress parameter, such as lateral distribution
and impact. (2) Larger volumes than expected will truly shorten
the bridge life. However, from an economic viewpoint, the bridge
has still provided its intended service in terms of total number
of truck passages.
Random Variable S. The random variable S reflects the uncertainty in the estimation of fatigue strength curves. As has
been discussed in Chapter Two, the fatigue strength curves are
linear log S vs. log N curves for all categories and they have a
slope of 3.0 on a log-log plot. The statistical properties of the
random variable S depend on the fatigue category and are obtained from the test results reported from Lehigh University
(119). The mean values and coy of stress ranges at 2 million
cycles for different detail categories have been obtained and are
given in Table 8. The mean values of S can be obtained using
Equation 47. For example, for detail category C
S= 5L=.1 1= 1.29
5rD 13.0

(50)

The mean values of S for all the detail categories are also given
in Table 8. It should be noted that the mean value of S is the
same for any number of stress cycles for a given detail category.
This is because the mean SN curve and the design SN curve
are assumed to be parallel and have a slope of 3.0 (see Chapter
Two) on a log-log plot. The mean SN curve is given by
NS

=C

(52)

Dividing Eqs. 51 by 52 and substituting Eq. 47 gives:
(c)13
S
SrD K

tail
Category

S at
2r
10

S.
S

cycles

1

at 6
x 10 cycles

Intercept
on the nominal
S-N curves

COy

S
1.42

A

33.0

23.2

2.5 x 1010

21.7%

B

22.8

18.1

1.191 x 1010

14.17.

1.26

13.2%

1.24

B'

18.0

14.5

6.109 x 1010

C

16.7

13.0

4.446 x 10

9

15.3%

1.29

5

13.0

10.3

2.183 x 109

14.2%

1.26

9.5

8.1

E'

1.072 x 10
3.908 x

5.8

7.2

Average

9

log

9.7%

1.17

13.2%

1.24

14.5%

1.27

Table 9. Input to reliability program for example.
Variable

Mean

COV

X

1.0

0.15

Lognornial

S

1.297

0.153

Lognormal

0.97

0.03

Lognormal

G

1.0

0.13

Lognormal

I

1.0

0.11

Lognormal

H

1.03

0.006

Lognormal

C

1.0

0.05

Lognormal

2500

0.10

Lognormal

1.0

0.10

Lognormal

1.0

0.10

Lognormal

ADTT*

Distribution

*On outer lane
** Normalized to fatigue truck (Figure 6.2.2A of Appendix A)

(51)

The design SN curve is given by
NS D = K

Table 8. Statistical data for

(53)

From Eq. 53 it can be seen that S is independent of the number
of stress cycles.

EXAMPLE

To illustrate the use of reliability programs and the input
statistical data an example is given here. The example considered
is a 100-ft simple span and a Category C redundant attachment.
The input statistical data discussed in the previous section are
summarized in Table 9. All the variables are, assumed to have
a log normal distribution which is typically assumed in struc-

tural reliability research. For a given reliability factor, 'y, the
statistical input of Table 9 and the Z function (Eq. 49), the
reliability program will output the safety index. Figure 15 shows
a plot from the reliability program between reliability factor 'y
and safety index /3. For example, a y of 1.5 leads to a /3 of 2.3.
Some more plots of y versus /3 are shown in Figure 16 for
different spans and different fatigue detail categories.
An examination of Figure 16 shows that the reliability factor
as a function of safety index (y versus /3) is not very sensitive
to changes in span and fatigue detail categories, especially in
the range of beta of 1 to 3. An average or typical curve is chosen
to represent all spans and categories and is shown in Figure 17.
The y versus ,8 relationship shown is applicable for any values
of the parameters related to truck volume, namely ADTT, C,
or Y. This can be seen by recalling Z and substituting Eq. 40
into Eq. 49. We obtain:
Z=YIX

(ADTT
ADTT\ (C) (

To further simplify, let:

WGIMH) - 1.0] (54)
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5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0-

Y
0

1.0

3.0

2.0

4.0

Figure 15. y vs. /3 for example.

the actual life will be shorter than predicted. The safety factor
to be selected is sensitive to the target beta and, hence, to the
statistical parameters of the variables in the reliability expression. In a calibration approach, the target beta is selected as an
average of the betas implicit in present design practice. The
typical calibration study finds (as also indicated herein) that
the reliability levels (betas) in present design practices are not
uniform. There is considerable spread in the betas which is not
intended. Thus, the calibration is intended to achieve more
uniform reliability (beta) levels. The target beta can be the
average of present design practices as long as there is no obvious
need to either raise or lower existing calibration risk levels based
on performance experience. This was the philosophy adopted
in the recent AISC-LRFD and is also appropriate for the bridge
fatigue example herein.
Fourteen AASHTO design cases with different truck volumes,
detail categories, spans, impact factors, lateral distribution factors, and support conditions (simply supported or continuous)
were used to evaluate an average beta implicit in the present
AASHTO design practice. This is done by taking sections which
just satisfy the AASHTO fatigue criteria (see Table 10a) and
computing the implicit reliability factor, y, by the methods
described herein. The designs selected were intended to be both
representative of typical cases and also to represent possible
extreme occurrences. For example, case H has a mean impact
of 1.20 and a mean girder distribution of 0.50. Hence, this case
is used to represent an extremely unlikely case to observe what
values of beta would result. The y's and the corresponding /3's
found from the mean y versus /3 graph for each case are given
in Table 10(b) and Figure 18. Each point in the figure corresponds to a y versus /3 case. To illustrate how the points were
obtained a sample calculation is given below.

Sample Calculation

ADTT
A= ___
ADTT
B

=

1. Given

C

Substituting Eqs. 55 and 56 into Eq. 54, we have:
—

zxs

_
- 1.0]
z - Ys [xABI WGIMH)

(57)

From the definitions of A and B, their statistical means and coy
are independent of the estimated value of ADTT and C for the
site. The means of A and B are always equal to 1.0 and their
coy are 10 percent and 5 percent, respectively (see section on
"Statistical Data Base"). Hence, it can be inferred from Eq. 57
that in the y versus /3 relationship obtained using the Z function
(Eq. 49), y is independent of the estimated values of ADTT,
C, and Y5 .

100-ft simple span, Category C, 2,500 ADTT, 87 ft girder
spacing.
2. AASHTO HS-20 Bridge Design Calculations:
Impact factor = 1 + (50)/(100 + 125) = 1.222.
Moment range = 1,524 kip-ft (HS-20 vehicle on 100-ft simple
span).
Lateral distribution = 8 / 14 = 0.571 8-ft spacing).
Allowable stress range = 10 ksi (Category C for over 2
million cycles).
SXD = Mgi/S = 1,524 (12) 0.571 (1.222)/(10) = 1,276
in.3 (AASHTO Design Section).
Referring to Eq. 33:
SrD 5XD

=

(58)

For the proposed evaluation:
WD = 54 kip (refer to Chapter Two);

TARGET BETAS FOR EVALUATION PROCEDURE

9D = = 0.36; D = 22.33 (refer to Chapter Two);

It can be seen from Figure 15 that different safety factors
achieve different expected beta's or different probabilities that

iD = 1.10; assuming smooth surface (refer to Chapter Two);
mD = maximum moment range on bridge/gross vehicle
weight
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category
category
category
category
category

5.0

E
B
B
C
A

Span=100'
Span= 30'
Span= 60'
Span=100'
Span=120'

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

7-

0.0
0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

Figure 16 y vs. /3 plots.

214.8 in. (for vehicle shown in Appendix A, Figure
6.2.2A);
hD = 1.0 (refer to Chapter Two);
SXD = 1,276 x 1.1 = 1,501 in.3 (the section modulus is
increased 15 percent as recommended in the proposed
methods for composite sections with shear connectors); and
S D = allowable stress range corresponding to expected total
number of cycles during the lifetime of the bridge
(taken from the 95th percentile line).
Assuming that a 75-year life is desired for the member (consistent with the proposed design), Eq. 40 gives NT = ADTT
(365) C 1's, in which ADTT = 2,500 (given in the problem);
= 75 years; C = 1.0 (for 100-ft simple spans, see the
table in guidelines); and NT = 2,500 (365) 1.0 (75) = 68.4
x 106 cycles.
The equation for the 95th percentile fatigue strength line is
written as
SrD3 Nr = K

(59)

where K is the intercept of the 95th percentile line; K =
4.446 x iO (for Category C, see Table 7).

Substitution gives SrD = 4.02 ksi.
Substituting in Eq. 58 gives the corresponding reliability factor
for this design example.
(4.02)(1501)
- 54(0.36)(1.10)(214.8)(1.0)
y = 1.32 (Point B on Figure 18)
Thirteen other cases are given in Figure 18. As explained in the
previous section, the mean y versus /3 curve in Figure 17 is
assumed to represent all the cases. This can be justified by
examining Figure 16 in the normal range of /3' of 1.0 to 3.0.
Therefore, the evaluation points are all marked on the mean y
versus /3 curve. This helps to put all the evaluation points on
a single graph and gives a perspective of reliability levels in
present design. It can be seen from Figure 18 that most of the
design points fall around a beta of 2.0, which is midway in the
range of the betas (0.7-3.6) corresponding to all the design
points including the extreme design situations cited earlier. This
corresponds to a reliability factor, y, of 1.35. The same analysis
is repeated for nonredundant details and the results are given
in Table 11 and Figure 19. The mean of the range of betas (1.55.3) for nonredundant details appears to be about 3.0. This
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Figure 18. /3 r in present design for redundant members.

Figure 17. Mean y vs. /3 curve.

corresponds to a reliability factor, y, of 1.75. From this analysis
the target safety index for redundant and nonredundant members was fixed as 2.0 and 3.0, respectively, in the proposed
evaluation procedure.
These examples demonstrate quite strongly the advantages of
the proposed format. For redundant spans, we try and achieve
our target $ of 2 (the actual variation is shown later) for all
the design cases, while AASHTO produced betas ranging from
0.7 to 3.6. Design with high betas is uneconomical, while the
low betas will have relatively low probabilities that the actual
fatigue life will exceed the predicted life. Similarly for the nonredundant cases, the proposed evaluation methods try to achieve
a target $ of 3.0 for all cases compared to AASHTO betas that
range from 1.5 to 53.
The target betas (using the proposed safety factors of 1.35
and 1.75 for redundant and nonredundant cases respectively)
will not be achieved exactly even for the proposed method
procedures. More factors would be needed to make this possible.
The scatter in beta, however, will be much smaller as shown in
Table 12 for the above 14 design cases. To compare the scatter
in beta the same 14 cases (used for target beta selection) were
designed as per the proposed methods. The corresponding betas
for these sections are shown in columns (5) and (7) of Table
12 for redundant and nonredundant members respectively. The

scatter in beta for redundant members is between 1.85 and 2.17
(as against 0.7 to 3.6 for AASHTO methods) and for nonredundant members it is between 2.85 and 3.10 (as against 1.5 to
5.3 for AASHTO methods). Hence, the proposed procedures
provide a more uniform safety index.

SAFETY FACTORS FOR EVALUATION
PROCEDURE
The evaluation procedures have been developed with the following aims: (1) consistent and uniform reliability over the
range of application (all spans, categories, lives, volumes); (2)
flexible to incorporate site-specific data; (3) flexible to provide
the Engineer with a better (usually longer) fatigue life estimate
if more effort is applied.
The first aim was satisfied by the calibration process. A target
safety index has been fixed to achieve consistent and uniform
reliability. The other two goals are obtained by incorporating
several alternatives to the basic procedure. Some of the alternatives need site-specific data, while some other alternatives
require more analysis effort by the Engineer. It should also be
noted that in the evaluation, the Engineer can also obtain the
mean fatigue life as well as the safe life. This should help clarify
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Table 10(a). /3's in present design (redundant members).
(1)

(2)

Designations
A
B
C
D
E
F
C
II

Span
120'
100
60
60
601
60'
60'
30'
100'
100'
100'
100'
100'
60'

J
K
L
M
N

(3)
Bridge
Type
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.

(4)
Detail
Category
C
C
A
B
C
0
K
C
A
B
C
0
E
C

(5)
Truck
Volume
4000
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
1500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
4000

AASHTO DESIGN PARAMETERS
(7)
(10)
(8)
(9)
Moment Allowable AASHTO Design
Impact
D.F.5
Stress
Range
Section
1.20
0.571
1879
10
1545
1.22
0.571
1519
10
1270
1.27
0.727
24
800
369
1.27
0.727
800
18
492
1.27
0.571
800
10
696
1.27
0.571
800
7
995
1.27
0.571
800
5
1392
1.30
0.571
272
10
242
1.22
0.727
1512
24
671
1.22
0.727
1512
18
894
0.571
1.22
1512
10
1264
1.22
0.571
1512
7
1806
1.22
0.571
1512
5
2528
1.27
0.571
799
10
695

(6)

Cases A-M:Composite
Case N:Noncomposite

Table 10(b). Continued
(1)
Designation
A
B
C
D
K
F
G
H
1
J
K
L
H
N

(3)

(4)

5XD

WDmD

90

1777
1461
424
566
800
1144
1601
242
772
1028
1454
2077
2907
904

1217
947
408
408
408
408
408
179
962
962
962
962
962
444

0.35
0.36
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.50
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.30

(2)

1

(5)

(6)

6D

5rD

1.20
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.10

3.44
4.02
7.15
5.58
4.02
3.17
2.50
4.17
7.15
5.58
4.02
3.17
2.50
3.44

(7)

(8)

1.03
1.32
1.38
1.43
1.46
1.65
1.81
0.91
1.16
1.20
1.23
1.32
1.52
2.05

1.05
2.00
2.05
2.15
2.20
2.75
3.10
0.70
1.45
1.60
1.65
2.05
2.40
3.55

SXDSrD

*

-- --------------------WDmDgDiD

= 1.15 x AASHTO design section for composite sections
= 1.30 x AASHTO design section for noncomposite sections with no visual
separation

and explain why a span, which does not satisfy a safe life check,
may in fact not yet show any visual signs of fatigue cracking.
Typically, the mean life will be about 5 times the computed safe
life for redundant spans and 10 times the safe life for nonredundant spans. Depending on the situation, for a span not
meeting the required safe life, the Engineer can select different
options including more frequent inspection or control on permit
vehicles.
Most of the alternatives in the evaluation lead to lower safety
factors which, in turn, will increase the estimated fatigue life of
the member. The concept here is that risk is influenced by both
the safety factor and the uncertainty. The same target safety
index can therefore be achieved by reducing uncertainties and
using a smaller safety factor. The safety factor or reliability
factor is given by
R = R 0 1i F52 F53

(60)

where R5 = reliability or safety factor (this factor is used to

multiply the nominal calculated design stress to achieve the
needed safety index); R50 = basic reliability factor which depends on whether component is redundant or nonredundant;
and Fsn = factor for procedure n (F,, = 1.0 if the procedure
n is not used).
In the previous section the target betas were fixed at 2.0 and
3.0 for redundant and nonredundant members, respectively.
Using the mean (reliability factor) y vs. /3 (safety index) curve
developed previously (Figure 17), the reliability factors corresponding to target betas of 2.0 and 3.0 are obtained as 1.35 and
1.75 respectively.
These values of 1.35 and 1.75 are used as the basic reliability •
factors in the proposed evaluation procedures for redundant and
nonredundant members, respectively. The procedures specify
several alternatives that could be used to incorporate site-specific
data in evaluation. These alternatives usually require more effort
and consequently lower the uncertainties associated with the
random variables. Therefore, lower safety factors may still provide the required target safety indices. A partial safety factor is
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Table 11(a). /3's in present design (nonredundant members).
(2)

(1)

Designations Span
120'
A
100'
B
60'
C
60'
D
60'
E
60'
F
60'
G
30'
II
100'
I
100'
.7
100'
K
100'
L
100'
M
60'
N

(3)
Bridge
Type
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.

(4)
(5)
Truck
Detail
Volume
Catgy
4000
C
2500
C
2500
A
2500
B
2500
C
2500
D
2500
E
1500
C
2500
A
2500
B
2500
C
2500
D
2500
E
4000
C

(6)
Impact
1.20
1.22
1.27
1.27
1.27
1.27
1.27
1.30
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.27

AASHTO DESIGN PARANETERS
(10)
(9)
(8)
(7)
Allowable AASHTO Design
Moment
Section
D.F.*
Stress
Range
1967
10
1879
0.727
1617
10
1519
0.727
369
24
800
0.727
554
16
800
0.727
886
10
800
0.727
1393
5
800
0.571
2784
2.5
800
0.571
308
10
272
0.727
671
24
1512
0.727
1006
16
1512
0.727
1609
10
1512
0.727
2528
5
1512
0.571
5056
2.5
1512
0.571
885
10
799
0.727

*The given impact and D.F. values are assumed to be the mean values for the

site.

Girder spacing is assumed to be 8 feet.

Table 11(b). Continued
(1)
Designation
A
B
C
0
E
F
G
H
I
1
K
L
M
N

-

(2)
S XD
2262
1860
424
637
1019
1602
3202
354
772
11571850
2907
5814
1018

(3)
Wm

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

1217
947
408
408
408
408
408
179
962
962
962
962
962
444

0.35
0.36
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.50
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.30

1.20
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.10

3.44
4.02
7.15
5.58
4.02
3.17
2.50
4.17
7.15
5.58
4.02
3.17
2.50
3.44

1.31
1.71
1.38
1.61
1.86
2.31
3.62
1.16
1.16
1.35
1.57
1.93
3.04
2.61

1.85
2.90
2.10
2.65
3.20
3.90
5.35
1.50
1.50
2.00
2.80
3.45
4.80
4.10

Table 12. Comparison of /31s in proposed methods and AASHTO methods.

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
.7

IC
I
K
N

1001 S.S
60'S.S
60'S.S
60'S.S
60'S.S
60'S.S
30'S.S
100'CONT
100'CONT
100'CONT
100'CONT
100'CONT
60'CONT

C
A
8
C
0
E
C
A
B
C
D
E
C

2.00
2.05
2.15
2.20
2.75
3.10
0.70
1.45
1.60
1.65
2.05
2.40
3.55

2.02
2.03
1.97
2.01
1.97
1.85
2.16
2.06
2.01
2.05
2.01
1.90
2.17

given for each alternative procedure, which lowers the reliability
factor, but still provides the same safety index (probability that
an actual life will be below the predicted life). The various
alternatives and the associated partial safety factors are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
Measured Stresses (F51). This alternative allows the Engineer
to use a stress histogram obtained through field measurements
at critical sections. Because of the lesser uncertainty associated
with measurements compared to nominal calculated values, a

2.90
2.10
2.65
3.20
3.90
5.35
1.50
1.50
2.00
2.80
3.45
4.80
4.10

2.96
2.85
2.92
2.93
2.91
2.87
3.09
2.89
2.98
2.99
2.97
2.96
3.10

lower coefficient of variation of 3 percent is used for W, I, G,
and Z. The coy are not reduced to zero by the field measurements since uncertainties result from (1) measurement scatter,
(2) differences in truck weights over different time periods and
seasons (assuming a test is completed in a few days), (3) changes
in impact with possible surface roughness changes, etc. These
3 percent coy are much smaller than the corresponding values
of 10 percent, 11 percent, 13 percent, and 10 percent for W, I,
G, and Z used earlier. The mean value of M is taken as 1.0
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and the coy of M was reduced to 1 percent (from 3 percent)
since the effects of different vehicle dimensions are included in
the stress measurements. These changes were incorporated in
the input data for the reliability program. Output from the
reliability program indicated that a safety factor of 1.14 (against
1.35 earlier) was required to reach a beta of 2.0 with the reduced
coy mentioned above. Referring to Eq. 60, it can be seen that
the partial safety factor is the ratio of the reliability factor (used
to multiply the nominal stress range) to the basic reliability
factor. Therefore, F,1 = 1.14 / 1.35 = 0.85.
Site Truck Weight Data (F52). The alternatives in this section
deal with the gross weight of the fatigue truck. The first alternative permits the Engineer to modify the gross weight based
on judgment and local site conditions. The "judgment" here
implies the use of best estimate for the vehicle gross weight.
The fatigue prediction model already assumed that the best
estimate of effective gross weight is used. Therefore, there is no
change in the safety factor. However, the Engineer could still
benefit from this alternative if the local conditions suggest an
effective gross weight less than 54 kip. Conversely, if the local
condition suggests a higher effective gross weight, this weight
should be used. The effective gross weight should be calculated
from a gross weight histogram by
Weq = (I fi W)"

5.

4.

3.

2.0

KI

(61)

where Weq = effective gross weight of fatigue truck;f = fraction
of gross weights within an interval i; and W. = gross weight
at midwidth of interval i.
The histogram of truck traffic should exclude panel, pickup,
and other 2-axle/4-wheel trucks. This same definition of truck
is to be used for truck volume. As explained in Chapter Two
it is important that the definition of truck used for calculating
effective gross weight should be consistent with the definition
of truck used for estimating truck volume.
The second alternative permits the Engineer to use weigh
station measurements. Because this type of measurement is detectable to the truck drivers, heavy weight trucks generally tend
to evade the measuring stations. Therefore, the estimated effective gross weight (from Eq. 59) tends to be biased and hence
W is taken as 1.05. However, there is less uncertainty in effective
gross weight and, threfore, a lower coy of 3 percent is used.
With this change in input data, the reliability program found
that a safety factor of 1.34 is required for a beta of 2.0. Hence,
the partial safety factor for this alternative procedure is 1.34/
1.35, = 1.0. The decrease in uncertainty, coy, was offset by the
unconservative bias in the measurement. As a net result, there
is no significant change in the safety index and, hence, the same
safety factor is required to attain the target safety index.
A third alternative allows the Engineer to obtain gross weight
histograms through a planning department's weigh-in-motion
measurements. As this type of measurement is undetectable to
the truck drivers, the results are unbiased. Hence, W is taken
as 1.0 and a coy of 3 percent is used to signify lower uncertainty.
With this change in input to the reliability program, the output
indicated that a safety factor of 1.28 is required for a beta of
2.0. Hence, the partial safety factor for this alternative procedure
is 1.28/1.35, or 0.95.
Improved Lateral Distribution Factors (1 3). This partial
safety factor relates to estimation of the lateral distribution
factor. The first alternative permits the evaluator to use either

o.c
u.0

Lu

1.75 2.0

3.0

4.0

Figure 19. /3 c in present design for non redundant members.

the procedure proposed by Bakht (Appendix C) or the procedure proposed by Schilling (Appendix C). The basic procedure
is the equation proposed in Chapter Two based on a conservative
estimate for these two methods. Both of the methods give a
more accurate estimate of lateral distribution factor, which is
usually lower than that given by the basic procedure. Any benefit
in lower uncertainty with these methods is offset, however, by
removing the conservative bias deliberately put into the factors
from the basic procedure. Hence, the same safety factors are
recommended for this alternative.
A second alternative permits the use of rigorous methods,
such as finite element methods, to calculate the lateral distribution factor. The factor is calculated from the moment range
carried by each beam, girder, or stringer when a single fatigue
truck is moved along the center of the outer traffic lane that
results in the highest moment in the member under consideration. When rigorous methods are used to compute the moment
range carried by the girder, the uncertainty in the distribution
factor is lower and, therefore, a coy of 7 percent is used (as
against 13 percent used earlier). The modified data were input
to the reliability program. The output indicated that a safety
factor of 1.30 is required for a beta of 2.0. Thus, the partial
safety factor for this alternative is 1.30/1.35, or 0.96.
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SAFETY FACTORS FOR DESIGN PROCEDURE

The target safety indices for the evaluation procedure were
fixed at 2.0 and 3.0 for redundant and nonredundant members,
respectively. These safety indices correspond to a probability of
failure of 2.3 percent and 0.1 percent respectively. As explained
earlier, failure here means a lower fatigue life and not collapse
of the bridge. Moreover, in the evaluation of existing bridges
the Engineer is usually concerned with short periods of life, say,
the next 10 to 30 years. In the design of new bridges the Engineer
is usually concerned with longer periods, typically in the range
of 75o 100 years. Hence, the fatigue design of new bridges
inherently involves a large amount of uncertainty, especially
with respect to future traffic conditions. Fortunately, however,
predictions of the life of the bridges can be updated in the future
to reflect changes in these traffic conditions. Therefore, it would
not be reasonable to use an unduly high safety index that could
add significantly to the cost of the bridge.
In the proposed design procedures, therefore, a lower target
safety index of 1.0 is used for redundant members. For nonredundant members the same target safety index of 3.0 is used.
The target index of 1.0 for redundant members corresponds to
a probability of about 15 percent that the actual life will be less
than the design life. This is acceptable because the bridge can
be evaluated in the future using the site-specific data to ensure
a desired safe life for the bridge. It should be noted that the
recommended design truck volumes tabulated in the design procedure have built-in growth factors not presently included in
AASHTO truck volumes.
In evaluation, the Engineer may have a better knowledge of
the present traffic conditions than he has in design. Hence,
higher coy are used to model the design conditions. A coy of 30
percent is used for ADTT and a coy of 15 percent is used for
W. In addition, a bias of 5 percent is assumed in W ( W = 1.05)
to reflect the growth in effective truck weights over the life span
of the bridge. The reliability program with the above changes
in the data base gave reliability factors of 1.10 and 2.00 for
redundant and nonredundant members, respectively, which are
recommended in the proposed design procedure. These reliability factors correspond to target safety indices of 1.0 and 3.0,
respectively.

FATIGUE LIMIT

It is generally accepted that a constant amplitude fatigue limit
exists for typical bridge details. If all cycles in a variable amplitude spectrum are below this constant amplitude fatigue limit,
the fatigue life for that spectrum would be infinite.
In an NCHRP study on variable amplitude loading Fisher
(Ref. 119, p. 25) concluded that "if any of the stress cycles in
a stress spectrum exceeded the constant amplitude fatigue limit,
the fatigue life could be predicted by the cumulative damage
laws assuming all cycles contributed to the damage." ECCS
specifications (Ref. 172, p. 16) recommend "if any nominal
stress range in the design spectrum exceeds the constant amplitude fatigue limit, the nominal stress ranges below the constant amplitude fatigue limit should also be considered in the
fatigue assessment." A recent study on variable amplitude loading at the University of Texas, Austin (Ref. 251, pp. 207, 208)
concluded that "all cycles in the complex spectrum are damaging, including those below the threshold stress intensity."

More research is still required to determine if a fatigue limit
exists for a variable amplitude stress spectrum when only several
stress cycles exceed the constant amplitude fatigue limit. Long
life fatigue tests being conducted at Lehigh, TRRL, Maryland,
- and elsewhere may help resolve this issue.
It should be noted, however, that even if a variable amplitude
fatigue limit exists for any stress spectrum, it may not significantly affect the reliability factors developed herein. This is
because the reliability factors recommended in the proposed
evaluation and design procedures are calibrated to existing design practices and the average reliability levels implied in these
practices. To illustrate this point a fatigue limit coinciding with
the constant amplitude fatigue limit was assumed to exist even
for a variable amplitude loading. Therefore, only those stress
cycles falling above the constant amplitude fatigue limit were
assumed to contribute to damage. This approach represents an
extreme assumption regarding fatigue damage since most theories recognize some damage accumulation on variable amplitude loading from stress cycles below the fatigue limit.
The reliability program was modified to exclude all the stress
cycles below the constant amplitude fatigue limit while computing the fatigue damage. The assumed fatigue limits for each
fatigue category are given in Table 13. Five different cases (with
different spans and fatigue categories) were chosen and designed
as per AASHTO specifications. The betas implicit in these 5
cases were obtained from the modified reliability program. The
same 5 cases were designed again, using the proposed specifications for a life of 75 years. An average lifetime ADTT of
2,500 trucks and a girder spacing of 8 ft were assumed in each
design. Betas for the sections obtained by the proposed method
were evaluated using the modified reliability program. The sections obtained by AASHTO design and the proposed design
methods were then used to evaluate the beta, in each case, using
a linear SN model without a fatigue limit (original reliability
program).
The results are summarized in Table 14. Columns 3 and 5
of Table 14 show the betas for sections designed according to
the AASHTO specifications without and with fatigue limits,
respectively. Columns 4 and 6 of Table 14 show the betas for
sections designed according to the proposed design method without and with fatigue limits respectively. The average betas from
the proposed method and the AASHTO design methods for the
model without fatigue limit were matched perfectly for the five
different cases. It can be seen that even after the model has
been changed (a fatigue limit is introduced), the average betas
from the proposed method and the AASHTO method are still
almost the same. Therefore, it can be deduced that calibration
to present design practice makes the assumptions in the fatigue
model less important. Another point to note here is that the
betas for the proposed design for the model without fatigue limit
are more uniform (range from 1.87 to 2.02) than the corresponding betas for the AASHTO design (range from 1.58 to
2.36). This is the goal of the reliability approach. The betas for
the AASHTO design for the model with fatigue limit are more
uniform than the corresponding betas for the proposed methods.
This is because the different fatigue categories are assumed to
have fatigue limits at a different number of cycles. This has not
been taken into account in the calibration of the target safety
index. However, more uniform betas can be obtained for the
model with fatigue limit by introducing a partial safety factor
for each fatigue detail category. These partial safety factors can
be so obtained as to provide uniform betas for all fatigue cat-
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egories and can be derived for a given set of SN curves with
given fatigue limits.
The need to determine the evidence of a variable amplitude
fatigue limit still exists because it will lead to a more accurate
fatigue model and may, in the future, allow one to reduce the
target betas below historical values. For the present, a linear
SN model is used to model the fatigue life. However, in those
cases where the probability is small that only a few cycles over
the lifetime will exceed the fatigue limit, a provision is given
which provides for an infinite life check. This will, at most,
affect only Categories A, B and C. The probability analysis to
control the likelihood of exceeding the fatigue limit stress is
given in the next section.

Table 13. Assumed fatigue limits.
Fatigue Limit Stress Range
Ncanlnal
S r at 2 u 10
cycles
(ksl)

Mean5
at
2 5 10 6 cycles
(ksl)

Detail
Category

Mean
coy

(iT)

Nueinal (95%
(ksi)

A

33.0

23.2

21.7%

34.1

24.0

8

22.8

18.1

14.1%

20.2

16.0

B

18.0

14.5

13.2%

14.9

12.0

C

16.7

13.0

15.3%

12.8

10.0

0

13.0

10.3

14.2%

8.8

7.0

E

9.5

8.1

9.7%

5.3

4.5

7.2

5.8

13.2%

3.2

2.6

The values cited here are consistent with SN curves proposed by Fisher

(Z.)

INFINITE LIFE SAFETY MARGIN

As explained in Chapter Two, there is a need to establish a
fatigue limit, so that any section subjected to a maximum stress
range less than this fatigue limit does not need a fatigue check
(consistent with current AASHTO practice). A typical SN curve
with a fatigue limit, SL, is shown in Figure 2 of Chapter Two.
If Sr is the nominal effective stress range (best estimate)
obtained in the evaluation or design method, the maximum stress
range, 5max' can be obtained as:
max

Sr

(62)

where X is the ratio of the maximum stress range to effective
stress range.
A reliability failure function can be written to estimate the
probability of Smax exceeding the fatigue limit, SL. This fatigue
limit is also taken as a random variable.
From Eqs. 21 and 62,

Z = SL - S. = SL - XSr

Table 14. /3's with fatigue limit.
Fatigue
Category

S.S.
Spas

AASHTO

Froposed

AASHTO

Proposed

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

60

C

1.78

2.00

4.89

5.22

90

C

1.58

2.02

4.68

5.33

60

5

2.15

1.99

5.16

4.91

90

5

1.96

2.01

4.94

5.02

60

E

2.36

1.87

5.19

4.39

1.97

1.98

4.97

4.97

Average

Assumptions F Safe Life = 75 years
Average AI7CT

(63)

Girder Spacing

From Eq. 26, the log normal reliability format gives the safety
index, /3, as
Ln [SL /(XSr )]

Linear SN
Model With
Fatigue Limit

Linear SN
Model Without
Fatigue Limit

2500 trucks/day
8'

Redundant Structure

(64)

TJ+ V + VS 2
where the bar denotes the mean, and V is the coefficient of
variation. Because there are only two variables, the log normal
format is exact.
The data for the fatigue limit for each category used in the
proposed method corresponds to permissible stresses used for
the "over 2 million cycles" case in the AASHTO method for
redundant members. It is assumed that these values have the
same bias and coy (random properties) as the stress range design
values used in evaluation or design. Hence, the code value for
"over 2 million cycles" corresponds to 95 percent probability
level for the random variable SL. From Table 8 it can be seen
that bias and coy vary depending on the detail category.
The average bias is obtained as 1.27 from Table 8. It should
be noted that category E has a bias of only 1.17, but it will be
shown in Chapter Five, with some examples, that the fatigue
limit never governs for Categories E and E'. If the design fatigue
limit (95 1l percentile value) is denoted as SFD, the mean is
S L = 1.27 5F13. Similarly, the average coy from Table 8 gives:
V L = 14.5 percent.

Taking the data in Table E- 1 for the ratio of maximum measured stress to effective stress, one can obtain the data for X.
Using these data, X = 2.67, and V = crX/X = 0.41/2.67
= 0.15.
From the previous section, the data for effective stress range
can be estimated. Since 5r is a product of several random variables,
V5

= .J VF 2 + V7 + V + V 2 + V 2 + V112

where VG, V1, V, Vz, VM, and VH are the coefficients of
variation of the random variables G, I, W, Z,., M, and H,
respectively.
Vs = J(0.l3)2 + (0.11)2 + (0.1)2 + (0.1)2 + (0.03)2 + (0.006)2
= 22.3 percent
Substituting in Eq. 64
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Table 16. Sensitivity of random variables.

Table 15. Sensitivity of calibration to database.
Data Base 2
AASHTO
Proposed
(5)
(6)

Data Base 1
AASHTO
Proposed
(4)
(3)

Random
Variable
(N)

S.S
Span
(1)

Detail
Category
(2)

60

C

1.78

2.01

1.91

2.15

1.0

90

C

1.58

2.02

1.72

2.16

60

D

2.15

1.99

2.30

2.13

2.10

2.15

2.50

2.01

90

D

1.96

2.01

60

B

2.36

1.87

1.97

2.11

1.98

-

-

2.12

y

10%
Y.
(p = 2.0)

Increase in Mean
Value of V
9*
6

20%
Increase in

coy of

.936

2.15

1.03

1.99

.911

1.297

0.153

1.08

2.39

1.16

1.89

1.03

M

0.97

0.03

.98

1.68

1.08

2.0

G

1.0

0.13

1.12

1.69

1.21

1.95

1.0

0.11

1.09

1.69

1.18

1.98

1.12

1.03

0.006

1.03

1.69

1.13

2.0

1.03

P

1.0

0.005

1.0

1.92

1.11

2.0

1.01

ADTT

2500.

0.10

2550

1.92

2800

2.0

2575.

1.0

0.10

0.92

2.39

1.00

1.97

90

1.0

0.10

1.07

1.69

1.16

1.99

1.10

Notes:
Data Base 1 was used for target beta calibration.

coo
of

0.15

H
Average

Mean
V

W

.98
1.16

Data Base 2 was the same as Data Base 1 except that the Coy for C was
changed from 13% to 5%.

g

Ln [(1.27 SFD)/(2.67 Sr )1
(0.145)2 + (0.15)2 + (0.223)2

/3 = Ln [0.476 (5fl/5r)]
0.305

(65)

Using Eq. 65, for /3 = 1, SFD/Sr = 2.85; for /3 = 2, SFD/Sr
= 3.87; and for /3 = 3, SFD/Sr = 5.24.
This would mean that if a beta of 2.0 is required, an infinite
life would be obtained if the expected effective stress is less than
5F17' 3.87, where SFD is the present "over 2 million" AASHTO
value. However, there is a safety factor already incorporated in
our procedure to account for effective stress range variability.
Therefore, this reduces the margin needed for infinite life as
follows:
Evaluation-Redundant:

SFD

=

R ,S,

3.87
= 2.87
35
5.24
= 2.99

Evaluation-Nonredundant:

SFD

Design-Redundant:

SFD

=

2.85

Design-Nonredundant:

SFD

=

5.24

=

2.60
2.62

The infinite life fatigue margin ranges from 2.60 to 2.99. Given
the limited data base for such variable amplitude fatigue life
estimation, a single value is selected for all four cases. This value
is the average and equals 2.75. The value of 2.75 may be justified
in several other ways.
For example, in Table E- 1 the maximum observed stress range
is typically 2.5 to 3.0 times the effective stress range.
It is also seen that the check for infinite life based on the
reliability procedure compares closely with values derived from
calibrating to existing AASHTO procedures. It is shown in
Chapter Five, following a discussion of examples that the average ratio of AASHTO design stresses for "over 2,500 ADTT"
to the proposed unfactored design stress is about 3.0. (This can

be seen in Table 25 (a) by taking the ratio of columns 11 and
9, which are the respective AASHTO and proposed design
stresses.) Dividing by the safety factor of 1.1 gives a corresponding ratio needed to produce infinite life of 3.0/1.1, or 2.73
which is close to 2.75.
Similarly, a ratio of 3.0 corresponds closely, to the ratio of
maximum truck weight (about 155 kip) and the effective maximum truck weight (54 kip) as obtained in the FHWA weight
spectrum. Thus, if the assumption is made that fatigue is governed by individual truck occurrences, the expected maximum
truck weight will be approximately 3 times the effective truck
weight.
In summary, the various approaches lead to similar values
for a fatigue limit for variable amplitude loading. Recall the
assumption' that few cycles may be permitted that exceed this
stress level without initiating a crack growth. This assumption
still needs to be validated by test programs now underway. It
is, however, implicitly accepted in the present AASHTO fatigue
design rules.

SENSITIVITY STUDIES

In most reliability studies, sufficient data on each variable
are not available and some "reasonable" assumptions must be
made. The assumptions do not significantly affect the reliability
factors when the target beta is chosen by the calibration procedures as the average /3 implicit in the current practice. This
reasoning can be illustrated with the assumptions in values of
means and coy of the random variables used in the reliability
program. Five design cases as given in Table 15 are chosen.
Initially, the data base assumed for target beta calibration is
used to find the betas in the sections designed by the AASHTO
and the proposed methods. These betas are shown in columns
3 and 4, respectively, of Table 15. As expected, the average /3's
from the AASHTO method and the proposed method are equal
and close to 2.0. A change is now introduced in the data base.
The coy of the random variable G (girder distribution ratio) is
changed to 5 percent from 13 percent. The betas for the same
sections are now evaluated using the new data base. These betas
are shown in columns 4 and 5 for the AASHTO designed
sections and the sections designed by the proposed methods. It
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can be seen that the average betas for each method obtained
from the modified data base are the same. Therefore, it can be
inferred that assumptions in data base are less important, when
the target beta is made equal to the average of betas implicit in
the current design practice.
To provide insight into the data needs, Table 16 shows the
impact of changes in each parameter (mean value and coy) on

the /3 value. Y* denotes the most likely failure point. As coy
increases, there is greater uncertainty about the value of the
random variable. Therefore Y* moves farther away from the
mean and, hence, the safety index decreases. Increase in mean
value decreases /3 if it is a load term and increases /3 if it is a
resistance term. From Table 16 it can be seen that data for G,
5, I, and W are most sensitive in their influence on /3.

CHAPTER FIVE

EXAM PLES

This chapter gives examples to illustrate the application of
the proposed fatigue evaluation and design procedures and to
compare these procedures with existing AASHTO methods. For
some of these examples, plots are given to show how the safe
life varies with the desired level of safety (safety index, /3).
These plots also show how the probability of realizing less than
the safe life varies with the safe life. An important fact to note
in all the examples is that the stresses described are well below
current fatigue design stresses. However, they are consistent
with reported measured values.

EVALUATION
Example E.1

This example utilizes an H20-type bridge on a 60 ft simply
supported span. Redundant structure, spacing of girders = 8
ft; noncomposite construction Girder-W36 x 160, S = 542
in.3
Fatigue Truck Vehicle in Appendix A, Figure 6.2.2A is used;
therefore, F52 = 1.0.
Impact. The inspection report stated that the road surface is
in "good condition." The gross weight of the truck is therefore
only increased by 10 percent to 59.4 kip to allow for impact.
Moment Range. Maximum moment range caused by the fatigue truck on a 60-ft simple span is 5,796 kip-in. (for a gross
weight of 59.4 kip).
Lateral Distribution. See Article 6.2.6 in Appendix A for
recommended values. DF = S/D = 8/20.0 = 0.40 (D = 20.0
for 60-ft span); F53 = 1.0.
Section Modulus. The section is being evaluated as a noncomposite section. S, = 1.30 X 542 = 705 in.3 (no visual
indication of slab separation).
Nominal Stress Range. Sr = (Moment range x DF) /(Section
modulus)
= (5,796 x 0.40)/705 = 3.28 ksi.
Reliability Factor. R50 = 1.35 (redundant), F51 = 1.0 (no
measurements), F52 = 1.0 (standard fatigue truck is used), and
P53 = 1.0 (the basic procedure is used for estimating girder

distribution); R5 = (l.35)(1.0)(l.0)(l.0) = 1.35.
Check for Infinite L/è. SFL = 4.4 ksi (Category C—Stiffener). Factored stress: 1.35 x 3.28 = 4.43 ksi > 4.4 ksi. Therefore, the section has finite life. In this instance the section almost
satisfies infinite life. This may be achieved by a more rigorous
analysis for DF as will be done in Example E.2.
Truck Traffic. For the finite life check, the lifetime average
daily truck volume in the outer lane is estimated to be 2,500
trucks per day.
Cycles Per Truck Passage. C = 1 (span above 40 ft).
Fatigue Ljfe Calculation. K = 12 (Category C); present age,
a = 50 years. Substituting in equation given in Art. 6.3.2 in
Appendix A the remaining safe life is: I' = (12 X 10 6)/
[2,500(l.0)((l.35)(3.28))] - 50 = 6 years.
Remaining Mean Life Calculation. Ym = [(2)(12 X 10 6)/
[2,500 (1.0)(3.28)] - 50 = 222 years.
The total safe fatigue life for the bridge and traffic conditions
in Example E. 1 is 56 years (the present age of 50 years plus
the remaining safe life of 6 years). "Safe" as used here implies
a safety index of 2.0 (redundant member) and a corresponding
probability of 2.3 percent that the actual fatigue life will be
shorter than 56 years. The safe lives corresponding to other
levels of safety (safety indexes) are plotted in Figure 20. The
probability that the actual life will be less than the safe life is
also given in this plot. (The safety index and probability scales
are related by the data in statistical normal distribution tables.)
As shown in the figure, the safe life for a safety index of 3.0,
which is used for nonredundant members, is only 20 years and
the corresponding probability that the actual life will be less
than this safe life is only 0.001 percent. On the other hand,
safety indexes less than 2.0 correspond to longer safe lives and
higher probabilities that the actual lives will exceed these safe
lives. For example, there is a 9 percent probability that the
actual life will exceed a safe life of 100 years. The expected
mean life corresponds to a safety index of 0 and a probability
of 50 percent that the actual life will be less than the expected
mean life. For this example, the mean life is 272 years—far
greater than the safe life of 56 years corresponding to a safety
index of 2.0.
Example E. 1 uses the basic procedure to evaluate the re-
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maining safe life of the member. As explained in previous chapters, the evaluation procedure includes a number of alternatives,
which may be used to obtain a more accurate and usually higher
estimate of the remaining life for the same section. To illustrate
the use of alternative methods, two examples are shown below.
Example E.2 uses an alternative method to obtain a better estimate of the lateral distribution factor; and Example E.3 uses
an alternative method to calculate safe remaining life using past
and future periods of truck traffic and truck volume.

Example E.2

Fatigue Truck The same fatigue truck as in Example E. 1 is
used.
Moment Range. Maximum moment range = 5,796 kip-in.
Lateral Distribution. Alternative I of Art. 6.2.6 in Appendix
A is used. The original curves given by Bakht (Figures ClC6) are used to estimate lateral distribution. Relevant details
of the bridge are as follows: span = 60 ft; number of design
lanes = 2; design lane width = 12 ft; vehicle edge distance =
10 ft (refer to Chapter Two for definition of vehicle edge distance); spacing of girders = 8 ft; ,.t = (12 - ll)/2 = 0.5
(Eq. C-8).
Assuming that the critical girder is an interior girder, D =
7.75 (Figure C-2); Cf = 3.50 (Figure C-3); and Ce = 40 (Figure
C-5). Equation C-7 gives:
DF =

50 S
D(100 + !.LCi + Ce)

Figure 20. Life vs. probability of failure for Example E.1.

-

50(8.0)
- 7.75 (100 + 0.5 x 3.5 + 40)
= 0.36 (compares with 0.40 given in Example E.1)

F53 = 1.0 (see guidelines in Appendix A)
Section Modulus. The section modulus is being evaluated as
a noncomposite section. S = 1.30 x 542 = 705 in.3 (no visual
indications of slab separation).
Nominal Stress Range. S, (Moment range x DF) / (Section
modulus) = (5,796 X 0.36)/705 = 2.96 ksi.
Reliability Factor. F50 = 1.35 (redundant member), F51 =
1.0 (no measurements), F52 = 1.0 (standard fatigue truck),
and F53 = 1.0 (Alternative I for estimating girder distribution);
Rs = 1.35(1.0)(1.0)(1.0) = 1.35.
Check for Infinite Life. 5FL = 4.4 ksi (Category C-Stiffener). Factored stress = 1.35 X 2.96 = 4.0 ksi < 4.4 ksi.
Therefore, the section has infinite life and no further fatigue
check is required.

Example E.3

The same nominal fatigue truck as in Examples E.1 and E.2
is used. The same impact and distribution factors of E.2 are
used. Hence, the same nominal stress range and reliability factors as in Example E.2 are obtained here. However, the detail
category is assumed as category C (but not a stiffener). Therefore, 5FL will be 3.6 ksi and the section will have finite life.
Nominal Stress Range. 5,. = 2.96 ksi (see Example E.2).
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Reliability Factor. R5 = 1.35 (see Example E.2).
Check for Infinite Life. SFL = 3.6 ksi. Factored stress = 1.35
>< 2.96 = 4.0 ksi > 3.6 ksi. Therefore, the section has finite
life.
Truck Traffic. The fatigue life of the bridge is divided into
two periods in which truck volume and equivalent fatigue truck
weight remain constant: (a) a past period from opening of the
bridge to the present (average truck volume in shoulder lane
= 2,000/day and equivalent truck weight = 50 kip-reflects
lower weights and volume in past); (b) a future period from
the present to the end of fatigue life (average truck volume in
shoulder lane = 2,500/day and equivalent truck weight = 60
kip-assumes growth in future truck weights and volume).
Cycles Per Truck Passage. C = 1.0 (above 40-ft span).
Safe Fatigue Life Calculation.
K = 12 (Category C)
12 x 106
= 2,000(1.0) [1.35 X 2.96

x (50/54)]

= 120 years
YP

50 years (present age)
12
2,500(1.0) [1.35

x 106
x 2.96 x (60/54)]

= 56 years
Yf = 56 [1 - (50/120)]
33 years (Expected Safe Future Life).
Remaining Mean Life. Y. = ( 2 >< 12 X 10 6 )1(2,500
(2.96)) - 50 = 370 years.
Example E. 1 gave a remaining safe life of 6 years, while
Example E.2 using a rigorous DF value gave an infinite fatigue
life. Hence, there was substantial gain in using the alternative
method. The remaining safe life increased to 33 years when
another additional alternative method was used in Example E.3.
The proposed evaluation procedure was used to estimate the
remaining safe life of two bridges which had recently been
inspected. Example E.4 shows the estimations of safe remaining
life of a stringer bridge in Connecticut. (The present calculations
were done by A.G. Lichtenstein, Consulting Engineers, using
this project's proposed fatigue evaluation guidelines and are
reproduced here.)
Example E.4

This example uses a stringer rolled beam with cover plate;
W36X 150 w/lO in. X 9/16 in. cover plate; span = 57 ft 9
in.; girder spacing = 7.5 ft.
Fatigue Truck Vehicle in Figure 6.2.2A (Appendix A) is
used; F52 = 1.0.
Impact. The Engineer decided that the road surface is
"smooth." The gross weight of the fatigue truck is therefore
increased by 10 percent to 59.4 kip to allow for impact.
Moment Range. The detail at cover plate cut-off point is being
evaluated here. The maximum moment range at this detail due
to the fatigue truck is calculated to be 279.4 kip-ft as per Art.
6.2.5. (for a gross weight of 59.4 kip).

Lateral Distribution. The basic procedure is used: DF = SI
D = 7.5/20 = 0.375 (D = 20.0 for 57 ft 9 in. span from Art.
6.2.6); F53 = 1.0 (as per Art. 6.2.6).
Section Modulus. There, are shear connectors between slab
and beam. Hence, composite section modulus (as per AASHTO
specifications) is calculated at the detail under consideration
and increased by 15 percent as per Art. 6.2.7.1. S = 677 x
779 in.3
1.15
Nominal Stress Range. Sr = (Moment range X DF)/(Section modulus) = (279.4 (12) X 0.375)/(779) = 1.61 ksi.
Reliability Factor. R50 = 1.35 (redundant), F51 = 1.0 (no
measurements), F52 = 1.0 (standard fatigue truck), and F53
= 1.0 (basic method for DF); R5 = (1.35)(1.0)(1.0)(1.0) =
1.35.
Check for Infinite Life. 5FL = 0.9 ksi (Category E'). Factored
stress: 1.35 >< 1.61 = 2.17 < 0.9 ksi; therefore, the section has
finite life.
Truck Traffic. An ADTT of 685 trucks per day on the bridge
was given. The number of trucks per day in the shoulder lane
is obtained by multiplying the total ADTT on the bridge by a
factor FL (see Art. 6.3.5.1). Note that in Examples E.l to E.3,
the truck volume in the shoulder lane was directly estimated
by the engineer. Therefore, the factor FL has not been applied.
FL is equal to 0.85 for two-lane one-way traffic. The present
truck traffic in shoulder lane, T, is 0.85 (685) = 582 trucks
per day. A growth rate of 4 percent was determined by the
engineer. Using Figure 6.3.5A, for a g of 4 percent and a present
age of 28 years, Ta/T5 obtained as 1.25. Therefore Ta = 582
(1.25) = 730 trucks per day.
Cycles Per Truck Passage. C = 1.0 (Art. 6.3.4 of Appendix
A).
Safe Fatigue Life Calculation. The detail category was decided
as category E' by the engineer. K = 1.1 (Art. 6.3.3 of Appendix
A). Present age, a = 28 years. Substituting in equation given
in Art. 6.3.2, the remaining safe life is YJ-= (1.1 x 10 6)/(730
(1.0) (1.35 x 1.61)) - 28 = 119 years.
Mean Life Calculation. I'm = (2 X 1.1 X 10 6)/(730
(1.0)(1.61)) - 28 = 694 years.
The 147 years for total safe life (119 + 28) compares to 367
years computed using the Connecticut rating specifications.
Their procedure is somewhat similar to the procedure herein
except that site truck classification is used as well as the
AASHTO distribution and impact factors. The Connecticut
rules also do not indicate whether the computed life is a mean
expected life or a reliable safe life. It also does not have the
options outlined in the proposed guidelines herein. Tables 17(a)
through 17(c) show three proposed worksheets which summarize the evaluation procedure contained herein. The first sheet
is called the Data sheet (Table 17a). This sheet contains .the
data regarding bridge geometry, the traffic conditions, and the
element detail where the fatigue evaluation is to be done. The
second sheet is called the, Analysis sheet (Table 17b). In this
sheet all of the required analysis parameters are calculated and
entered in the appropriate places. The third sheet is called the
Calculation sheet (Table 17c) and is used to calculate the remaining mean and safe life for the detail under consideration.
These sheets lead the Engineer through the evaluation procedure
in a systematic manner. Tables 18(a) through 18(c) demonstrate
the use of the worksheets for Example E.4.
Example E.5 shows the remaining life calculations for a plate
girder bridge. (These calculations were also done by A.G. Lichtenstein consulting engineers and are reproduced here.)

Table 17(a). Fatigue evaluation example—data sheet.
FILE:

BRIDGE:

BRIDGE GEOMETRY

Table 17(b). Analysis sheet.
DATE:

oo
FILE

BRIDGE:

DATE:

COMMENTS

SPANS

ANALYSIS

PARAMETERS

REFERENCE

GIRDER SPACING
FATIGUE TRUCK

REDUNDANCY
POSITIVE_ OR NEGATIVE_
W/CONNECTORS_
W/O CONNECTORS SEPARATION YES
NO

DECK TYPE

CONDITION OF
- ROAD SURFACE

TRUCK SUPERPOSITIONS
IMPACT FACTOR

I

LATERAL DISTRIBUTION
TRAFFIC

COMMENTS
MOMENT RANGE ON MEMBER

ADTT
GROWTH RATE
(if available)

SECTION MODULUS

UNUSUAL TRAFFIC
CONDITIONS IF ANY

NOMINAL STRESS RANGE

TRAFFIC TYPE
ELEMENT

COMMENTS

ELEMENT SECTION

FATIGUE CATEGORY!
FATIGUE LIMIT

SECTION SIZE

CYCLES PER TRUCK PASSAGE

ADDITIONAL REMARKS:

LIFETIME AVG. TRUCK VOLUME
IN OUTER LANE

Table 17(c). Calculation sheet.

BRIDGE:

FILE:
REMAINING LIFE CALCULATION

SAFE NO. OF CYCLES
SAFE LIFE OF MEMBER!
MEAN LIFE

SAFE REMAINING LIFE

COMMENTS

R

so

F

s

F

s2

F

S

R

s

FACTORED STRESS RANGE

CRITICAL DETAIL
LOCATION

PRESENT AGE

RELIABILITY
FACTOR

DATE:
COMMENTS

COMMENTS

INFINITE LIFE
______________________________ FINITE LIFE

Table 18(a). Fatigue evaluation Example E.4—data sheet.
BRIDGE: Steel stringer bridgef11(.
in Connecticut

-

Table 18(b). Analysis sheet.
DATE:
BRIDGE,

BRIDGE GEOMETRY

COMMENTS

Steel stringer bridge FILE
in Connecticut

DATE:

S PAN S
911

S. S. - 57
GIRDER SPACING
REDUNDANCY

DECK TYPE

ANALYSIS

PARAMETERS

REFERENCE

75
Redundant Member
POSITIVEj OR NEGATIVE
WICDNNECTORSJL
W/O CONNECTORS SEPARATION YES_
NO

R50 = 1.35

FATIGUE TRUCK

Increase section
modulus by 15%

TRUCK SUPERPOSITIONS

IMPACT FACTOR
CONDITIONOF
ROAD SURFACE

Smooth Surface
LATERAL DISTRIBUTION
TRAFFIC

COMMENTS

ADTT

685

Total ADTT on bridge

GROWTH RATE
(if available)

4%

MOMENT RANGE ON MEMBER

SECTION MODULUS

Standard fatigue
truck

Fig. 6.2.2 A

-

No unusual site
conditions

1.10

Smooth road surface
Ref. 6.2.4

0.375

Ref. 6.2.6

105 kft

1.15 x 677 = 779 in3

-

UNUSUAL TRAFFIC
CONDITIONS IF ANY

NOMINAL STRESS RANGE

TRAFFIC TYPE

2 lanes - I way traffic
ELEMENT

COMMENTS

RELIABILITY
FACTOR

Composite section with
shear connectors

1.61 ksi
(redundant)
R50 F 51 F52 F 53

R
Ref. 6.2.8

135 10 10 10 = 135
ELEMENT SECTION

Rolled Beam

CRITICAL DETAIL
LOCATION

@ 810½

SECTION SIZE

w36 x ISO

FACTORED STRESS RANGE
from left support

whO

x 9/16 Coy PL

ADDITIONAL REMARKS:

Table 18(c). Calculation sheet.
Steel stringer bridge
BRIDGE: in Connecticut
FILE:

FATIGUE CATEGORY!
FATIGUE LIMIT

E/0.9 ksi

CYCLES PER TRUCK PASSAGE

1.0

LIFETIME AVG. TRUCK VOLUME
IN OUTER LANE
DATE:
COMMENTS

REMAINING LIFE CALCULATION

COMMENTS

SAFE NO. OF CYCLES

7
4.5 x 10 cycles

Fig. 6.3.24

SAFE LIFE OF MEMBER!
11EAN LIFE

147 years / 722 years

REf 6.3.2

PRESENT AGE

28 years

SAFE REMAINING LIFE

119 years

COMMENTS
Conn DOT - Estimate 367 years
Total Safe life prediction herein is 147 years

2.17 ksi

Cover plate cut off
category E

730

INFINITE LIFE
FINITE LIFE
Ref. 6.3.4

Ref 6.3.5

T

50
Example E.5

Given in this example are plate girder bridge; 6-span continuous bridge, each span = 184.3 ft; critical detail in the second
span at 134 ft from left pier, where stiffeners are welded to
bottom flange and web of the girder.
Fatigue Truck. Vehicle in Figure 6.2.2A is used; F52 = 1.0.
Impact. The Engineer decided that the road surface is
"smooth." The gross weight of the fatigue truck is therefore
increased by 10 percent to 59.4 kip to allow for impact.
Moment Range. The maximum moment range at the critical
detail is 2,588 kip-ft as per Art. 6.2.5 (for a GW of 59.4 kip).
Lateral Distribution. There are two longitudinal plate girders
supporting the entire deck; therefore, simple beam distributions
are used to estimate DF. The truck is placed such that the
centerline of the truck coincides with the centerline of outermost
lane. Spacing of girders was 23 ft. The distance from the centerline of the truck to the critical girder was 5.5 ft. Therefore,
DF = (23 - 5.5)/(23) = 0.761.
Section Modulus. There are no shear connectors between slab
and beam. Hence, steel section alone is used to compute a
nominal section modulus. Section modulus using steel section
alone was found to be 4,590 in.3 for the detail under consideration. There was no visual separation of deck and girder.
Hence, we take S, = 1.30 X 4,590 = 5,967 in.3
Nominal Stress Range. Sr = (Moment range x DF)/(Section
Modulus) = [2,588.3 (12) (0.761)]/(5,967) = 3.96 ksi.
Reliability Factor. The member is taken as a nonredundant
member because only two girders support the entire deck. Thus:
R50 = 1.75 (nonredundant), F51 = 1.0 (no measurements),
F52 = 1.0 (standard fatigue truck), P'53 = 1.0 (basic method
for DF), and Rs = (1.75)(1.0)(1.0)(1.0) = 1.75.
Check for Infinite Life. SFL = 1.6 ksi (Category E); factored
stress: 1.75 >< 3.96 = 6.9 ksi > 1.6 ksi. Therefore, the section
has finite life.
Truck Traffic. An ADTT of 2,600 trucks per day on the
bridge was given. The number of trucks in the shoulder lane is
obtained by multiplying the total ADTT on the bridge with a
factor FL (Art. 6.3.5.1). For two-lane one-way traffic, FL is 0.85.
Therefore, the present truck traffic in the shoulder lane, T, is
0.85 (2,600) = 2,210 trucks per day. A growth rate of 2 percent
was selected by the Engineer. Using Figure 6.3.5.2A, for a g of
2 percent and a present age of 14 years, Ta/T is obtained as
1.15. Therefore, Ta = 2,210 (1.15) = 2,550 trucks per day.
Cyles per Truck Passage. C = 1.0 (Art. 6.3.4 of Appendix
A).
Safe Fatigue Life Calculation. The detail category for the
section was decided as E by the Engineer. K = 2.9 (Art 6.3.3
of Appendix A). Present age, a = 14 years. Substituting in
equation given in Art. 6.3.2, the remaining safe life is Yf = (2.9
X 10)/[2,550 (1.0) (1.75 X 3.96) 31 - 14 = -10.5 years.
Remaining Mean Fatigue Life Calculations. Y. = (2 X 29
x 106 )/(2,550 (1.0)(3.96)) - 14 = 23 years.
The negative safe remaining life here indicates that the safe
life of the member is exhausted. Similar conclusions were drawn
for the same member when the Connecticut DOT procedures
were used to evaluate the fatigue life of the bridge. However,
it should be noted that "safe life" in the proposed procedure
corresponds to a beta of 3.0 (for nonredundant members) or a
probability of a failure of 0.1 percent. Figure 21 shows the plot
between the safe life of the member and safety index (and
probability that the actual life will be less than the safe life).

The plot shows a probability of only 8.4 percent that the actual
life will be less than the present age of 14 years. The plot also
shows a mean life (Pf = 0.50) of 37 years for the member.
The evaluator can now use Art. 6.4 to either: (a) institute
frequent inspections (6.4.5); (b) restrict traffic (6.4.3); (c) recalculate life with better estimates of DF, ADTT, gross weight
of fatigue truck, etc. (6.4.2); and (d) repair (6.4.4).
In this instance the owner selected to repair some details and
in other cases to field measure stresses. For the above detail,
measurements were reported to produce a "maximum stress
range below 5 ksi" (exact values including the effective stress
are not available to us). From Table E-1 of Appendix E, we
may deduce that the effective stress is usually 20 to 60 percent
of the maximum stress range. Hence, the effective stress range
in this case is likely to be below 2.5 ksi. This compares with
the calculated nominal (before the safety factor is applied) effective stress range of 3.96 ksi. Several reasons may exist for
differences between measured and the computed effective nominal stresses contained herein. (1) The truck traffic weight at
the site may differ from the prescribed 54-kip equivalent weight.
(2) The range of extreme heavy trucks at the site may be less
than at other sites. Appendix E demonstrates there is a large
scatter reported between the maximum and the effective stress
range. This scatter is between 1.5 and 5, which would indicate
that this site falls in the lower band of the scatter. (3) The
section modulus may differ from our nominal bias reflecting
typical average conditions. Parapets, curbs, walls, deck steel
have all been known to contribute to the true section property.
(4) The end condition for the bridge may not correspond to a
simply supported case as assumed. Thus, end restraint may
dramatically reduce stress levels.
In this instance the Engineer found significant benefits in
terms of increased safe life estimation by using accurate field
measurements.
The data, calculations, and conclusions of Example E.5 are
summarized into the worksheets and are shown in Tables 19(a)
through 19(c).
It should be noted that one project, consultant believed that
the detail in Example E.5 more correctly belongs in detail Category C and not Category E as determined by the Engineer.
Example E.6 shows the calculations for the same detail assuming
a detail Category C.

Example E.6

Check for Infinite Life. Factored stress range = 6.9 ksi (see
Example ES). 5FL 4.4 ksi (Category C Stiffener). The section
has finite life since 6.9 ksi > 4.4 ksi.
Safe Fatigue life Calculations.K = 12 (Art 6.3.3 of Appendix
A for Category C); Ta = 2,250 trucks per day (see example
ES); C = 1.0 (Art 6.3.4 of Appendix A); and a = 14 years
(present age).
Substituting in equation given in Art 6.3.2, the remaining safe
life is Yf = ( 12 x 106 )/ (2,550(l.0)(6.9)) - 14 = 0 years
Remaining Mean Fatigue Life Calculation. Y. = (2 >< 12
x 106 )/(2,550 (1.0)(3.96)) - 14 = 138 years.
This indicates that the safe life of the structure is just over.
This estimate of safe life is also quite low, whereas the mean
life calculation shows that there is a remaining mean life of 138
years. The large remaining mean life indicates why no fatigue
cracks were observed. However, the safe life calculation is es-
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Figure 21. Life vs. probability of failure for Example E.5.
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Table 19(a). Fatigue evaluation Example E.5—data sheet.
Moshannon Last
Bound

BRIDGE

FILE:

DATE:

BRIDGE GEOMETRY
SPANS

--

COMMENTS

2 Span continuous - 184•3/184.3

GIRDER SPACING
REDUNDANCY

DECK TYPE

23
R50

Nonredundant

1.75

POSITIVEX OR NEGATIVE
W/CONNECTORS_
W/O CONNECTORS I SEPARATION YES_

The section should be
increased by 30%

Smooth surface

i=

-

CONDITION OF
ROAD_SURFACE

TRAFFIC
ADTT

COMMENTS

2600

GROWTH RATE
(It available)

Total ADTT on bridge

2%

-

UNUSUAL TRAFFIC
CONDITIONS IF ANY
TRAFFIC TYPE

2 lanes - 1 way traffic
COMMENTS

ELEMENT
ELEMENT SECTION
CRITICAL DETAIL
LOCATION

Plate girder
@ 134

SECTION SIZt

from left support

I, = 289198 in

4

ADDITIONAL REMARKS:

*

110

Category E determined by consultant

Stiffeners welded to *
bottom flange and we'
M.of inertia is given
at the section

52
Table 19(b). Analysis sheet.
BRIDGE: Moshannon East
Bound
ANALYSIS
FATIGUE TRUCK
TRUCK SUPERPOSITIONS

DATE:

FILE
PARAMETERS
Fig. 6.2.2A

-

REFERENCE
Standard fatigue
truck
No unusual site
conditions

1.10

Smooth road surface
Ref. 6.2.4

LATERAL. DISTRIBUTION

0.761

Ref. 6.2.6

MOMENT RANGE ON MEMBER

1970 kft

IMPACT FACTOR

SECTION MODULUS
NOMINAL STRESS RANGE
RELIABILITY
FACTOR
FACTORED STRESS RANGF.
FATIGUE CATEGORY/
FATIGUE LIMIT

130 x 4590 = 5967

Steel section alone;
no visual separation o
deck B girder

3.96 ksi
(nonredundant)
R 50 151 152 F3

Ref. 6.2.8

175 10 10 10 = 175
6.9 ksi

(=1.75 x 3.96)

iNFINITE LIFE
E I 1.6 ksi
FINITE LIFE
____________________________

CYCLES PER TRUCK PASSAGE

1.0

Ref. 6.3.4

LIFETIME AVG. TRUCK VOLUME
IN OUTER LANE

2550

Ref. 6.3.5

r

COMMENTS

pecially important in this example because the member is nonredundant and a fatigue crack could lead to bridge failure. To
be satisfied that the fatigue life is consistent with AASHTO
safety levels, the zero remaining safe life indicates that the Engineer must adopt one of the remedial options.

Other Examples

The evaluation procedure was used to evaluate a number of
hypothetical bridges to show the effect of various analysis parameters on the calculation of safe life of the member. Table 20
shows the effect of impact factor on calculation of safe life. The
bridge is designed for H- 15 loading and has a simple span of
60 ft. The other assumptions regarding the bridge are given in
Table 20. The safe life for this hypothetical bridge is estimated
as 33 years for an impact factor of 1.10 (Example E.7) and 20
years for an impact factor of 1.30 (Example E.8). The impact
factor of 1.10 corresponds to smooth road surfaces, while the
impact factor of 1.30 is the maximum allowed impact factor for
a rough road surface. An intermediate value of impact factor
of 1.20 gave a safe life of 25 (Example E.9) years for the same
bridge. Therefore, impact factor has a significant effect on the
safe life of the member.
Table 21 shows the effect of fatigue detail category on the

safe life of the member. The hypothetical bridge for these examples is assumed to be designed for H- 15 loading. The bridge
is assumed to have two equal spans of 90 ft each. The other
assumptions about the bridge and traffic conditions are given
in Table 21. The safe life of the member varies from 2 years
for Category F details to infinity for Category A details. Therefore, the determination of the appropriate detail category is quite
important.
In Examples E.10 to E.16 (Table 21), the section used to
estimate the safe life of the bridge was the section at which the
positive bending moment was maximum (point A on Figure
22). Example E.17 (Table 22) gives the safe life for a detail at
point B for the same hypothetical bridge (Figure 22). Example
E.17 is compared with Example E.13 (both assume Category
C and same bridge geometry, traffic conditions etc.) in Table
22. The detail at point B (Figure 22) has infinite life, while the
safe life for the detail at point A (Figure 22) is only 21 years.
This is mainly because of the lower moment range at the interior
support due to the fatigue truck.
Examples E. 18 and E. 19 (Table 22) show the effect of the
gross weight of the equivalent fatigue truck on the safe life of
the bridge. The bridge considered here is a 60-ft simply supported bridge designed for H-15 loading. There were no shear
connectors and no visual separation of deck and girder was
observed. Steel section alone yielded a section modulus of 409

53
Table 19(c). Calculation sheet.
BRIDGE: Moshannon East
Bound

FILE:

DATE:

REMAINING LIFE CALCULATION

COMMENTS

3.4 x 106 cycles

SAFE NO. OF CYCLES
SAFE LIFE OF MEMBER

Fig. 6.3.2A

3.5 years! 37 years

Ref. 6.3.2

14 years

PRESENT AGE
SAFE REMAINING LIFE

-10. 5 years

Ref. 6.3.2

COMMENTS
Safe life of 4 years corresponds to a safety index of 3 for nonredundant
members. Figure 22 shows a mean life (Pf a 0.50) of 37 years. For
present age of 14 years, Pf (probability of failure) is Only 8.4%. The
evaluator can now use section 6.4 to either:
Institue frequent inspections (6.4.5)
Restrict traffic (6.4.3)
Recalculate life (6.4.3)
Repair (6.4.4)
In this instance owner selected to repair some details and in other cases
to field measure stresses.

For the above detafl, measurements produced

a maximum stress below 5 ksi.
maximum stress.

The effective stress is usually half the

This compares with calculated of 5.2 x 0.75 = 3.9 ksi.

Thus testsmay show satisfactory life.

(complete data not available for

comparison and safe life estimation using test data).

Table 20. Effect of impact factor on safe life.
Unf act ored
Effective
Simple
Stress
Example No. Span
Impact Factor Range
Length

Fatigue
Limit

(ksi) Sr

Safe Life Mean Life
(years)

(years)

E.7

60'

1.10

4.63

3.6

33

162

5.8

60'

1.20

5.04

3.6

25

123

E.9

60'

1.30

5.46

3.6

20

98

Table 21. Effect of fatigue detail category on safe life.
Unfacto red
Continuous FatigueEffective
Example No. Span(s)
category Stress Range Fatigue Safe Life Mean Life
(ksi)
(years) (years)
11-15 Bridges

Assumptions -

E.10

90/90

A

5.37

8.8

Infinite

- The lifetime average volume is shoulder lane is 1500 tracks/day

1.10

90/90

B

5.37

5.9

54

266

- Girder spacing = 8ft; D.F. - 8/20 - 0.40

E.12

90/90

8'

5.37

4.4

28

138

- Detail Category is C

E.13

90/90

C

5.37

3.6

21

103

- There are no shear cnsectors and there is no visual separation of deck
and girder.

E.14

90/90

0

5.37

2.6

10

49

1.15

90/90

E

5.37

1.6

5

25

E.16

90/90

E'

5.37

0.9

2

10

- The section in designed for 8-15 loading. Steel section alone gives S.
of 409 in3, at the midspan of the bridge, for which the safe life in
predicted.

Assumptions:
- Average Lifetime volume in outerlane is 1500 trucks/day
- Smooth road surface; I - 1.10
- Girder spancing

in.3 for the critical girder, which

is

increased

by 30

percent as

per Art. 6.2.7.1 of the evaluation procedure. In Example E.18,
the proposed fatigue truck in Figure 6.2.2A (Appendix A) was
used. To show the effect of gross weight, it was hypothetically

8'; D.F. - 8/22 - 0.36

- There are shear connectors between deck and girder. The section modulus
is calculated according to AASNTO specifications and includes the deck.
Composite Section modulus is 615 in.3; Sn

1.15 n 615 - 707 in.3.

- Section is designed for H-15 loading; at 36 from left support (0.4L)

54
36

-

B

Figure 22. Bridge geometry and critical detail locations for Examples E.1O to E.17.

Table 22. Comparison of fatigue lives at midspan and support.
Unfactored
Calculated Moment Effective
Stress Range Fatigue
Location Comosite S Range
Limit(ksi)
Example No. Spans of Detail (IN )
(ksi) (ksi) S.
E.13

E.17

Mean Life
(years)

Safe

103

90/90 At 36' from
left support

615

833

5.37 -

3.6

21

90/90 over the
center
support

735

396

2.57

3.6

Infinite

Assumptions:

- Lifetime average volume in shoulder lane is 1500 trucks/day
- Category C
- Smooth road surface; I
- Girder Spacing

1.10

8; D.F. = 8/22

0.36

The calculated
- There are shear connectors between deck and girder.
section modulus includes deck as per AASMTO specifications. This section
modulus is increased by 15% for Example E.13. No such increase is made in
example E.17 as the detail is in negative bending region.

Table 23. Effect of gross weight on safe life.

Table 24. Effect of ADTT on safe life.

Unfactored
Effective
Fatigue Safe
Simple
Life
Mean Life
Span
Cross Weight of Stress Range Limit
Example No. Length Fatigue Truck
(ksi) S
.ssa2 (years)

Simple Estimated ADTT
in outer lane
Span
Example No. Length (trucks/day)

E.18

60'

54 kips

4.62

3.6

33

162

E.19

60'

50 kips

4.28

3.6

42

207

Unf acto red
Effective
Stress Range
(ksi) S

Fatigue Safe
Life
Limit
(ksi)SFL

Mean Life
(years)

E.20

60'

1000

4.62

3.6

50

246

E.21

60'

2000

4.62

3.6

25

123

E.22

60'

3000

4.62

3.6

16.5 '

81

Assumptions

Assumptions
- The average lifetime volume in outer lane is 1500 trucks/day
- Girder spacing = Bit; S.F. 8/20 - 0.40
- Girder Spacing

8ft; D.F.

8/20

0.40

- Fatigue detail category is C
- Impact factor
- Impact factor

1.10

1.10
- Fatigue Detail Category is C
- Standard fatigue truck from fig. 6.2.2A in Appendix A.

assumed that the actual traffic conditions suggested a lower
effective truck weight of 50 kip. The safe life calculated for the
same bridge with the lower effective gross weight is shown in
Example E.l9 in Table 23, as 42 years. This compares with the
estimated safe life of 33 years for Example E. 18 with the Standard fatigue truck. Therefore, the gross .weight of the fatigue
truck has a significant effect on the safe life of the bridge.
Examples E.20 to E.22 in Table 24 show the effect of the
estimated lifetime average ADTT in the outer lane of the bridge.

The bridge considered in these examples is a 60-ft simple span
bridge designed for H- 15 loading. The deck is a noncomposite
deck. The steel section alone gave a section modulus of 409 in.'
Because no visual separation of deck and girder was observed,
the section modulus was increased by 30 percent as per Art.
6.2.7.1 of the proposed evaluation procedure. Examples E.20 to
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Art. 6.3.3). Present age a = 25 years (estimate). Remaining
25 =
safe life, Yf = (2.9 X 10 6)/(840(l.0)(1.75 x 3.8))
-13 years.
Mean Life Calculation. Remaining mean life Y. = (2 X 2.9
25 = 101 years.
X 10 6 )/(840 (1.0)(3.8))
The foregoing calculations show that the detail has a total
safe life of only 12 years (Yf + a) (corresponding to a probability
of failure of 0.1 percent) and a total mean life of 126 years (I'm
+ a) corresponding to a probability of failure of 50 percent).
Cracks were detected in the structure at the present age of about
25 years, which is in between the safe life and the mean life. It
should be noted that there were many details of this nature in
the bridge. Thus, even if each had a mean life of 126 years, the
likely time to failure for any single attachment is less than the
mean. The exact calculation of this "system" effect is complicated since the time to failure for each attachment is statistically
correlated due to common load and load effect occurrences.
Nevertheless, it is not unlikely that a bridge of this type with
many similar details with mean lives of 126 years but safe lives
of only 12 years would, in fact, have experienced a crack after
only 25 years.

E.22 show the calculated safe life for the same bridge, but with
varying estimates of the ADTT in the shoulder lane of the
bridge. Examples E.20 to E.22 are evaluated for lifetime average
ADTT's of 1,000, 2,000, and 3,000 trucks per day, respectively,
in the shoulder lane. These are hypothetically assumed to show
the effect of the estimated lifetime average ADTT. Table 24
shows that the safe life for Examples E.20 to E.22 are 50 years,
25 years, and 16.5 years, respectively. It can be seen that the
safe life decreases proportionally with increase in the estimated
ADTT for the bridge. Therefore lifetime average ADTT is an
important parameter and has a significant effect on the estimated
safe life of the bridge.

-

-

Example E.23

This example became available at the end of the project because the bridge described developed a fatigue crack across the
entire tension flange. Because the bridge was nonredundant, it
has been taken Out of service.
The three-span bridge with spans 150 ft, 180 ft, and 150 ft
is evaluated. A cover plate detail at 60 ft from the intermediate
support in the middle span is being checked.
Fatigue Truck. The fatigue vehicle proposed in the evaluation
procedure is used (see Figure 6.2.2A); F52 = 1.0.
Impact. The Engineer decided that the road surface is
"smooth." The gross weight of the fatigue truck is, therefore,
increased by 10 percent to 59.4 kip to allow for impact.
Moment Range. The maximum moment range at the critical
detail is 1,452 kip-ft as per Art. 6.2.5.
Lateral Distribution. There are two longitudinal plate girders
supporting the entire deck so simple beam distribution is used
to estimate DF The truck is placed such that the centerline of
the truck coincides with the centerline of outermost lane. The
distance from the centerline of the truck in the outermost lane
to the critical girder is 9.5 ft. Spacing of girders was 34 ft.
9.5)/(34) = 0.72.
Therefore, DF = (34
Section Modulus. There are no shear connectors between the
deck and the girder. The steel section alone is used in computing
the section modulus. The steel section alone yielded a section
modulus of 3,345 in.3 for the detail. The bridge is no longer in
service, so the Engineer felt that to be conservative there was
a separation of deck and girder and therefore did not further
increase the section modulus.
[1,452(12)(0.72)]/(3,345) =
Nominal Stress Range. S
3.8 ksi.
Reliability Factor. The member is taken as a nonredundant
member because only two girders support the entire deck. R50
= 1.75 (nonredundant), F51 = 1.0 (no measurements), F52 =
1.0 (standard fatigue truck), and F53 = 1.0 (basic method for
DF); R5 = (1.75)(1.0)(1.0)(1.0) = 1.75.
Infinite Life Check The detail category was decided as E by
the Engineer. SFL = 1.6 ksi. Factored stress: (1.75)(3.8)
6.65 ksi > 1.6 ksi; therefore, the section has finite life.
Truck Traffic. The traffic is estimated as 7,000 veh per day.
The bridge is a two-lane, two-way traffic-type bridge. Therefore
FL is 0.60 from Art. 6.3.5.1. FT is taken as 0.20 from Art.
6.3.5.1. The present truck volume is calculated as Ta = 7,000
(0.2)(0.6) = 840 trucks per day. The Engineer decided not to
use any growth rate for this site.
Cycles Per Truck Passage. C = 1.0 (see Art. 6.3.4).
Safe Fatigue Life Calculation. K = 2.9 (for Category B-

-

DESIGN

Design examples consistent with the proposed design procedure are shown below.

Example Dl

A 100-ft simple span with two lanes and two-way traffic is
illustrated. A "very heavy traffic" volume conditions is assumed
for the bridge.
Fatigue Truck The fatigue truck shown in Figure 10.3.2.1A
is used. The gross weight is taken as 54 kip.
Impact. The gross weight is increased by 15 percent to account
for impact. GW = 62.1 kip (as per Art. 10.3.2.3).
Moment. The maximum moment range on the bridge due to
the passage of fatigue truck is 1,111.6 kip-ft (for a GW of 62.1
kip).
Lateral Distribution. DF = S/D, where D = 22.33 (from
table interpolating for 100-ft span), S = 8 ft (spacing of girders
= 8 ft), and DF = 8/22.33 = 0.36. Moment range for the
girder = 1,111.6 X 0.36 = 400.2 kip-ft.
Reliability Factor. R5 = 1.10 (assuming redundant structure).
Permissible Stress Range. Td = 2,400 trucks per day (Table
10.3.3.5A), C = 1.0 (above 40-ft span), K = 12.0 (assume
Category C detail), 5FL
3.64 ksi (for Category C), and
10
6)/(2,400
(1.0) 75)] 1/3 = 4.08 ksi > 3.64
=
[(12.0
x
5rp
ksi. Since the computed permissible stress (4.08 ksi) is above
the fatigue limit stress, it governs the design.
Nominal Stress Range. RS,. < Srp. Nominal effective stress,
r :!~ S'rp/Rs = 4.08/1.10 = 3.71 ksi.
Composite Section Modulus. S = (Moment range)/(Nominal stress range X 1.15). (A 15 percent increase in computed
AASHTO Section Modulus is permitted for composite decks.)
Therefore, the required section is S, = (400.2 (12))/
(3.71(1.15)) = 1,126 in.3
Comparisons of section modulus obtained by the proposed
procedure and the current AASHTO method are shown in Table
25(a) and 25(b) for a number of hypothetical cases including
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Table 25(a). Comparison of proposed design methods with AASHTO procedures.
AASHTO DESIGN PARAMETERS
ALLOWABLE
Srp
Srp
M
ADTT<2500 ADTT>2500
I
0
(X
(6)
(5)
(2)
(3)

Case
No.
(1)
02
D3
D4
05
06
07
08
09
010
Dli
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019

0.73/0.73
0.73/0.73
0.73/0.57
0.73/0.57 1.22 1523
0.73/0.57
0.73/0.57
0.73/0.73
0.73/0.57
0.73/0.57 1.27
0.73/0.57
0.73/0.57
0.73/0.73
0.73/0.73
0.73/0.57 1.30
0.73/0.57
0.73/0.57
0.73/0.57

799

282

24
18
10
7
5
2.6
24
18
10
7
5
2.6
24
18
10
7
5
2.6

36
27.5
19
16
12.5
9.4
36
27.5
19
16
12.5
9.4
36
27.5
19
16
12.5
9.4

PROPOSED METHOD PARAMETERS
M

Cal

Rs
(11)

1.0

967

1.10

1.15

1.0

439

1.10

1.15

1.8

185

1.10

C
(7)

I
(8)

0.36

1.15

0.40

0.47

C
(9)

ALLOWABLE
Srp - Ksi
VHT
MT
LT
S
(13)
(14)
(15)
()
8.73
5.82
3.64
2.55
1.64
0.95
8.73
5.82
3.64
2.55
1.64
0.95
8.73
5.81
3.64
2.55
1.66
0.95

(6.44)
(5.06)
(3.61)
2.87
2.25
1.63
(6.44)
(5.06)
(3.61)
2.87
2.25
1.63
(5.29)
(4.36)
(2.97)
(2.36)
1.85
1.34

(6.79)
(5.33)
3.81
3.02
2.37
1.72
(6.79)
(5.33)
3.81
3.02
2.32
1.72
(5.58)
(4.38)
(3.13)
(2.48)
1.95
1.41

VLT
(16)

(8.0) 12.54
6.29
9.85
4.49
7.03
5.58
3.56
2.80
4.38
3.17
2.02
(8.0) 12.54
6.29
9.85
7.03
4.49
3.56
5.58
2.80
4.38
2.02
3.17
(6.58) 10.31
(5.17) 8.10
5.78
3.69
4.59
2.93
2.30
3.60
1.66
2.61

- denotes cases where SFL governs
In proposed method, use larger of SFL or Srp

Table 25(b). Continued
Design
Case
(1)
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
010
011
012
013
014
015
D16
017
018
019

Span
(2)

Detail
Category
(3)

Sx as per AASHTO - IN3
ADTT<2500 ADTT>2500
(4)
(5)

A
B
C
0
E
E.
A
B
C
D
E
E'
A
B
C
0
E
E'

100

60'

30'

452
592
857
1017
1302
1732
247
323
468
556
711
946
89
117
169
201
257
342

678
904
1271
1816
2542
4888
370
494
694
992
1388
2670
134
178
251
358
502
964

Sx as per Proposals - IN3
MT
LT
VLT
VHT
(8)
(9)
(1)
(6)
526
789
1263
1601
2042
2819
266
398
636
808
1030
1422
131
197
316
450
621
847

526
789
1206
1521
1938
2671
266
398
608
767
999
1347
131
197
316
450
588
814

526
731
1024
1290
1641
2275
266
368
516
651
828
1148
131
197
311
392
499
692

366
466
653
823
1049
1649
185
235
330
415
529
732
111
141
198
250
318
440

Sx as per strength
MS 20 & WSD
(10)

1905

809

226

- Redundant Structure., composite deck
- Spacing of girders

8ft.

- 2 lane - 1 way traffic

different spans, fatigue detail categories, and truck volume categories.
The design examples considered in these tables are numbered
D2 through Dl 9. Three different simple spans of 30 ft, 60 ft,
and 100 ft are considered as indicated in Table 25(b). Table
25(a) summarizes the various design parameters used in the
proposed procedure and the AASHTO method. Columns (2)
to (6) of Table 25(a) give the values of AASHTO lateral distribution factor, AASHTO impact factor, maximum moment
caused by an HS-20 truck, and the AASHTO permissible
stresses for the two volume categories permitted by the
AASHTO specifications. The first listed value of the lateral
distribution factor applies when the first volume category is
used, and the second listed factor applies when the second
volume category is used. The value of 0.73 is based on S/ 5.5;

the value of 0.57 is based on S/7 and, as indicated in AASHTO
Table 10.3.1A, applies only to the over 2 million cycle category.
Columns (7) to ( 11 ) of Table 25(a) give the values of lateral
distribution factor, impact factor, number of cycles per truck
passage, maximum moment range caused by the proposed fatigue truck (54 kip), and reliability factor for the proposed
procedure. Column (12) gives the fatigue limit for the detail
category. Columns (13) to (16) of Table 25(a) give the permissible stresses for the four truck volume categories in the
proposed procedure: Very Heavy Traffic, Heavy Traffic, Light
Traffic, and Very Light Traffic. The larger of the values obtained
from column (12) and columns (13) to (16) based on volume,
shall be used in design.
Table 25(b) shows the section moduli required for the design
cases D2 through D 19 as per both the proposed and the
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AASHTO methods. Columns (4) to (5) of Table 25(b) give
the required section modulus for each AASHTO design case
for the two volume categories. Column (5) corresponds to
AASHTO "Case I", which is for an ADTT of 2,500 or more
in one direction, while column (4) corresponds to "Case II",
which is for an ADTT of less than 2,500 in one direction.
Columns (6) to (9) of Table 25(b) give the required section
moduli for each case designed by the proposed procedures.
Columns (6) to (9) correspond to the four truck volume categories in the proposed procedure, namely the Very Heavy
Traffic (VHT), Heavy Traffic (HT), Light Traffic (LT), and
Very Light Traffic (VLT), respectively. Column (10) of Table
25(b) shows the required section modulus for strength static
(nonfatigue) design by the AASHTO specifications (using HS20 and working stress design method).
Table 25(b) shows that for the 100-ft span, fatigue governs
only for Categories E and E'. For these two detail categories,
the section moduli required for the highest AASHTO volume
category are well above those required for the highest volume
category in the proposed procedure. For the 60-ft span, fatigue
governs only for Categories D, E, and E'. Again, the section
moduli required for the highest AASHTO volume category were
well above those required for the highest volume category in
the proposed procedure.
For the 30-ft span, fatigue governs for Categories C to E' in
both the proposed method and the AASHTO method. The
required section is higher for the proposed method for detail
categories C, D, and E. There are two main reasons for this.
First, the proposed method acàounts for the fact that the passage

of a truck across a very short bridge causes two independent
cycles (corresponding to the main axles); the present AASHTO
method does not account for these independent cycles. Second,
the proposed procedure requires an increase in lateral distribution as the span decreases; the present AASHTO method
does not. For example, in the proposed procedure the lateral
distribution factor for a given girder spacing is about 35 percent
greater for a 30-ft span than for a 120-ft span. This is consistent
with extensive analytical studies as discussed in Chapter Two
and Appendix E. Thus, the larger effect of fatigue at very short
spans is real, and the requirements of the proposed procedures
are appropriate. Inasmuch as not many steel bridges with very
short spans are being built, however, these requirements should
not cause many problems.

Standard Bridge Designs

Tables 26(a) and 26(b) show comparisons of the proposed
design procedure with the AASHTO design method for standard
bridge designs taken from "Composite Steel Plate Girder Bridge
Superstructures" (USS), "Highway Structures Design Handbook" Vol. II (USS), "Short Span Steel Bridges" (USS), and
"Standard Plans for Highway Bridges, Vol. II" (FHWA),
which are denoted in Table 26 as Rl, R2, R3, and R4 respectively. Table 26(a) gives the design parameters including bridge
type, spans, steel yield stress, static design method, girder spacing, and the critical detail location being investigated, for design
cases D20 through D31.

Table 26(a). Comparison using standard design sections.
Bridge
Case No. Ref/Page Type
Spans
(4)
(2)
(3)
(1)
020
021
D22
023
D24
D25
026
D27
D28
D29
030
D31

Proposed
Steel Static
Critical Fatigue
Yield Design
Girder detail
Design
Stress Procedure Spacing locations Stress
(7)
(5)
(6)
(8)
(9)

R2/114.69 CPG
36
80
50
R4/302 CPG 100
50
R4/302 CPG 180
CPG
36
Rl/1113
80/80
Rl/11130 CPG 80/80 50
Rl/IiI1l CPG
120/120 36
R3/70
CR8
36
50
CR8 50
50
R3/70
CR8 80
36
R3/70
R3/70
CR8 80
50
R3/93
CR8
36
50/50
R1113.27 CR8
70/70
36

AASHTO Stress
Ratio of
ADTT<2500 ADTT>2500 (11)/(9)
(11)
(12)
(10)

2.42
7.03
5.52
2.28
HS20/WSD 8.33
Midspan
7.40
HS20/WSD 8.00 Midspan 2.37
9.42
3.12
4.63
2.77
5.89
HS20/WSD 8.00 Midspan 1.67
HS20/LFD 9.25
18.63/4.71 14.04/3.70 2.98/2.52
0.4L/SUP
4.7/1.47
HS20/LFD 9.25 0.4L/SUP 4.43/1.84 17.56 / 5 .87 13.8/4.61 3.12/2.51
0.4L/SUP
4.2 4 / 1.10 16.16/3.37 12.7/2.65 3.0/2.41
HS20/LFD 9.25
13.17
13.17
4.25
HS20/LFD 9.25 Midspan 3.10
17.8
17.8
4.25
HS20/LFD 9.25 Midspan 4.19
4.14
HS20/LFD 9.25 Midspan 2.73
11.3
11.3
4.13
HS20/LFD 9.25 Midspan 3.83
15.8
15.8
16.7
3.00
Cover Pt. 4.37
13.1
HS20/LFD 9.25
2.74
HS20/WSD 8.33
Cover Pt. 2.04
7.1
5.58

Notes:
CPG = continuous plate girder
CR8 = continuous rolled beam
WSD = working stress design
LFD = load factor design
References:
Ri = "Composite Steel Plate Girder Bridge Super st ruc tures-Load Factor Design", United States Steel Corporation,
Pittsburgh, PA, 1982.
R2 = "Short span Steel Bridges-Load Factor Design," United States Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA, 1978.
R3 = :Highway Structures Design Handbook, Volume Ii, "United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA, 1985.
R4 = "Standard Plans for Highway Bridges-Volume Ii," Federal Highway Administration, Washington, D.C., 1968.
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Table 26(b). Continued
Detail
Cycles
Case Category Per truck
(1) (2)
(3)
D20 C
10
021
1.0
D22 C
10
D23 C
1.0/1.0
D24 C
1.0/1.0
D25 C
1.0/1.10
D26 B
1.0
027 B
1.0
028 B
1.0
D29 B
1.0
030 E
1.0
D31 E
1.0

AASHTO
SFL/R
ADTT>2500
ADTT<2500
(4)
(6)
(5)
3.30
10.0
19.0
3.30
10.0
19.0
3.30
10.0
19.0
10.0/10.0 3.30
19.0/19.0
10.0/10.0 3.30
19.0/19.0
10.0/10.0 3.30
19.0/10.0
18.0
5.29
27.5
5.29
18.0
27.5
18.0
5.29
27.5
18.0
5.29
27.5
1.65
12.5
5.0
5.0
1.65
12.5

Permissible Stress Range
Srp/Rs 14-lane
Proposed Method
VIII
lIT
LT
(7)
(9)
(8)
3.22
3.40
4.00
3.40
4.00
3.22
4.00
3.22
3.40
3.22/3.22 3.40/3.40
4.0/4.0
4.00/4.00
3.22/3.22 3.40/3.40
3.22/3.12 3.40/3.29
4.00/3.87
4.51
4.76
5.60
5.60
4.51
4.76
4.51
4.76
5.60
4.76
5.60
4.51
2.00
2.11
2.50
2.50
2.00
2.11

2-way traffic)
VLT
(10)
6.26
6.26
6.26
6.26/6.26
6.26/6.26
6.26/6.07
8.77
8.77
8.77
8.77
3.90
3.90

AASHTO DESIGN ACCEPTABI.E for fatigue if columns 10 or 11 from table 5.10a is below Column 4 or 5,
respectively
PROPOSED DESIGN ACCEPTABLE for fatigue if column 9 in Table 5.10a is below either column 6 or column 7-10
based on traffic

Column (9) gives the design stress range calculated by the
proposed procedure and columns (10) and ( 11 ) give the design
stress range calculated by present AASHTO methods for the
two different volume categories. The calculated stress ranges
can be different for these two volume categories because a lateral
distribution of S/7 is used for "Case I" (if over 2 million cycle
category governs) and a factor of SI 5.5 is used for "Case II".
Table 26(b) shows the permissible stiesses for the above design cases (1320 through D31) by the AASHTO method and
the proposed procedure. The permissible stress depends on the
truck volume on the bridge and the fatigue limit. Columns (5)
and (4) give the permissible stresses according to the AASHTO
method for the "Case I" and "Case II" volume categories. The
design stresses from columns (10) and (11 )of Table 26(a) must
be less than the permissible stresses from columns (4) and (5)
of Table 26(b), respectively, according to the AASHTO design
method. The proposed procedure requires a check given by
Rs Sr < S (if Srp > SFL);RSSr < SFL (if SFL > Srp)

(66)

or
Sr < 5'rplRs (if Srp > SFL); < SFL/RS (if 5FL > Srp) (67)

S. is given in column (9) of Table 26(a) as explained before.
SFL/R S is given in column (6). SrP/R S is given in columns (7)
to (10) of Table 26(b) for the four different truck volume
categories in the proposed procedure. The traffic is assumed to
be four-lane two-way traffic for all the design cases. Therefore,
Sr from column (9) of Table 26(a) must be less than either the
fatigue limit SFL/RS value or the permissible SrP/Rs values from
columns (7) to (10) of Table 26(b) in a fatigue check.
The design stress ranges calculated by the proposed procedure
are much lower than those calculated by present AASHTO
methods, but are within the range normally measured in actual
bridges. Specifically, these stress ranges varied from 1.1 to 4.7
ksi. Thus, the proposed procedures reflect the actual stress conditions in bridges as intended.
A comparison between the calculated design stress ranges
from Table 26(a) and the permissible stress ranges from Table
26(b) shows that fatigue governs in the same five design cases
according to either the proposed procedure or the present

AASHTO method: D23, D24, D25, D30, D31. The first three
cases were two-span continuous plate girder bridges. A Category
C stiffener was checked at the 0.4 point and at the interior
support; fatigue did not govern at the support by either method.
At the 0.4 point, fatigue governed for the "Case I" AASHTO
volume category and for the VHT, HT, and LT volume categories in the proposed procedure. Fatigue did not govern for
the Lighter Traffic categories by either method.
The last two cases were continuous span rolled beam bridges
and a Category E cover plate end was checked in both cases.
For Case D30, fatigue governed for all volume categories in
both methods. For Case D3 1, fatigue governed for "Case I" by
the AASHTO method and for the VHT volume category in the
proposed procedure.
For cases governed by fatigue, the proposed design method
permits much more flexibility in adjusting the design and provides methods of assessing the effects of various options the
Engineer can pursue. For example, the Engineer could obtain
better information on the expected truck volume and growth
rate at the site, or he could accept a shorter design life. The
equations given in the proposed procedure permit him to calculate the effects of different volumes, growth rates, and design
lives on the permissible stress range.

SUMMARY

The conclusions from the evaluation and design examples are
summarized here. The evaluation and design examples show
that the proposed methods are easy to use and utilize stress
calculation procedures similar to that of AASHTO procedures.
Examples E. 1 to E.3 demonstrate the flexibility incorporated
into the evaluation procedures to use site-specific data regarding
traffic volumes and bridge dimensions. Using such site-specific
data, the proposed methods give a better (usually longer) estimate of the safe remaining life. The mean remaining life is
also provided, so the engineer can appreciate the range of fatigue
life safety margin intended by AASHTO safety factors. Examples E.4 to E.6 and E.23 demonstrate how the methods have
been used for actual bridges. The methods yielded reasonable
estimates of safe remaining life and compared well with the
predictions made using CONN-DOT rating specifications. It
should, however, be noted that the CONN-DOT procedures are
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not calibrated to yield consistent reliability in the range of application. Examples E.7 to E.22 illustrate the effect of impact
factor, fatigue detail category, gross weight, critical detail location, and truck volume on the estimated safe remaining life.
These factors were found to significantly influence the estimated
safe remaining life.
Example Dl demonstrates a typical design calculation using
the proposed design methods. The proposed method is quite
simple to use and employs similar stress calculations as the
present AASHTO method. The fatigue truck in the proposed
method has fixed axle spacing, and is easier to compute the
design stress range especially for continuous spans. In comparison, variable axle spacing of the HS-20 truck requires a lot of
"bookkeeping" to establish maximum moment ranges. Examples D2 to D 19 compare the proposed method with the
AASHTO method based on the required section modulus for
a given design case. It was found that the proposed methods
are more flexible because they have four different volume categories as opposed to two volume categories used in the
AASHTO method. Also the proposed method allows more exact
distribution analysis, accounts for local site traffic, volume
growth, and selection of bridge life. The latter is especially
important in rehabilitation projects.
The proposed methods are more economical (require less
section modulus) for spans above 50 ft and for fatigue detail

Categories E and E'. For fatigue detail Categories A and B the
proposed methods require higher section modulus. However,
for these categories, the strength design typically governs the
design section modulus. For fatigue detail Categories C and D,
both AASHTO and the proposed methods yield comparable
section moduli.
For short spans (typically 30 to 40 ft) the AASHTO methods
yield smaller design sections. For short spans, it was found that
a single truck passage causes more than one cycle (typically 1.5
to 1.8 cycles, see Appendix E) per truck passage. The AASHTO
methods do not take this into account and, therefore, may be
unconservative compared to longer spans. Examples D20 to
D31, comparing standard design sections from different design
handbooks, further reinforces the above conclusions on the proposed design methods. It was also found that the stress ranges
described in both the proposed evaluation and design procedures
are well below the fatigue design stresses in current AASHTO
procedures. They are, however, consistent with reported measured values. Column (12) of Table 26(a) shows the ratio of
AASHTO design stresses to the proposed design stresses. The
ratio is found to vary between 2.28 and 4.25. The average ratio
is 3.15. This value was used in Chapter Four to show that the
reliability calibration for the fatigue limit stresses, 5FL' are reasonable and consistent with present procedures and the proposed
margin of 2.75 for the infinite life check.

CHAPTER SIX

CONDITIONS NOT CONSIDERED IN THE EVALUATION PROCEDURE

SECONDARY BENDING

Secondary bending results from either (1) partial fixity at
beam or trUss joints that are assumed to be pinned, or (2)
distortions of various members of the bridge, especially bracing
members (187). Secondary bending stresses usually have little
effect on the static strength of the bridge and are not calculated
in the design. They can, however, cause fatigue cracking in
either secondary bracing members or main members. In fact,
many of the fatigue cracks that have occurred in actual bridges
have resulted from secondary bending (54, 67, 127).
Because secondary bending stresses are not normally calculated, provisions pertaining to secondary bending are not included in the proposed fatigue design and evaluation procedures.
Instead, a systematic review must be made either during the
design of a new bridge or the evaluation of an existing bridge,
to identify and correct potential fatigue problems due to secondary bending. To provide guidance for such a review, the
relevant general principles are discussed in subsequent paragraphs. Further guidance can be obtained elsewhere (56, 57,
127). A study to develop specific fatigue design and evaluation

criteria pertaining to secondary bending is in progress at Lehigh
University. Criteria developed in this study could be added to
the proposed design and evaluation procedures.
Partial End Fixity

The behavior of a typical "pinned" joint connecting a beam
to a girder web is illustrated in Figure 23 (60). The moment/
rotation relationship for the joint is given by the solid curved
line, which is specifically for a simple web connection. The
relationship between the end moment and end rotation for the
beam is represented by the solid straight line.. The intersection
of the straight and curved lines defines the actual end moment
and rotation for the case under consideration. A stiffer connection type, such as the double seat angle represented by the
dashed line, results in a higher end moment and lower rotation.
The end moment can cause fatigue cracking in (1) the connecting angle or plate, (2) the beam itself, or (3) the bolts (or
weld) attaching the connecting angle to the girder web. Reducing
joint stiffness improves fatigue behavior with respect to all three
failure modes. This can be accomplished by using (1) the most
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Figure 23. Behavior of simple-beam end connections.

flexible type of connection (simple web connection), (2) the
smallest connecting angle thickness consistent with static design,
and (3) the minimum number of bolts necessary to carry the
shear.
Cracking in the connecting angle can be further minimized
by using a large gage for the outstanding leg (distance from
angle corner to first row of rivets) in the top third of the beam;
a minimum value of
Lt

(68)

is recommended (50). In the equation, g is the gage in the top
third of the beam depth (and also in the bottom third if tensile
stresses can develop in that region), L is the span in inches, and
is the thickness of the angle in inches.
Cracking in the beam itself usually occurs when the bending
strength of the beam has been greatly reduced by coping the
flanges to facilitate the connection. Therefore, avoiding such
copes, or suitably strengthening coped beams, prevents such
cracking (57).
Fatigue failures of the bolts attaching the angle to the girder
web result from direct tension loads caused by the end moment.
To avoid such failures, the bolts must be properly tightened
because this reduces the variation of stress caused in the bolt
by the cyclic tension loads (60).
The end moments that develop due to partial fixity in
"pinned" truss joints are similar to those in "pinned" beam
joints. However, the joint rotations that must be accommodated
in truss joints result from member shortening rather than lateral
loading on the members and, therefore, are much smaller.

Member Distortions

Distortions of various members in a bridge can cause lateral
bending of webs and gusset plates. Usually the lateral bending
in the web results from twisting of the flange, lateral movement
of the flange, or out-of-plane distortion of the web. Lateral

bending in gusset plates usually results from out-of-plane movements imposed on these plates by the members connected to
them. Several specific cases are shown in Figure 24; most of
these are discussed in detail elsewhere (57, 187).
Cross bracing (and to a lesser extent, diaphragms) between
adjacent girders cause out-of-plane movements in the girder
webs when the girders deflect different amounts. Similarly,
traffic loadings can cause lateral bracing members to impose
out-of-plane movements on the horizontal gusset plates to which
they are attached, even though such bracing is designed only
to resist lateral buckling or wind loading. The out-of-plane
movements caused by both types of bracing are usually much
greater in curved and skewed bridges than in straight bridges.
Vibration of lateral bracing excited by traffic loadings can also
cause out-of-plane movements and fatigue cracking (57). Horizontal loadings, especially on curves, can cause lateral movements of the flanges of floor beams supporting the deck.
As illustrated (187) in Figure 24 lateral forces or movements
imposed at locations away from the girder supports can usually
be accommodated by twisting of the cross section as a whole
without the development of large lateral bending stresses in the
web. At supports where twisting of the cross section is prevented,
however, large lateral bending stresses can occur in the web,
especially if a portion of the web is restrained by stiffeners,
connection plates, or connection angles, so that all of the imposed rotation must be accommodated in a short length of the
web. The magnitude of the stress varies inversely with the gap
distance between the flange/web weld and the end of the stiffener, connection plate, or connection angle weld. Thus, lateral
bending stresses in the web can be minimized by providing an
adequate gap. A minimum gap of 4 in. has been recommended
(57). Alternatively, lateral bending stresses in the web can be
eliminated by welding the stiffener or connection plate to the
flange.
Similarly, the lateral bending stresses caused in bracing gusset
plates were thought to vary inversely with the gap between the
end of the bracing and the girder web or flange to which the
gusset is attached. However, a recent finite-element study and
fatigue tests of web gusset plates suggest that the lateral bending
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Figure 24. Lateral bending of curb.

stresses imposed by the bracing are small and are not greatly
affected by the gap (68).
The lateral-bending fatigue strength depends on the type of
fillet provided at the intersection of the web and flange or of
the gusset plate and web. For rolled shapes that have a smooth
generous fillet, the fatigue strength approaches that of Category
A (57). For fillet welded or complete-penetration groove welded
flange/web or gusset/web joints, the fatigue strength is probably
equal to that of Category C (57). Partial-penetration groove
welds, such as are used at the corners of box girders, usually
do not have a fillet and often have a lack of fusion that is
equivalent to a crack at the corner. Consequently, such joints
have a low lateral-bending fatigue strength and are particularly
susceptible to secondary bending problems.

CRACKED MEMBERS

Once visible fatigue cracks are detected in a bridge member
the remaining fatigue life of the bridge is usually short. This is
true because the rate of growth accelerates rapidly as a crack
increases in size; thus, most of the fatigue life occurs while the
crack is very small (or not yet initiated) (190). Because the
remaining life of a cracked member is short, it is usually desirable
to repair the crack as soon as possible. Nevertheless, it is sometimes useful to estimate the remaining fatigue life of a cracked
member to indicate the urgency of repairs or replacement. Therefore, methods of estimating the remaining life of a cracked
member are discussed briefly in the next section, and methods
of repairing the cracks are discussed briefly in the following
section.

Estimating Remaining Life

Usually, fracture-mechanics crack-growth procedures (54, 83,
113, 178, 245) are used to estimate the remaining life of cracked
members. According to these procedures the crack growth rate
and remaining life depend primarily on the stress-intensity
range, Kr, at the crack tip. This stress intensity range varies
with the crack depth (or width), a, as defined by the following
equation:
Kr = CSr

(69)

where C is a dimensionless geometric parameter discussed in
the next paragraph, S. is the applied stress range in ksi, and a
is in inches. Thus, Kr has the rather unusual dimensions of ksi
For variable-amplitude loading, the applied stress spectrum
can be represented by the effective stress range defined in Chapter Two and the corresponding effective stress-intensity range
is given by
Kre = CSre f7r a

(70)

Again, Sre is in ksi, a is in inches, and Kye is in ksi
The parameter C represents stress gradient effects and depends primarily on the geometry of the crack and of the detail.
It may also vary with the crack depth, a. Often C is treated as
the product of several individual geometric parameters that
define different geometric characteristics (3, 245, 250). Usually,
one of these factors defines the nominal stress concentration in
the region of the crack and another is related to the type of
crack. Figure 25 shows four main types: (1) elliptical surface
crack, (2) full-width surface crack, (3) through crack, and (4)
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threshold; if Kre is below this level, no crack growth occurs.
Usually, however, the size of cracks that can be detected in
bridges is large enough so that the corresponding Kre exceeds
this threshold. For the structural steels (excluding A5 14 steel)
and weidments in these steels, the sloping central portion of the
curve can be conservatively (54, 178) defined as
da

a. Elliptical Surface Crack

b. Full-width Surface Crack

= 3.6
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(71)

in which a is in inches, Kre is in ksi
and da/dN is the
change in crack length per stress cycle.
The remaining portion of the curve represents the very rapid
growth that occurs near the end of the fatigue life; it is idealized
as a horizontal line corresponding to an infinite growth rate.
The level of this horizontal line has not been well established.
However, an approximate relationship that depends on the yield
and tensile strengths of the material has been proposed (178);
for structural steels, this relationship reduces to
Krei

=7

AP-L-2—

(72)

in which S, is the yield strength in ksi, St is the tensile strength
in ksi, and Krej is the limiting Kre in ksi V17n. For structural
steels with yield strengths up to 50 ksi, Krei is about 50 ksi
An equation defining the remaining life of a cracked member
can be obtained by combining Eq. 70 and Eq. 71 and integrating
a from an initial crack depth, a0, to a final crack depth, a1. If
C is assumed to remain constant over this range of a, the
following equation results
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Figure 25. Types of fatigue cracks.

edge crack. An elliptical surface crack can start at a surface
defect, such as a nick, or at a stress raiser, such as the end of
a longitudinal attachment. It propagates through the thickness
to the opposite surface. It then becomes a through crack and
propagates toward both edges. A full-width surface crack often
occurs along a transverse weld across the end of a cover plate
(198, 199) and propagates toward the opposite surface. An edge
crack can start at a defect or stress raiser on the edge of a plate
and propagate toward the opposite edge. C factors are available
(3, 199, 245, 246, 250) for these types of cracks located in regions
affected by various stress raisers that typically occur in bridge
details. Simplified methods of developing factors for other cases
have also been proposed (3, 250).
The crack growth rate varies with Kre as shown in Figure 26.
This behavior can be idealized by three straight lines on a log
plot. The lower horizontal line represents the crack growth

= Cio

I

-

(73)

where 5re is the effective stress range in ksi and a0 and o f are
in inches. The final crack depth should be taken as the lower
of (1) the maximum value possible in the detail or (2) the value
of a corresponding to Krei. This latter value of am, to be
calculated from Eq. 70, also depends on the static threshold
kh = CSmax J1Tamax, where Smax is the maximum tensile stress
in the stress cycle.
If C varies significantly over the crack depth range under
consideration, this range can be subdivided into increments in
which C is assumed to remain constant and Eq. 73 can be applied
to each increment. Alternatively, the following finite-difference
equation, obtained by combining Eqs. 70 and 71, can be applied
incrementally as illustrated in Ref. 198:
AN =

5

108 (Aa)
S3
C3 rea3"2

x

(74)

in which A N is the number of cycles required to propagate the
crack over the increment Aa, a is the midpoint of that increment,
C is the value of the geometric parameter at a, and 5re is the
effective stress range. The parameters a and Aa are in inches
and Sre is in ksi.
If the type of crack changes during the remaining life, the
analysis must be made in separate stages. For example, a crack
initiating at the surface at the center of a plate grows as an
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Figure 26. Crack growth rate vs. stress intensity range for structural steels.

elliptical surface crack until it reaches the opposite surface and
then grows as a through crack toward the plate edges.

Repairing Cracks

The best method for repairing a fatigue crack in a bridge
member depends primarily on the crack's size and location (187).
Large cracks may require major repairs such as replacing members, adding bracing to redistribute load, or adding bolted splice
plates. In certain cases, it may be desirable to leave the crack
unaltered and merely monitor its future growth (215). Several
different methods are available for repairing or arresting cracks
that fall between these two extremes. These methods are discussed here.

successive 30 to 200 grit polishes after burr grinding to further
improve the surface. The cost of burr grinding without and with
polishing is estimated (204) to be 3 to 4 and 12 times, respectively, that of single point peening.
Fisher (70) applied burr grinding without subsequent polishing to cover-plate ends, and did not achieve a significant improvement in fatigue strength. Other investigators were able to
achieve 40 to 200 percent improvements in the fatigue strengths
of various fillet welded details by burr grinding either with or
without polishing (204). Because of its higher cost and less
reliable results, however, burr grinding is a less attractive alternative than peening or TIG remelting for improving fillet
welded details containing shallow cracks.

Peening
Grinding
Steel producers are permitted (208) to remove surface or edge
imperfections up to V8 in. deep by grinding without replacing
the removed metal. Edge or surface fatigue cracks (probably
initiated by a nick) not exceeding this depth can easily be repaired in the same way. In fact, even deeper edge cracks could
be safely removed by grinding, provided that the ground area
is well faired with gentle changes in contour. Grind marks
perpendicular to the direction of stress should be avoided. Fatigue cracks at the toe of a fillet weld are more difficult to
remove successfully by grinding (70) because more abrupt
changes in contour are required at the weld.
Grinding can be done with either a rotary disk (typically a
4-in, disk with a 60 to 150 grit) or a conical burring bit. Burr
grinding is preferred for treating fillet weld toes because disk
grinding tends to be erratic and can cause worse conditions than
existed before grinding (204). Some investigators used three

Peening has been used successfully to improve the fatigue
strength of uncracked or cracked members in many different
applications. To be effective, the peening should be uniform in
intensity and coverage. Three types of peening have been used
(89, 204): (1) shot peening (129) in which pellets are shot at
the surface, (2) single point peening (70, 81) in which a single
'/2-in. diameter rod is applied pneumatically, and (3) multiple
point peening (52, 81) in which 0.08-in.-diameter rods are applied pneumatically. In all of these methods, the peening cold
works the surface and causes a thin layer of compressive residual
stresses that are balanced by low tensile residual stresses below
this layer. The peening also closes shallow surface imperfections
or cracks.
The surface compressive residual stresses are superimposed
on the applied stresses and thereby improve the fatigue strength
(190). The improvement is greatest when the applied tensile
stresses, both constant and cyclic, are low enough so that the
net cyclic stresses are always in compression. High tensile dead
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load stresses tend to reduce the effectiveness of peening unless
it is done while the member is under dead load stresses. Usually,
the tensile residual stresses below the surface are very low and
consequently have little detrimental effect.
For bridge applications, peening is most often applied to the
toes of transverse or longitudinal welds, and to transverse groove
welds with the reinforcement in place. For uncracked details of
this type, increases in fatigue strength (at 2,000,000 cycles) of
about 20 to 200 percent have been reported (204). For filletwelded details, the improvement in fatigue strength that can be
achieved by peening the toe is often limited by fatigue cracking
at the root of the weld (70. Root cracking is normally less
critical than toe cracking, but becomes more critical when the
toe is improved. Peening requires a lesser degree of operator
skill, and is generally cheaper than the other treatments used
to improve fatigue strength. Of the three peening methods, the
single point method is generally preferable with respect to both
cost and effectiveness (204).
Single point peening has been used successfully to repair
fatigue cracks up to 1/8 in. deep at the toe of a fillet weld (70).
It is a simple, effective, and economical way of making repairs
provided that the cracks are not deeper than 1/8 in. and that the
peening is uniform in coverage and severity. Otherwise, a buried
crack will remain and severely limit the remaining fatigue life.
TIG Remelting.
The gas tungsten arc (TIG) welding process can be used to
remelt the toe of a previously deposited fillet weld and thereby
eliminate shallow imperfections or fatigue cracks that occur at
that location. TIG remelting is generally regarded (70, 204) as
the most reliable treatment for improving the fatigue strength
of fillet welded details, but requires greater operator skill and
is more costly than peening. In fact, it is estimated that the cost
of TIG remelting is about 3 times that of single point peening.
Usually, it is necessary to remove mill scale by sand blasting
before TIG remelting (70) and to use appropriate procedures
(70, 138) to help avoid weld craters at critical locations.
Because the improvement due to this treatment is caused by
the removal of imperfections, it is not significantly affected by
dead load stresses. The amount of improvement, however, may
be limited by root cracking. Increases in fatigue strength (at
2,000,000 cycles) of 40 to 250 percent and 15 to 35 percent,
respectively, have been reported (204) for uncracked transverse
and longitudinal fillet welds. Fisher (70) indicated that fillet
welded details, such as cover-plate ends, can be improved by
one AASHTO detail category (from E to D, etc.) by TIG
remelting. Gas tungsten arc remelting has also been shown (70)
to be effective in removing fatigue cracks up to /,6 in. deep at
the toe of a fillet weld. However, caution is needed to avoid
buried cracks.

Rewelding.
Larger fatigue cracks can often be repaired in the same way
that unacceptable welds and internal imperfections are repaired
during fabrication. The AWS specifications (214) cover such
repairs. First, the crack is completely removed by air carbonarc gouging, oxygen gouging, chipping, grinding, or machining.
It may sometimes be desirable to use dye-penetrant or magneticparticle inspection to assure that the crack has been completely

removed. Next, the gouge is rewelded to its original contour.
Subsequent grinding to a smooth contour may sometimes be
desirable.
Generally, this is .the most reliable method of repairing a
fatigue crack because the crack can be fully removed and the
repaired region restored to its original condition or an improved
condition better than the original. (However, if the condition
that caused the fatigue crack is not removed as part of the
repair, there is no point in repairing the girder.) The repair will
extend the remaining fatigue life of the detail, but will not always
fully restore the original life because of the effects of accumulated
cycles outside of the repaired region. Treatments such as peening, TIG remelting, and grinding can be used after rewelding
to further extend the remaining life of the detail. Residual
stresses caused by extensive rewelding on an existing bridge
could affect the fatigue strength of adjacent details aiid should
be considered in selecting an appropriate repair method. An
NCHRP Project 12-27, "Welded Repair of Cracks in Steel
Bridge Members," is currently developing detailed guidelines
for the weld repair of large cracks in existing bridges.
Drilling Holes
The growth of full-thickness fatigue cracks in steel plates can
be arrested by drilling holes at the crack ends. This technique
has been successfully used in many different applications including bridges (68, 70, 215). The purpose of the hole is to
reduce the very high stress intensity that occurs at the crack
tip. Therefore, it is essential that the hole include the crack tip.
Because the actual end of a fatigue crack is difficult to detect
visually, it is suggested the near edge of the hole be placed at
the apparent crack end to assure that the actual end will be
within the hole. Also, it is advisable to dye-penetrant inspect
the hole to verify that the crack tip has been removed. Hole
diameters between 0.5 and 1.0 in. have been used (68, 70, 215).
The fatigue category for a circular hole in a plate generally
ranges from B to D depending on the smoothness of the hole
edges (215). A carefully reamed hole qualifies as Category B
(215). Because it is not important that the hole be precisely
circular, hand filing can be used if needed to improve smoothness.
The fatigue strength of a crack with circular holes at both
ends is less than that of a single circular hole and depends on
the length between the outer edges of the holes. If this length
is below a limiting value (Liimit), further cracking will not occur.
The following equation has been proposed (187) to define the
limiting length:
Liimit

=

200/St for Liimit ~ 1 in.

(75)

where Ljjmjt is in inches and Sr is the applied stress range in
ksi. The actual maximum stress range occurring in the bridge,
rather than an artificially high design value, should be used in
this equation. The equation was derived (187) from a stressintensity threshold developed (68) from a rather limited number
of data and, therefore, should be regarded as approximate. The
equation implies a fatigue limit of 14 ksi for a single 1-in.
diameter hole; this is slightly below the fatigue limit of 16 ksi
for Category B.
High-strength bolts with washers can be placed in the drilled
holes and tightened by the turn-of-nut method to further reduce
the possibility of cracking (68,215). This produces compressive
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stresses around the hole, but makes it more difficult to inspect
for new cracks. The nonburr side of the washer should be placed
against the plate to avoid cracks initiated by the burr (215).

Replacing Rivets
The fatigue life of riveted joints in existing bridges can be
considerably extended by merely replacing some of the rivets
with high strength bolts. The maximum extension can be
achieved by replacing all rivets, and repairing all observed cracks
in the joint plates. However, life extensions of 2 to 6 times can
be obtained by merely replacing rivets at locations where cracks
can be observed in the adjacent plate material (174). With this
approach, cracks in the plates need not be repaired unless they
extend more than 1 in. beyond a rivet head. The bolts should
be tightened by the turn-of-nut method as specified for bolted
joints. Washers under the turning elements should be placed
with the nonburr side against the plate (215).
CORROSION AND MECHANICAL DAMAGE
Corrosion

For most steel bridges, the fatigue life is not significantly
affected by corrosion. Therefore, corrosion is not considered in
the proposed fatigue evaluation and design procedures. For some
steel bridges, however, the fatigue life can be significantly reduced by corrosion. Therefore, the effects of corrosion on fatigue
life are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.
Unsuitable design details and unusual environmental conditions that increase susceptibility to corrosion have been identified
(11) in NCHRP Project 10-22. This study was made specifically
for weathering steels, but most of the conditions that contribute
to corrosion of such steels also apply to painted steels. An
NCHRP Project 12-28(7), "Guidelines for Evaluating Corrosion Effects in Existing Steel Bridges," is currently developing
guidelines for evaluating corrosion effects in existing steel
bridges. The guidelines developed in these NCHRP studies
should be helpful in identifying particular bridges for which
corrosion might need to be considered in the fatigue evaluation.
The guidelines, of course, should also be helpful in avoiding
corrosion problems innew bridges. In general, joints and other
locations where moisture and contaminates can collect are most
susceptible to corrosion.

Painted Steel
Corrosion of steel members can generally be prevented by
painting and proper maintenance, but does occur in many
bridges because of neglected maintenance. Light uniform rusting
generally has little effect on the fatigue life of a member or
detail. Heavy corrosion, in contrast, can cause a large reduction
in fatigue life. Such corrosion can cause several detrimental
effects. First, it reduces the cross sectional area and thereby
increases the nominal stresses. Second, it can roughen the surface, especially if it occurs nonuniformly. Third, it can cause a
notch, or make an existing stress raiser more severe if it is
concentrated in a small area at a critical location, such as the
end of a cover plate. On the other hand, corrosion can sometimes
improve fatigue life by blunting a sharp crack or notch (215).

Only a few fatigue tests are available (166) to indicate the
magnitude of the detrimental effects that can occur. Specifically,
fatigue tests were performed on four riveted stringers that had
been in service on a railroad bridge for about 80 years. At the
most severely corroded locations along the stringers, the areas
of the legs of the flange angles were reduced by 5 to 40 percent.
One of the stringers did not develop visible fatigue cracking at
the corroded location within 40 million cycles when the test
was stopped. The other three stringers, however, developed
cracks near the angle tip that caused eventual failure. Based on
net section stresses, the failures corresponded to detail categories
ranging from C to E. The uncorroded angle should correspond
to a Category A detail (based on crack initiation at the flange
tip away from rivets). Thus, severe corrosion caused a much
greater reduction in fatigue life than would be predicted by the
reduction in net section alone.
In addition to its direct effect on a member cross section,
corrosion can also cause indirect detrimental effects on fatigue
strength as well as on static strength. Thermal expansion of
members connected to pinned joints "frozen" by corrosion can
impose stresses that would not otherwise occur. Similarly, buildup of corrosion products can cause local forces and distortions,
usually perpendicular to the plane of a plate element, that might
affect fatigue. Reductions in thickness at locations that do not
significantly affect the primary stresses in a member can lead
to fatigue failures due to secondary bending that otherwise
would not cause a problem. For example, a fatigue failure occurred in a rolled beam stringer in a railroad bridge because of
lateral bending in combination with a reduction in web thickness
caused by localized corrosion (215).

Weathering Steel
At present, AASHTO (209) does not mention weathering
steel in its fatigue provisions; consequently, weathering steel
details can be assigned to the same categories as similar painted
steel details. The proposed fatigue evaluation and design procedures follow this same approach because they utilize the present AASHTO detail categories.
Tests (9, 11) indicate that normal weathering can reduce
fatigue strengths in the higher detail categories, such as A and
B. However, there has been considerable controversy on whether
these results justify special AASHTO fatigue provisions for
weathering steels, and, if so, what these provisions should be.
If AASHTO decides to adopt new fatigue provisions for weathering steels, the most convenient way would be to assign various
types of weathering steel details to existing detail categories.
Whatever new provisions AASHTO considers appropriate, however, should be incorporated into the proposed fatigue evaluation
and design procedures.

Corrosion Fatigue

Corrosion fatigue refers to combined action of corrosion and
cyclic loading that produces detrimental effects greater than
either acting alone (190). Generally, paint adequately protects
against corrosion fatigue; therefore, corrosion fatigue is not considered in the proposed fatigue evaluation and design procedures. However, a bridge member could be subjected to
corrosion fatigue if it is unpainted or if the paint deteriorates.
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Therefore, corrosion fatigue is discussed briefly in the following
paragraphs.
The most important corrosive agent that affects bridges is salt
water. In an NCHRP study (18), crack growth tests of structural
steel specimens continuously immersed in salt water (3 percent
solution) did not show any significant corrosion fatigue effect;
the crack growth rates for the immersed specimens were essentially the same as those for similar specimens in air. Furthermore, the growth rates were retarded significantly by alternate
wet and dry environmental conditions. Therefore, it was concluded (18) that the crack propagation life of bridge-steel components under actual wet/dry conditions should not be less
than that in air.
In contrast, another NCHRP study (11) indicated that the
initiation, propagation, and total fatigue life for structural steels
is less under continuously immersed (salt water) conditions than
in air. The relationship between these continuously immersed
conditions and service conditions in actual bridges, however,
has not been adequately established. Therefore, the precise effect
of corrosion fatigue in actual bridges is difficult to predict.
As mentioned earlier, unsuitable design details and unusual
environmental conditions that increase susceptibility to corrosion have been identified (11). If these severe conditions are
present, the steel generally should have a satisfactory paint
coating to guard against corrosion fatigue. If the steel in the
bridge under investigation does not have such a paint coating
either because the paint has deteriorated or because unpainted
weathering steel was used, it usually should be painted. Suitable
painting procedures for existing bridges are described in the
NCHRP study (11). Otherwise, the remaining fatigue life calculated by the proposed fatigue evaluation procedure should be
reduced to account for possible corrosion fatigue effects.
The suggestions in the preceding paragraph are for severe
corrosion conditions. For bridges under normal conditions, the
effects of corrosion fatigue are generally small enough to be
covered by the reliability factor even when there is no satisfactory paint coating. This reliability factor provides a margin of
safety to account for various detrimental effects that could occur,
including environmental effects. As discussed in earlier chapters,
the probability is very low that all detrimental effects will occur
simultaneously in a particular bridge.

There are insufficient quantitative data available on fretting
to permit accurate fatigue design calculations. However, the
effects of some important factors are known (74, 105). As the
contact pressure increases, the fretting fatigue life decreases to
a minimum value, and remains close to that minimum value
until the pressure becomes high enough to prevent sliding movements (105, 109). Corrosive environments tend to reduce fretting
life. High hardness, higher strength steels appear to be more
susceptible to fretting than lower strength structural steels.
Fretting can be prevented or minimized by (1) inserting a
soft material (such as wood, brass, or copper) between the
contact surfaces, (2) applying a surface treatment to induce
compressive residual stresses in the contact surfaces, (3) preventing relative movement by high contact pressure, keyways,
adhesives, or other means, and (4) reducing the cyclic stresses
that propagate the fretting cracks. Lubrication by oils or greases
normally provides only small improvements (74).

Mechanical Damage

Several types of mechanical damage can occur to steel bridges:
(1) nicks and gouges, (2) bent members, and (3) fire damage
(202). Normally, such mechanical damage is repaired soon after
it is found; alternatively, the damaged member or bridge may
be replaced. Therefore, mechanical damage is not considered in
the proposed fatigue evaluation and design procedures. However, the effect of such damage and subsequent repairs on fatigue
are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.
Nicks and Gouges
Nicks and gouges are stress repairs that reduce fatigue life;
therefore, they should generally be repaired by grinding or one
of the other methods described earlier for repairing cracked
members. The remaining fatigue life for a member containing
a nick or gouge can be conservatively estimated by treating it
as a crack and applying the crack growth procedures described
earlier. If the contour of the nick or gouge is smooth and gentle,
the actual remaining life may be considerably higher.

Fretting

Bent Members

Fretting is an unusual type of fatigue that does not occur
often in bridges; therefore, it is not covered in the proposed
fatigue evaluation and design procedures. Fretting has occurred
in laboratory fatigue tests of structural members and connections, but has not been reported in actual bridges. Specifically,
the fretting in laboratory tests has occurred at loading fixtures,
bearing plates, and bolted connections in A5 14 steel.
Fretting can occur when two metal surfaces in contact are
subjected to small repetitive sliding movements (190). These
movements cause the initiation of surface cracks that eventually
may grow into ordinary fatigue cracks. Fretting can greatly
reduce the fatigue life of a member or cause a fatigue failure
that would not otherwise occur. The mechanism of fretting is
very complex and apparently involves both mechanical and
chemical action (74, 105). Fretting produces a powder consisting
of oxides of the metals in contact; for steels in contact, the
powder is rust. The powder provides a warning that fretting is
occurring.

Bent members due to overheight vehicles, overwidth vehicles,
overweight vehicles, out-of-control vehicles, and marine collisions are fairly common. For example, a recent survey of 33
states reported that 815 steel bridges were damaged in a 5-year
period; 94 percent included damage due to overheight vehicles
(202). Usually, bent members either are replaced or are straightened by flame or mechanical procedures. These straightening
procedures generally do not have a significant effect on fatigue
behavior, although they could conceivably alter residual stresses
in such a way as to affect fatigue behavior in a few unusual
cases. No such cases, however, have been reported. The unusual
situations in which residual stresses affect the fatigue behavior
of fabricated members are discussed elsewhere (190).

Fire Damage
Occasionally, steel bridge members are subjected to high tem-
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peratures as a result of a fire on or near the bridge. Generally,
such temperatures cause permanent distortions, but do not adversely affect the mechanical properties unless quenched and
tempered steels, such as A5 14 steels, are involved. Therefore,
fire damage usually does not affect fatigue behavior, although
it could conceivably have an effect in a few unusual cases by
altering residual stresses as discussed in the preceding paragraph.

249). Most of the fatigue failures that have occurred in bridges
have resulted from (1) secondary bending, (2) improper fabrication, (3) severe details such as cover plate ends, or (4)
stresses in elements that were not intended to carry stress.
Fatigue failures have not been reported in detail Categories of
A to C.

CASE HISTORIES

A study of case histories can sometimes be helpful in assessing
unusual conditions that could affect fatigue evaluations. Such
case histories have been compiled in a book (54) and numerous
papers (20,55,58,59,61,63-67,69,120-121,126-127,165,215,234,

CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED RESEARCH

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed fatigue evaluation procedure for existing steel
highway bridges provides the following advantages:
I. It realistically reflects the actual fatigue conditions in highway bridges.
It gives an accurate estimate of both the remaining mean
and safe fatigue lives of a bridge and permits this estimate to
be updated in the future to reflect changes in traffic conditions.
It uses the same detail categories and corresponding fatigue
strength data as the present AASHTO specifications.
It uses procedures similar to those in the present AASHTO
specifications to calculate stress ranges.
It provides consistent and reasonable levels of reliability.
It permits different levels of effort to reduce uncertainties
and improve predictions of remaining life.
It is based on extensive recent research and can be conveniently modified in the future to reflect any new research
results.
It is suitable for inclusion in the present AASHTO maintenance inspection manual.
It presents options that can be pursued by the engineer if
he considers the calculated remaining life to be inadequate.
The proposed fatigue design procedure for new steel highway
bridges provides the following advantages:
It is consistent with the proposed fatigue evaluation procedure for existing bridges.
It realistically reflects the actual fatigue conditions in highway bridges.

It uses the same detail categories and corresponding fatigue
strength data as the present AASHTO specifications.
It uses procedures similar to those in the present AASHTO
specifications to calculate stress ranges.
It provides simple procedures based on assumed conservative traffic conditions, but permits less conservative procedures
based on the expected present and future traffic conditions at
the site.
It relates a permissible stress range to a desired design life
and permits the engineer to select this design life.
It provides consistent and reasonable levels of reliability.
It is based on extensive recent research and can be conveniently modified in the future to reflect any new research
results.
It is suitable for inclusion in the present AASHTO bridge
design specifications.
The proposed fatigue evaluation and design procedures do
not cover secondary members, cracked and/or repaired members, or corrosion and mechanical damage. Some guidance on
these effects, however, is given in the present report.

SUGGESTED RESEARCH

The proposed fatigue evaluation and design procedures depend on (1) the traffic loadings applied to bridges, (2) the
response of bridges to such loadings, and ( 3 ) the fatigue behavior
of bridge members. Therefore, additional information on all
aspects of these subjects would be useful in upgrading these
procedures in the future. Some of the information on traffic
loadings and even bridge response can be obtained as part of
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the new Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP). To
improve the reliability calibration, additional data are needed
on the variability of the parameters that were considered in this
calibration. These included: (1) effective truck weight, (2) stress
cycles per truck passage, (3) truck superpositions, (4) lateral
distribution, (5) impact, (6) effective section modulus, (7) moment ratio, (8) constant-amplitude fatigue strength, and (9)
cumulative damage relationship. More important, however, specific research is needed to clarify several points that directly
affect particular provisions. Such research is discussed below.

Fatigue Limit

It is generally accepted that the fatigue life will be infinite if
all of the stress cycles in a variable-amplitude spectrum are
below the constant-amplitude fatigue limit, SrLC. As shown in
Figure 27, this occurs when the effective stress range, Sr , for
the spectrum is less than SrLC/RP and this level of Sr can be
considered the variable-amplitude fatigue limit, SrLV, for the
spectrum. R is the peak ratio for the spectrum and is defined
as the peak stress range, Sr.,,, in the spectrum divided by the
effective stress range.
If Sre > 5rLV' some of the cycles, Sra, are above the constantamplitude fatigue limit and others, Srb, are below. In the past,
it was thought that the cycles, 5rb' below the constant-amplitude
fatigue limit cause no fatigue damage and can be ignored. The
dashed SN curve in Figure 27 is based on this assumption and
represents an upper bound on the fatigue life. It becomes asymptotic to the variable-amplitude fatigue limit at a very long life.
More recently, it was concluded that the 5rb cycles cause
damage by propagating cracks initiated by the Sra cycles. At

Rp
Srlv

worst, these Srb cycles cause the same fatigue damage as if the
constant-amplitude fatigue limit did not exist. Therefore, the
solid SN curve in Figure 27 defines the lower bound for fatigue
life. The actual SN curve must lie between these two limiting
curves, but sufficient data are not available to define its position
precisely.
The difference between the upper- and lower-bound SN curves
depends primarily on the peak ratio and the shape of the probability-density curve defining the stress spectrum. If this curve
has a long low tail, R will be large and 5rL v will be well below
SrL C. The long tail, however, has only a small effect on the
upper-bound curve. Consequently, the difference between the
two curves will be large if the tail is long.
The effect of the fatigue limit on the evaluation and design
procedures depends on the level of the actual SN curve at a
practical design life of, say, 100 to 150 million cycles. If the
actual SN curve is well above the SN curve assumed in the
proposed procedures, the effect will be large. Therefore, tests
are needed to define the actual SN curves for certain details.
For two reasons, Category C is the most important detail
category that needs to be tested. First, Categories C and above
(A through C) can generally not be eliminated from bridges,
but the lower categories (D through F) generally can be eliminated if necessary by design changes. Second, the effect of the
fatigue limit is expected to be greater for the less severe details
(C and above) because the sloping SN curve must be projected
further below the constant-amplitude fatigue limit to reach the
design life for such details.
To define the actual SN curve for Category C, several girders
should be tested at different Sre levels corresponding to various
design lives between 100 million and 10 million cycles. To provide replication, five or six identical details should be included

Srp/Sre
Srlc/Rp

Constant-amplitude fatigue limit, Srlc

Upper-bound
Lower-bound
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SN
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Figure 2ZEffectoffatigue limit on variableamplitude fatigue behavior.
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in each girder. The tests should be continued to 100 million
cycles or more. The stress spectrum for typical traffic (as described in Appendix D) should be used in these main tests. To
show the effect of R, and the shape of the tail of the probabilitydensity curve, additional tests should be performed on small
specimens under two or more spectrums, similar to the spectrum
shown on Figure D- 18 in Appendix D, but with the tail modified.
Similar tests on other detail categories would also be desirable
but should have a lower priority than the tests on Category C
details.

Compression Cycling

In the proposed fatigue evaluation and design procedures, it
was assumed that the fatigue life will be infinite if all of the
stress cycles in the spectrum are completely in compression.
This is cOnsistent with present AASHTO procedures. Furthermore, no fatigue problems have been reported in actual bridges
under these conditions. On the other hand, extensive fatigue
cracking has occurred in some laboratory tests under these
conditiors, and the European fatigue specifications generally
treat compression cycling of welded details the same as tension
cycling.
With the present approach, the fatigue life of a detail is
assumed to be infinite even if it is subjected to a high cyclic
stress range provided that the compressive dead load stress is
equal to this stress range. If the dead load stress is reduced
slightly below this stress range, however, the life is assumed to
be reduced to a relatively low finite value. This slight change
in dead load stress probably does not actually have such a large
effect on the fatigue life. Therefore, further study,- perhaps including tests, should be applied to this provision.
Long-Span Bridge Loadings

In long-span bridges, the traffic loading causes long periods
of continuous stresses of varying magnitude rather than large

numbers of individual cycles. The magnitudes of these continuous traffic stresses, of course, are low and judgment, as well
as the available evidence discussed in Chapter Two, suggests
that no special fatigue loadings need to be considered for such
bridges. An exception may be in the case of cable stayed bridges
with significant live to dead load stress ratios. Further study of
fatigue loadings in long-span bridges would be desirable to provide more definitive data on the nature and effects of such
loadings.
Continuous stress vs. time curves could be generated from
available data on (1) the percentage of vehicles of various
weights and types in typical traffic and (2) the variation of
traffic volume with time over a 24-hour period. The Monte
Carlo method could be applied to these data to determine the
positions of the vehicles on the bridge at any time, and áppropriate influence lines could be used to calculate the resulting
stresses. The effects of the continuous stress-time curves on
fatigue behavior could be assessed by the methods discussed
under "Equivalent Cycles" in Appendix C.

Vibration Cycles for Unusual Bridges

For most bridge types, the effects of vibration stresses on
fatigue behavior are generally small enough to be neglected as
discussed in Chapter Two. The vibration cycles, however, have
been shown to be significant in cantilever (suspended span)
girder bridges. Also, large vibration stresses were reported in a
bridge consisting of two steel girders, transverse steel floor
beams, and a prestressed concrete deck.
Vibration stresses have not been measured on many other
types of steel bridges and may be significant in some of these
types. Therefore, a study, probably including field measurements, is needed to identify any other types of bridges where
these vibration stresses need to be considered or what specific
site conditions including grade, bump, and surface roughness
may cause large vibration stresses.
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APPENDIX A
PROPOSED FATIGUE EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Section numbers correspond to the 1983 AASHTO Manual
for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges and would appear as a
separate Section 6.

6.0 FATIGUE EVALUATION OF STEEL BRIDGES

6.1 GENERAL

6.2 STRESS RANGE
6.2.1 General Procedure

Calculate the nominal stress range, Sr, for the fatigue evaluation by following the steps in Articles 6.2.2 through 6.2.7.
Alternative L Through field measurements while the bridge
is under normal traffic, obtain stress-range histograms for critical details. Calculate the effective stress range for each histo1/3;
where J = fraction of stress ranges
gram from Sr = ( f 53.)
within an interval, and Sri = midwidth of the interval; F 1 =
0.85.
If this alternative is used, omit Articles 6.2.2 through 6.2.7.

6.1.1 Development

The development and use of the fatigue evaluation procedures
in this chapter are explained in NCHRP Report 299.

6.1.2 Scope

The evaluation procedures in this chapter apply to uncracked
steel members subjected to primary stresses. The procedures do
not apply to members that have sustained severe corrosion or
mechanical damage or that have been repaired after sustaining
fatigue cracking. NCHRP Report 299 gives information and
references on the fatigue behavior of such members and on the
possibility of fatigue due to secondary bending stresses that are
not normally calculated.

6.1.3 Evaluation Procedures

Section 6.2 gives procedures for calculating the stress range
at a detail. Section 6.3 gives procedures for calculating both the
remaining mean fatigue life and the remaining safe fatigue life
for this stress range, and Section 6.4 gives options that may be
pursued if the Engineer considers the remaining life to be inadequate. Each different detail must be checked individually.
Some articles give one or more alternative procedures that may
be used instead of the basic procedure. Most of the alternative
procedures require more effort than the basic procedure but
provide an improved precision that generally results in a longer
calculated remaining safe life. A factor, F5 , is applied for each
alternative procedure used in calculating the stress range.
The remaining mean life is the best possible estimate of the
actual remaining life; there is a 50 percent probability that the
actual remaining life will exceed the remaining mean life. The
remaining safe life provides a much higher degree of safety; the
probability that the actual remaining life will exceed the remaining safe life is 97.7 percent for redundant members and
99.9 percent for nonredundant members. These probabilities are
comparable to the safety levels in the fatigue provisions of the
1983 AASHTO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges.

6.2.2 Fatigue Truck

Use the dimensions and axle weights of the fatigue truck
shown in Figure 6.2.2A to calculate the stress range. F 2
1.0.
Alternative 1. Adjust the gross weight of the fatigue truck
based on judgment supported by a knowledge of truck traffic
in the region. Distribute the gross weight to axles in accordance
with Figure 6.2.2A. F2 = 1.0.
Alternative 2. Through weigh station measurements at an
appropriate location close to the site, obtain a gross-weight
histogram for the truck traffic excluding panel, pickup, and
other 2-axle/4-wheel trucks. Calculate the gross weight of the
1/3
fatigue truck from W = (sf, W) wheref = fraction of gross
weights within an interval, and W1 = midwidth of the interval;
FS2 = 1.0.
Distribute the gross weight to axles in accordance with Figure
6.2.2A.
Alternative 3. Through weigh-in-motion measurements at the
site, obtain a gross-weight histogram for the truck traffic excluding panel, pickup, and other 2-axle/4-wheel trucks. Calculate the gross weight of the fatigue truck by the equation in
Alternative 2. Distribute the gross weight to axles in accordance
with Figure 6.2.2A or use site data to provide a more appropriate
distribution and axle spacing. F52 = 0.95.
Alternative 4. Use the procedure given in NCHRP Report 299
to evaluate the weight of the fatigue truck from traffic survey
data that includes the percentage of various types of trucks. F52
= 1.0.

6.2.3 Truck Superpositlons

If special site conditions are expected to cause unusual bunching of trucks, increase the gross weight of the fatigue truck by
15 percent. Such special conditions include (1) a traffic signal
on or near the bridge and (2) a steep hill when the bridge is on
a two-lane highway. Omit this step if such special conditions
do not exist.
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6.2.4 Impact

Increase the gross weight of the fatigue truck by 10 percent
to account for impact on smooth road surfaces. If an inspection
reveals unusual conditions, such as a poor joint or pavement
roughness, that are expected to increase impact, increase the
gross weight of the fatigue truck above 10 percent, but not above
30 percent.
.112W

6.2.5 Moment Range

6k

Calculate the moment range (or axial force range for truss
members) caused at the detail under consideration by a passage
of the fatigue truck across the bridge. For longitudinal beams,
girders, stringers, or truss members, place the fatigue truck at
different positions that cause the algebraic maximum and minimum moments (or axial forces); the algebraic difference between the two is the moment (or axial force) range. For
transverse bending members, the moment range equals the moment at the detail when the fatigue truck is at the center of the
traffic lane that results in the highest moment.

.444W
24k

.444W
24k

W = 54k

Figure 6.2.2A. Fatigue truck (Note: A variable spacing of 14
to 30 ft can be used instead of the 30-ft main axle spacing, but
this will significantly reduce the calculated remaining life.)

If P >0.5, DF, = 0.7 - 0.4P but not less than DF,
1fF <05, DF, = 0.9 - 0.8P but not less than DF,
P = distance from exterior member to centerline of (nearest)
outer lane divided by girder spacing; P is negative if
centerline is outside the exterior girder

6.2.6 Lateral Distribution

For straight longitudinal beams, girders,or stringers, calculate
the moment range carried by the member under consideration
by multiplying the total moment range due to the fatigue truck
from Article 6.2.5 by a lateral distribution factor, DF, from
Article 6.2.6.1 or Article 6.2.6.2. F53 = 1.0.
Alternative 1. Calculate DF by one of the approximate methods in Appendix C of NCHRP Report 299. F53 = 1.0.
Alternative 2. Use a rigorous method, such as the finite element method, to calculate the moment range carried by each
beam, girder, or stringer when a single fatigue truck is moved
along the centerline of the shoulder traffic lane. F53 = 0.96.
6.2.6.1 I-Shaped Members.—If the deck is supported by two
members, determine DF by assuming that the deck acts as a
simple beam supporting a single truck at the center of the outer
traffic lane. If the deck is supported by more than two members,
determine DF as follows.
For interior members, use DF = DF, = S/D, but not more
than (S - 3)1(S), where S = girder spacing in feet and D =
factor defined below; values for intermediate span lengths may
be interpolated. For positive and negative bending regions in
continuous span bridges, the span length may be taken as the
corresponding distance between points of dead load contraflexure:
Span (ft)
30 or less
40
60
90
120 or more

17
19
20
22
23

For exterior members, use DF = DF, = DFi if either (a) the
inner face of the curb or parapet is less than 1 ft outside the
centerline of the exterior member or (b) the width of the shoulder
for the outside lane is more than 4 ft; otherwise:

6.2.6.2 Box-Shaped Members.—DF may be conservatively
calculated by dividing each box into two equivalent I-beams,
each consisting of one-half of the box, and applying the procedures for I-shaped members.

6.2.7 Member Section

6.2. Z 1 Bending Members. —Divide the moment range by the
section modulus (moment of inertia divided by distance from
neutral axis to expected crack initiation location) of the detail
under consideration to get S.
Composite Concrete Decks. If the deck is attached to the steel
section by shear connectors, use the full composite section (as
defined in Article 10.38 of the AASHTO Standard Specifications
for Highway Bridges) increased by 15 percent in positive bending
regions (taken as the portion between the points of dead load
contraflexure) and a section including the longitudinal rebars
in negative bending regions.
Noncomposite Concrete Decks. If the deck is not attached to
the steel section by shear connectors, use one of the following
options. In positive bending regions where there is no visual
indication of separation between the deck and steel section, use
either the full composite section or the steel section alone increased by 30 percent. In positive bending regions, where there
is a visual indication of separation, and in negative bending
regions use the steel section alone.
6.2. 7.2 Truss Members. —Divide the axial load range by the
cross sectional area to get Sr.

6.2.8 Reliability Factor

To determine the remaining safe life, multiply the computed
stress range, Sr , by a reliability factor:
R5 = R50 (F51) (F 2) (F53)
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where Rs = reliability factor associated with calculation of stress
range; R50 = basic reliability factor; 1.35 for redundant members and 1.75 for nonredundant members; at the option of the
Engineer, other levels of reliability described in NCHRP Report
factor for procedure n; F5 = 1.0
299 may be used; F5
unless otherwise specified.
Classify a member as nonredundant if, in the judgment of
the Engineer, a failure of this member alone would cause collapse
of the bridge.
To determine the remaining mean life, use Rs = 1.0.
=1

rate may be obtained from Figure 6.3.5.2A by letting T = TP
and a = 0); W,,, = fatigue truck weight for the past period;
WN = fatigue truck weight for future remaining life period; W
= gross weight of fatigue truck in Article 6.2.2; f = 1.0 for
calculating safe life and 2.0 for calculating mean life.
Alternative 2. Use one of the procedures given in NCHRP
Report 299 to (a) calculate the remaining fatigue life when the
total fatigue life is divided into more than two periods, (b)
calculate the remaining fatigue life when either past or future
truck volume growth rates can be estimated, or (c) maintain a
record of accumulated fatigue damage that can be updated at
4-year intervals and used to calculate the remaining fatigue life.

6.3 REMAINING LIFE
6.3.1 Infinite Remaining Life

6.3.3 Detail Constants

The remaining safe fatigue life is infinite and no further fatigue
calculations are required if (a) R5 Sr < SFL or (b) 2R5S < Sc,
in which Sr = stress range from Article 6.2; S = tension portion
of stress range from Article 6.2; S,, = compressive dead load
stress;
SFL = limiting stress range for infinite life from Article 6.3.3.

For the detail categories defined in Table 10.3. lB of the
AASHTO Standard Specflcations for Highway Bridges, use the
following values:

6.3.2 Finite Remaining Life

Calculate the remaining fatigue life for an estimated lifetime
average daily truck volume using the equations:
106

fK x
-a
Yf - TaC(RsSr)3
where Yf = remaining fatigue life in years; K = detail constant
from Article 6.3.3; T0 = estimated lifetime average daily truck
volume in the outer lane, and may be estimated by the Engineer
or obtained from Article 6.3.5; C = stress cycles per truck
passage from Article 6.3.4; S, = stress range from Article 6.2
in ksi; Rs = reliability factor from Article 6.2.8; a = present
age of bridge in years; f = 1.0 for calculating safe life and 2.0
for calculating mean life.
Alternative 1. Calculate the remaining life by dividing the
total fatigue life into two periods in which the truck volume
and equivalent fatigue truck weight remain constant: (a) a past
period from the opening of the bridge to the present, Y, and
(b) a future period from the present to the end of the fatigue
life, 1'.
Yf = YN11 - (Y/Y1 )]
fK x 106
w/W)3
C(RSr
= Tp
YN

fK x 106
TC(RS WN /JV)3

where Y1 = remaining fatigue life in years; Yp = present age
of bridge in years; Y1 = fatigue life in years based on past
volume, T, and fatigue truck weight
YN = fatigue life in
years based on future volume, TN, and fatigue truck weight
WN; T = average daily truck volume in the outer lane for the
past period; TN = average daily truck volume in the outer lane
for future remaining life period (an estimate including a growth

Detail
Category

Detail
Constant, K

A
B
B'
C
D
E
E
F

68
33
17
12
6.0
2.9
1.1
2.9

Limiting
Stress Range,
SFL (ksi)
8.8
5.9
4.4
37*
2.6
1.6
0.9
2.9

* Use 4.4 ksi for stiffeners

6.3.4 Cycles Per Truck Passage

Use the following values for C, the number of stress cycles
per truck passage:
For longitudinal members:
Simple-span girders:
40-ft or above = 1.0
Below 40-ft = 1.8
Continuous-span girders within a distance equal to 0.1
of the span on each side of an interior support (take
span equal to distance between supports):
80-ft or above = I + (span-80)/400 in feet
40-ft or above but below 80-ft = 1.0
Below 40-ft = 1.5
Continuous-span girders elsewhere:
40-ft or above = 1.0
Below 40-ft = 1.5
Cantilever (suspended span) girders = 2.0 (This type of
bridge may have large vibrations which increase the
stress cycles per truck passage. This should be investigated by the Engineer.)
Trusses = 1.0
For transverse members:
20-ft or above spacing = 1.0
Below 20-ft spacing = 2.0
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Figure 6.3. 5A. Lifetime average truck volume chart.

Alternative 1. Use an influence line to determine the complex
stress cycle caused by the passage of the fatigue truck across
the bridge. Use the procedure given in Appendix C of NCHRP
Report 299 to determine the equivalent number of simple cycles.
Alternative 2. If the stress range is determined by field measurements, use the procedure given in NCHRP Report 299 to
determine the equivalent number of simple cycles from a stresstime plot of a typical truck passage.

6.3.5 LIfetime Average Daily Truck Volume

Figure 6.3.5A can be used to estimate the lifetime average
daily truck volume in the outer lane, 7, from the present
average daily truck volume in the outer lane, T, the present age
of the bridge, a, and the annual growth rate, g. Extensive data
on typical annual growth rates are given in NCHRP Report 299
to provide guidance in selecting an appropriate value.
6.3.5.1 Present Truck Volume.—The present average daily
truck volume in the outer lane can be calculated from the ADT
at the site as follows:

No. of
Lanes
2
3
4
5
6 or more

2-Way Traffic

1-Way Traffic

0.60
0.50
0.45
0.45
0.40

1.00
0.85
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80

6.4 OPTIONS IF REMAINING LIFE IS INADEQUATE
6.4.1 General

Articles 6.4.2 through 6.4.5 give options that may be pursued
if the Engineer considers the calculated remaining life to be
inadequate. The effects of each of these options on the calculated
remaining life can be determined by the procedures in Articles
6.2 and 6.3.

6.4.2 Recalculate Life

T = (ADT) FTFL
where ADT = present average daily traffic volume (both directions) on the bridge; FT = fraction of trucks (excluding panel,
pickup, and other 2-axle/4-wheel trucks) in the traffic; if unknown, use 0.20 for rural Interstate highways, 0.15 for other
rural highways and urban Interstate highways, and 0.10 for
other urban highways; FL = fraction of trucks in outer lane
from table below.

Recalculate the remaining fatigue life using one or more of
the alternative procedures in Articles 6.2 and 6.3.

6.4.3 Restrict Traffic

Restrict the weight and/or volume of trucks passing over the
bridge in critical lanes by posting and enforcement.
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6.4.4 Modify Bridge

6.4.5 Institute Inspections

Modify the bridge to improve its fatigue strength by (a)
retrofitting the particular details that controlled the life, (b)
adding cross section to reduce the stresses, or (c) other means.

Institute thorough periodic inspections of the particular details that controlled the life to assure adequate safety without
other changes.

APPENDIX B
PROPOSED FATIGUE DESIGN PROCEDURE

Section numbers correspond to present Article 10.3.1 and
10.3.2

10.3 REPETITIVE LOADING AND TOUGHNESS
CONSIDERATIONS
10.3.1 Fatigue Check

The safe fatigue life of each detail shall exceed the desired
design life of the bridge. The safe life exceeds the design life
when either 2R5S1 < Sc or R5Sr < Srp, in which:
S

= tension portion. of the design stress range from Article
10.3.2
S = compressive dead load stress at the expected crack initiation location in the detail
Sr = design stress range from Article 10.3.2
Srp = permissible stress range from Article 10.3.3
RS = reliability factor; 1:1 for redundant members and 2.0
for nonredundant members
A member shall be considered nonredundant if, in the judgment
of the Engineer, a failure of this member alone would cause
collapse of the bridge.

10.3.2 Design Stress Range

The design stress range, Sr, for each detail shall be calculated
by following the steps in Articles 10.3.2.1 through 10.3.2.6.
10.3.2.1 Fatigue Truck —A fatigue truck with the axle spacings and weight distribution shown in Figure 10.3.2.1A shall
be used. If a gross-weight histogram for the truck traffic excluding panel, pickup, and other 2-axle/4-wheel trucks is available for the site, the gross weight of this truck shall be calculated
from
W =
where W = gross weight of fatigue truck;fi = fraction of gross
weights within an interval i; W1 = gross weight at midwidth
of interval i.

.1 12W

.4W

.444k'
24U

w • 54k

Figure 10.3.2. IA. Fatigue truck (Note: A variable spacing of
14 to 30 ft can be used instead of the 30-ft main axle spacing,
but this will significantly increase the design stress range.)

If such a histogram is not available, the gross weight shall
be 54 kip.
10.3.2.2 Truck Superpositions. —If special site conditions are
expected to cause unusual bunching of trucks, the gross weight
of the fatigue truck shall be increased by 15 percent. Such special
conditions include (a) a traffic signal on or near the bridge and
(b) a steep hill when the bridge is on a two-lane highway.
10.3.2.3 Impact. —The gross weight of the fatigue truck shall
be increased by 15 percent to account for impact.
10.3.2.4 Moment—The moment range (or axial force range
for truss members) caused at the detail under consideration by
a passage of the fatigue truck across the bridge shall be calculated. For longitudinal beams, girders, stringers, or truss members, the truck shall be placed at positions that cause the
algebraic maximum and minimum moments (or axial forces);
the algebraic difference between the two is the moment (or axial
force) range. For transverse bending members, the moment
range shall equal the moment at the detail when the fatigue
truck is at the center of the traffic lane that results in the highest
moment.
10.3.2.5 Lateral Distribution. — For straight longitudinal
beams, girders, or stringers, the moment range carried by the
member under consideration shall be calculated by multiplying
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the total moment range from Article 10.3.2.4 by a lateral-distribution factor, DF, or shall be determined by a rigorous analysis.
10.3.2.5.1 I-shaped members. If the deck is supported by two
members, DF shall be determined by assuming that the deck
acts as a simple beam supporting a single truck at the center
of the outer traffic lane. If the deck is supported by more than
two members, DF shall be determined as follows.
For interior members, DF = DF1. = S/D, but not more than
(S - 3)/S; S = girder spacing in feet; and D = factor defined
below; values for intermediate span lengths may be interpolated.
For positive and negative bending regions in continuous span
bridges, the span length may be taken as the corresponding
distance between points of dead load contraflexure.
Span (ft)
30 or less
40
60
90
120 or more

17
19
20
22
23

For exterior members, DF = DFe = D.F1 if either (a) the
inner face of the curb or parapet is less than 1 ft outside the
centerline of the exterior member or (b) the width of the shoulder
for the outside lane is more than 4 ft; otherwise
If P > 0.5, DF, = 0.7 - 0.4P but not less than DF,
If P < 0.5, DF = 0.9 - 0.8P but not less than DF1
P = distance from exterior member to centerline of (nearest)
outer lane divided by girder spacing; negative if centerline
is outside the exterior girder
10.3.2.5.2 Box-shaped members. DF may be conservatively
calculated by dividing each box into two equivalent I-beams,
each consisting of one-half of the box, and applying the procedures for I-shaped members.
10.3.2.6 Member Section. 10.3.2.6.1 Bending members. The moment shall be divided
by the section modulus (moment of inertia divided by distance
from neutral axis to expected crack initiation location in the
detail) to get 5r
Composite Sections. If the deck is attached to the steel section
by shear connectors, the full composite section (as defined in

Article 10.38) increased by 15 percent shall be used in positive
bending regions (taken as the distance between points of dead
load contraflexure) and a section including the longitudinal
rebars shall be used in negative bending regions.
Noncomposite Sections. If the deck is not attached to the steel
section by shear connectors, the steel section alone shall be used.
10.3.2.6.2 Truss members. The axial load range shall be divided by the cross sectional area to get 5r
10.3.3 Permissible Stress Range For A Desired
Design Life

The permissible stress range, 5rp' shall be determined by either
(a) the simplified procedure given in Article 10.3.3.1 for a design
life of 75 years or (b) the general procedure given in Article
10.3.3.2 for any desired design life.
10.3.3.1 Simplified Procedure. -For a design life of 75 years,
5rp = (F)(Srpo)
C"3

but not less than 5FL

where F = detail factor from Article 10.3.3.3; 5rpo = normalized
permissible stress range from Table 10.3.3. 1A; C = cycles per
truck passage from Article 10.3.3.4; 5FL = limiting stress range
from Article 10.3.3.3.
10.3.3.2 General Procedure. -For any desired design life,
Sr'
=

1/3
1K x 106
j but not less than 5FL
I. T C

where Y = desired life in years; K = detail constant from
Article 10.3.3.3; C = stress cycles per truck passage from Article
10.3.3.4; Td = design truck volume from Article 10.3.3.5; 5FL
= limiting stress range from Article 10.3.3.3.

Table 10.3.3.1A. Normalized permissible stress range.
S rpo ,kai*
Light Traffic
Very Heavy Traffic Heavy Traffic
(ADT)500/lane)
(ADT>2000/lane)
Traffic Lanea on (ADT>8000/lane)
(AOT<8000/lane) (ADT<2000/lane)
Type Bridge
5.04
4.27
4.05
2
2-way
4.40
3.74
3.54
4
3.99
3.39
3.22
6
3.63
3.08
2.92
8
5.36
4.54
4.31
1
1-way
4.49
3.81
3.61
2
3.99
3.39
3.22
3
3.63
3.08
2.92
4

Very Light Traffic
(ADT<500/lane)
7.86
6.89
6.27
5.69
8.40
7.03
6.27
5.69

a Based on (a) an annual AUT growth rate of 3%, (b) a design life of 75 years, and (c) 10%
trucks for the Very Heavy and Heavy Traffic categories and 15% for the Light and Very Light
Traffic categories.
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ia 3.3.3 Detail Constants. -For the detail categories defined
in Table 10.3.3.3A*, use the following values:
Detail
Category
A
B
B'
C

D
E
E'
F

K

SFL (ksi)

F

68
33
17
12
6.0
2.9
1.1
2.9

8.8
5.9
4.4
375*
2.6
1.6
0.9
2.9

1.78
1.40
1.12
1.00
.79
.62
.45
.62

Estimated by the Engineer as the average daily truck
volume in the shoulder lane over the design life; use FL to obtain
trucks in shoulder lane.
Obtained from Table 10.3.3.5A for the expected traffic
volume at the bridge opening.
Calculated by the following equations (graphs that facilitate these calculations for 75- and 100-year lives are provided
in Chapter Three of NCHRP Report 299):
T = (ADT)FTFL; TL = 20,000 nFTFL

- log (l/R)
T
whereR logG
TL

YL -

'Table 10.3.3.3A of these specifications is the same as Table 10.3. lB of the 1983 AASHTO
specifications and is not reproduced herein.
" Use 4.40 ksi for stiffeners only.

if 1'L < 1', Td =

10.3.3.4 Cycles Per Truck Passage. -The number of stress
cycles per truck passage, C, shall be obtained from the following:
For longitudinal members:
Simple-span girders:
40-ft or above = 1.0
Below 40-ft = 1.8
Continuous-span girders within a distance equal to 0.1 of
the span on each side of an interior support (take span
equal to distance between supports):
80-ft or above = 1 + (Span - 80)/400 in feet
40-ft or above but below 80-ft = 1.0
Below 40-ft = 1.5
Continuous-span girders elsewhere:
40-ft or above = 1.0
Below 40-ft = 1.5
Cantilever (suspended span) girders = 2.0 (This type of
bridge may have large vibrations which increase the stress
cycles per truck passage. See NCHRP Report 299.)
Trusses = 1.0
For transverse members:
20-ft or above spacing = 1.0
Below 20-ft spacing = 2.0
10.3.3.5 Design Truck Volume-The design truck volume,
Td, shall be either:

T(G3'-1)
ifYL>Y,Td= gY
where:
ADT = expected average daily traffic volume (both directions)
at the bridge opening;
T
= expected average daily truck volume in the outer lane
at the bridge opening;
FT = fraction of trucks (excluding panel, pickup, and other
2-axle/4-wheel trucks) in the traffic; if unknown, use
0.20 for rural Interstate highways, 0.15 for other rural
highways and urban Interstate highways, and 0.10 for
other urban highways;
FL = fraction of trucks in shoulder lane from table below;
= number of traffic lanes on the bridge;
n
Y
= design life in years;
life in years to reach the limiting truck volume;
G
= truck-volume growth rate factor, 1 + g;
= truck-volume annual growth rate, percent;
g
Td = design truck volume; a constant 7'd applied over the
life of the bridge has the same effect as T growing at
a rate g;
TL = limiting truck volume.

Table 10.3.3.5A. Design truck volume.
Design Truck Volume5. T4 - Trucks Per Day
Light Traffic
Very Heavy Trafficr*Hgavy Traffic
(ADT)2000/lan0
(ADT>SOO/lane)
Traffic Lanes on (ADT>8000/lane)
.
Type Bridge
(ADt<8000Ilane) (ADT<2000/lane)
2050
1250
2-way
2
2400
1880
4
3600
3070
4800
4100
2510
6
5460
3340
8
6400
1-'way

1
2
3
4

2000
3400
4800
6400

1710
2900
4100
5460

1040
1770
2510
3340

T[g(Y-Y) + 1-RI
gR Y

Very Light Traffic
(ADT<500/lane)
330
490
650
870
270
460
650
870

* Based on (a) an annual ADT growth rate of 32, (b) a design life of 75 years. and (c) 102
trucks for the Very Heavy and Heavy Traffié categories and 152 for the Light and Very Light
Traffic categories.
* Based on an asiumed 1t.iting traffic volume (ADT) of 20,000 vehicles per lane.
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FL
No. of Lanes

2-Way Traffic

1-Way Traffic

1
2
3
4
5
6 or more

0.60
0.50
0.45
0.45
0.40

1.00
0.85
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80

-- --

APPENDIX C

dividing the total fatigue life into several (more than two) periods
in which the truck-volume growth rate and the fatigue truck
weight are both constant. In the third, the remaining life is
calculated by dividing the total fatigue life into several (more
than two) periods in which the truck volume and the fatigue
truck weight both remain constant. In the fourth, a procedure
is presented for maintaining a record of accumulated fatigue
damage that can be updated at 4-year intervals and used at any
time to calculate the remaining life.

ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURES

This appendix gives several alternative procedures that are
referred to, but not covered in detail, in the proposed fatigue
evaluation and design procedures given in Appendixes A and
B. Specifically, alternative procedures are given for calculating
(1) the effective weight of the fatigue truck from traffic survey
data, (2) lateral-distribution factors, (3) the remaining fatigue
life, and (4) the equivalent number of simple cycles corresponding to a complex stress cycle for the passage of the fatigue truck
across the bridge.
Two different approximate procedures are given for calculating lateral-distribution factors. One is based on a finite-element study (192, 194) and the other is based on an orthotropicplate study (14). Both studies are described in Appendix E.
Four different procedures are given for calculating the remaining fatigue life. In the first, the remaining life is calculated
by dividing the total fatigue life into two periods in which the
truck-volume growth rate and the fatigue truck weight are both
constant; the first period is from the opening of the bridge to
the present and the second is from the present to the end of the
fatigue life. In the second, the remaining life is calculated by

WEIGHT OF FATIGUE TRUCK

Traffic survey data often includes the percentages of the various types of trucks in the traffic, and the average weight of
each type, but not a gross-weight histogram. Sometimes, only
the percentages of the various types of trucks, and not their
average weights, are available. The effective weight of the fatigue
truck can be calculated from such limited traffic data in the
following way (195):
1. Combine the data for the various truck types into the six
main truck categories defined in Table C-1 (reproduced from
Appendix D, Table D- 15); exclude panel, pickup, and other 2axle/4-wheel trucks. If the average weight of each truck category
is known, multiply this weight by the appropriate We/Wa ratio
from Table C-1 to get the corresponding effective weight for

Table C-i. Characteristics of idealized trucks for fatigue checks (representing various truck categories).
Truck
Category

Axle Load. %
2
3

Types

1

2-axle single

2 axle

40

60

3-axle single

3 axle
4 axle

30

3-axle semitrailer

2S-1

4-axle semitrailer

Axle Spacing, ft.
4

---

16

70

---

27

40

33

--

2S-2
3S-1

23

35

42

5-axle semitrailer

3S-2
2S-3
3S-3

18

45

37

semitrailer/trailer

25-1-2
3S-1-2

17

29

fatigue truck

--

11.2

44.4

---

---

1.15

13.3

1.21

30.1

12

32

28.4

28

---

1.06

12

1.10

38.1

--

14

32

--

1.11

53.9

42

12

10

25

25

1.12

53.8

44.4

--

14

30

--

--

--

18

Notes:
Wa
We

Average
We
Weight,
._. Wa, kips

average gross weight for this truck category from latest nationwide truck survey
effective gross weight for this truck category
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each category. If the known average weights are separated into
loaded and empty categories, combine the loaded and empty
weights into a single average for each truck category by weighting values according to the fractions of loaded and empty trucks
in the traffic. Usually, about two-thirds of the semitrailers and
one-half of the single units are loaded. If the average weight of
each truck category is not known, use the average weight given
in Table C-1 for each truck category. These average weights are
based on the latest available nationwide data (122, 123) and
should be reasonably accurate because the average weights of
various truck types have not been changing iiiueh with time in
recent years.
Calculate the effective weight for the site by applying the
following equation to the different truck categories:
We = [f, Wfl"3

(Ci)

in which W, is the effective weight for truck category i and f
is the fraction of category i trucks in the truck traffic.
Effect of Axle Configuration

Equation C- 1 does not include the effect of axle configuration,
which depends on the bridge, but is usually small enough to be
neglected as discussed in Appendix E. If desired, however, the
effect of axle configuration at a particular location in the bridge
can be included by following Steps 3, 4, and 5.
For each of the idealized trucks in Table C-i, calculate the
ratio of the moment, M, caused by a given truck to the moment,
M1, caused by a fatigue truck with the same gross weight. The
moments should be calculated at the location under consideration when the truck is positioned for highest moment at that
location.
For each idealized truck, multiply the effective weight from
Step 1 by the corresponding M/Mf ratio to get a new effective
weight for that truck. Using these new effective weights in Eq.
C-i, calculate the fatigue truck weight including the effect of
axle configuration.
For continuous-span bridges, a moment ratio at the location
under consideration could be calculated with the truck at the
location resulting in the highest negative-bending moment as
well as the highest positive-bending moment. The moment ratios
calculated for the two truck locations may differ, and could be
used to calculate a moment ratio based on the moment range.
This refinement, however, would rarely be justified because the
effect of axle configuration is small and the effect of this refinement would be even smaller.

girders, or stringers, and the spacing of these members does not
exceed 14 ft.
For interior beams, girders, or stringers:
'max

= 3.3 V 3

a = - log10 (0.23 L° 25 )
DF = 0.5 ['umax]" but not greater than 0.5

(C-2)
(C-3)

(C-4)

For exterior beams, girders, or stringers:
If P < 0.5 DFe = 0.9 - 0.8P but not less than DF (C-5)
If P > 0.5 DF, = 0.7 - 0.4P but not less than D1. (C-6)
In these equations, DF = lateral-distribution factor for interior
members; DF, = lateral-distribution factor for exterior members; P = lane position ratio—distance from exterior beam to
the centerline of the (nearest) outer traffic lane divided by the
spacing between the exterior beam and the first interior beam—
negative if outer-lane centerline is outside the exterior beam; L
= distance in feet between supports for span in which the truck
(or heaviest wheel) is positioned; and I = moment of inertia,
either composite or noncomposite, of the beam, girder, or
stringer in the central positive-bending region in inches4 —highest moment of inertia if beams are not all the same.

Orthotropic-Plate Study

The following approximate equations can be used to calculate
lateral-distribution factors when there are more than two beams,
girders, or stringers:
DF = 50S/tD(100 + Cf + Ce )}
= (w - 11)/2 but not greater than 1.0

(C-7)
(C-8)

where: DF = lateral-distribution factor; S = spacing of girders,
beams, or stringers, in feet; D = a factor defined in Figures
C-i and C-2, in feet; C1 = a factor defined in Figure C-3, in
percent; C = a factor defined in Figures C-4 and C-5, in
percent, = a factor related to the traffic lane width; and w =
width of traffic lane, in feet.
The factors D and Ce differ for exterior and interior girders
and depend on the span length and number of traffic lanes on
the bridge. For continuous-span bridges, the equivalent span
lengths defined in Figure C-6 should be used for the positivebending and negative-bending regions.

LATERAL-DISTRIBUTION FACTORS

Two alternative procedures are given for calculating lateraldistribution factors. One is based on a finite-element study (192,
194) and the other is based on an orthotropic-plate study (14).
Both studies are described in Appendix E. Both alternative
procedures agree reasonably well with lateral-distribution factors measured on actual bridges as discussed in Appendix E.
Finite-Element Study

The following approximate equations can be used to calculate
lateral-distribution factors when there are more than two beams,

REMAINING LIFE

Four alternative procedures for calculating the remaining fatigue life are given here; these procedures are intended for use
in conjunction with Appendix A. Three of these procedures use
two or more time periods in which the weight of the fatigue
truck is assumed to remain constant. In one of these, the truck
volume is also assumed to remain constant during each time
period. In the other two, the truck volume is assumed to grow
at a constant compound rate during each period. The fourth
alternative procedure facilitates the monitoring of fatigue damage at 4-year inspection intervals and the calculation of re-
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Figure C-i. Values of D for exterior girders.
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maining life from these damage data. The symbols used in these
four procedures are defined as follows:
Sr = stress range calculated for a fatigue truck weight, W, based
on present traffic (see Appendix A)
K = detail constant (see Appendix A)
C = stress cycles per truck passage (see Appendix A)
Rs = reliability factor associated with the calculation of Sr (see
Appendix A)
T = average daily truck volume in the shoulder lane; present
volume if used without a subscript (see Appendix A)
W = gross weight of fatigue truck in kips; present weight if
used without a subscript (see Appendix A)
Y = time period in years; total fatigue life based on present
traffic conditions (T and W) if used without a subscript;
I is generally ditterent for each detail on the bridge
g = compound annual growth rate (expressed as a decimal)
for T
G = growth rate factor; 1 + g
D = fatigue damage (expressed in years) caused during a time
period; when D, = Y, the fatigue life is exhausted; D is
the same for each detail in the bridge
e = 1.0 for calculating safe life and 2.0 for calculating mean
life (see Appendix A)
Some of these variables have double subscripts. The first
subscript refers to the following:
p = past period from the opening of the bridge to the present
f = final period; from the present to the end of the fatigue life
if there are only two periods
i = incremental period.
r = remaining period from present to end of the fatigue life
L = limiting value, or limiting period from the start of the
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Figure C-2. Values of D for interior girders.
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Figure C-3. Values of C1.

final period until the limiting truck volume is reached (see
Appendix A)
a = accumulated value; used in connection with D
The second subscript (used in connection with 7) refers to
the following:
s = value at start of a period
e = value at end of a period
a = average value for a period
The basic relationships are as follows:
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Using Eq. C-9, calculate the fatigue life, Y, in years based
on present traffic conditions.
Calculate the past fatigue damage, D.
D = (W/W) 3 (GJ - l)/g GJ)

(C-12)

if g = 0, (GJ l)/(g G') = YP
Calculate the time, YL, to reach the limiting truck volume,
TL.
17L = log (TL/fl/log G1

(C-13)

Calculate the fatigue damage, DL, to reach the limiting
truck volume, TL.
DL = (W1/W) (G/ - l)/g

(C-14)

if g1 = 0, (G/ - l)/g
Calculate the remaining fatigue life, Y.
if(D + DL) > 1', Y-= log C/log G1
where C= 1 +g1(Y—D)(W1/W) 3

(C-15)

before the beginning of the final period; redefine the start of the
final period so that D, < Y. (b) If the truck volume, Tf, at the
start of the final period is less than the limiting truck volume,
TL, calculate the time, YL, to reach the limiting volume and
the fatigue damage caused during this period.
if (D, + DL) > Y, Y = log C/log G1
(C-21)
in which
(C22)
C = 1 + g(Y - D.)(T/T1)(W/W1) 3
if(D, + DL) < 1',
Yf = 'L + (Y - D. - DL )(T/TL)(W/Wf) 3 (C-23)
(Tft/fl(Wf/W) 3 (GJ - l)/g1
DL
ifgO,(GJ— l)/g= 17L

(C-24)

The remaining life is equal to Y plus the time from the present
to the start of the final period. (c) If the truck volume, Tp at
the start of the final period equals the limiting truck volume,

Y1 = (Y— D.)(T/ TL) (W/Wf) 3

(C-25)

(C-l6)
More Than Two No-Growth Time Periods

if(D + DL) < 1', Y
1TL + (Y - D - DL) (Ti TL) (WI W1) 3 (C-1 7)
More Than Two Constant-Growth Time Periods

Divide the fatigue life into any number of periods in which
the truck-volume growth rate and fatigue-truck gross weight
are both assumed to remain constant. The start of the final
period must be defined, but the end is unknown.
Using Eq. C-9, calculate the fatigue life, Y, in years, based
on present traffic conditions.
Calculate the truck volume, T,, at the start of each period.
(a) Starting with the present truck volume as Tie, work backward
through time:
T1 = TIC /GI

(C49)

(c) If the truck volume at the 9tart of any period exceeds the
limiting truck volume, redefine the previous period to end when
the truck volume equals the limiting value and use this end
point as the start of the final period. Use the following equation
to redefine the point.
Y. = log (TL /T)/log G

Y.= (Y— D1)(TIT1)(WIW1) 3

(C-26)

(C-18)

(b) Starting with the present truck volume as T,, work forward.
Ti, = T(3T

Divide the fatigue life into any number of periods in which
the truck-volume and fatigue-truck gross weight are both assumed to remain constant. The start of the final period must
be defined, but the end is unknown. This case can be obtained
from the preceding case by using a growth rate of 0, but is
presented here in a simpler form.
Using Eq. C-9, calculate the fatigue life, Y, in years based
on present traffic conditions.
Calculate the fatigue damage caused in each period except
the last by using Eq. C-b.
Calculate the remaining life, Y, by adding the life for the
final period, Yp to the time from the present to the start of the
final period.

(C-20)

Calculate the fatigue damage, D, for each period except
the last by using Eq. C..If.
Calculate the remaining fatigue life, Y, by adding the life
for the final period, Y to the time from the present to the start
of the final period. (a) If D. > Y, the fatigue iife is exhausted

Monitoring Fatigue Damage

In a bridge, truck traffic produces cyclic stresses that cause
progressive fatigue damage. Generally, this damage can not be
detected by inspection, but can be monitored by maintaining a
record of the truck volume and weights that pass over the bridge.
This can be conveniently done in connection with the routine
inspections that are required at 2-year intervals according to
the AASHTO maintenance-inspection manual (132). Specifically, the truck volume, and also the fatigue-truck weight if
possible, are recorded at 4-year intervals (every other inspection).
The truck volume, Ti., can be obtained fràm the ADT volume
by the procedures given in Article 6.3.5.1 of Appendix A, and
the fatigue-truck weight, J4', can be obtained from truck-weight
histograms, or other data, by the procedures given in Article
6.2.2 of Appendix A. The following procedures can then be
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used to calculate (a) the incremental fatigue damage caused over
each 4-year period, (b) the accumulated fatigue damage, and
(c) the remaining safe fatigue life.

Basic Fatigue Life Equation
The total number of cycles to failure, N, is commonly defined
as

Using Eq. C-9, calculate the fatigue life, Y, of each detail
in the bridge based on traffic conditions when the monitoring
procedure is first started. These calculations need to be made
only once.
Calculate the past fatigue damage, D. when the monitoring
procedure is first started; if the bridge has just been opened at
that time, there will be no fatigue damage. The calculated value
of D is the same for all details in the bridge and does not need
to be updated in the future.

N = A/(R Sr) 3

in which A is a detail constant and the exponent 3 is the slope
of the SN curve (119). The value of 3 is appropriate for typical
bridge members (119). For a constant truck volume, T, and
number of stress cycles per truck passage, C, the total number
of cycles in Y years is
N=365TCY

D = (r4yW)3 (G' - l)/(g G')

(C-27)

if gp = 0, (GJ - l)/(g Gf) = Y
Calculate the incremental fatigue damage, D1 , for the latest
4-year period from the average truck volume, Ti, and fatiguetruck weight, W,, for the period. These values may be obtained
by averaging the corresponding values at the start and end of
the period. The incremental damage is the same for all details
in the bridge.
D, = (Tia/T)(Wi /W) 3 Y = 4 (T.0 /1)(W/W)3 (C-28)
Calculate the fatigue damage, D0, accumulated from the
opening of the bridge to the end of the present period; this is
the same for all details in the bridge.
D0 = D + D.

YL = log (TL /T,)/log G1

DL = (Tie/fl('r/')3 (GJ - l)/gf

K = A/(365 x 106)

(C-37)

By combining, Eqs. C-35 through C-37
Y = e K X 106 /LTC(Rs Sr) 3 1

(C38)

Years to Reach Limiting Truck Volume
For truck volume growing at a constant compound rate, g,
from a present value of, T, to a limiting value of, TL
TL = T G1'

(C-39)

in which G is the growth rate factor, 1 + g, and YL is the
number of years to reach TL. Thus,

(C-30)

Calculate the damage, DL, to reach the limiting truck
volume, TL, this is the same for all details in the bridge.

(C-36)

For convenience, a new detail constant K is defined as

(C-29)

Calculate the time, YL, from the end of the latest period
to reach the limiting truck volume, TL.

(C-35)

log (TL /7) = YL log G

(C-40)

YL = log (T/T)/log G

(C-41)

and

(C-31)

if g1 = 0, (GJ - l)/g = YL
Damage Equations

.7. Calculate the remaining safe fatigue life, Y1.
if (D0

+

DL) > Y, 1' = log C/log Gf

(C-32)

in which C = 1 + g1(Y - DO )(T/Tf)(W/Wf ) 3 (C-33)
if(Da + DL) < 1',
f = YL + (YDa - DL )(T/TL)(W/Wj ) 3 (C-34)

Derivations

The basic growth equations used in the preceding alternative
procedures are given in Appendix D. Other basic equations
included in the preceding procedures are derived below.

It is convenient in the present study to express the fatigue
damage, D., done during a given time period in terms of years;
when D, = Y, the fatigue life is exhausted. If the traffic conditions (T and W) used in calculating Y remain constant over
the entire life of the bridge, the damage caused during any time
period is merely equal to the length of that time period in years,
Y.. However, for any time period, i, in which the To and/or !'Vi
differ from the base values (T and W) used in calculating 1',
the damage for. this period is greater or lesser than Y.. Specifically,
D, = (T1/7_)(W,/W) 3 Y

(C-42)

for a period in which the truck volume is assumed to remain
constant. As defined in Eq. C-35, the damage is proportional
to the number of cycles that occur during the period and to the
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cube of the stress range. The number of cycles, in turn, is
proportional to the truck volume during the period, and the
stress range, in turn, is proportional to the fatigue-truck weight.
If the truck volume varies at a constant compound growth
rate, g, during the period, the number of cycles, Ni, that occur
during the period is given by

3
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(C-43)

Complex Cycle

The corresponding N for the base truck volume of T is
N=365TY1

Primary Cycle nclary Cycle

(C-44)

Thus, the damage for the period is given by
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D. = (T,/T)(W,/W)3 (G" - l)/g

(C-45)

Similarly, the damage, DL, that occurs from the start of the
final period until the limiting truck volume, TL, is reached is
DL = (Tft/T)(Wf/W)3 (G" - 1)/g

Decomposed Complex Cycle

(C-46)

Remaining Life Equations
The damage, Df, for the final period combined with the damage for all previous periods must equal the fatigue life, Y. Thus,
Y = D. + D1

Time

11

20

:!
or

Cycle
Number

Cycle
Order

Stress
Range, ksi

p
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3

70
40
6
9
18
5
4
5

(C-47)

If the truck volume, T is assumed to remain constant during
the final period, D1 is given by Eq. C-42 and
Y = D, + (Tf/T)(Wf/W)3 Y.

(C-48)

Y1 = (Y — D)(T/Tf)(W/Wf)3

(C-49)

Base Stress
Sb. (51
20
8
20
40
20
30
43
11

rjLrp
1.000
0.571
0.086
0.129
0.257
0.071
0.057
0.071

3

.LriL rpl
1.000
0.187
0.001
0.002
0.017
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.207
Equivalent
Cycles

Figure C- Z Calculations of equivalent number of cycles.

If the truck volume, T grows at rate g during the final
period, two different cases must be considered. The choice between the two depends on the value of DL from Eq. C-46. If
(D1 + DL) < Y, T,- does not reach TL before the fatigue life
is exhausted and Df is given by Eq. C-45. Thus,
Y = D. + (T/T1)(W/W1)3 (G3'

-

l)/g

(C-50)
EQUIVALENT CYCLES

Let,
C = 1 + g(Y - D.)(T/T1)(W/W)3

(C-51)

Then,
Yf

= log C/log G

(C-52)

If (D1 + DL) > Y, T1 reaches TL before the fatigue life is
exhausted and D1 is the sum of the damage defined in Eqs. C42 and C-46. Thus,
Y = D. + DL + (Y1 - YL )(T/Tf)(Wf/W)3 (C-53)
Y1— 1'L + (Y— D1 - DL )(T/TL)(W/Wf)3 (C-54)

The equivalent number of simple cycles for a complex cycle
can be calculated (189, 193) in the following way (see also Figure
C-i). The reversals included in a complex cycle cause the same
amount of fatigue damage as individual simple cycles of the
same size. Therefore, the complex cycle is first decomposed into
several individual cycles of different sizes as shown in Figure
C-7. These cycles of different sizes are then represented by an
equivalent number of cycles of the same size. The method of
decomposing the complex cycle is similar to the rain-flow
method (47, 74).
The complex cycle begins and ends at the same stress—the
base stress. The complex cycle consists of three stages. Stage 1
is between the beginning and the maximum or minimum stress
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for the cycle, whichever is closer. Stage 2 is between the maximum and minimum stresses for the cycle. Stage 3 is between
the end and the maximum or minimum stress, whichever is
closer. If the entire curve is above or below the base stress,
Stage 2 does not exist.
The complex cycle can be decomposed into a primary cycle
and one or more higher order (secondary, tertiary, etc.) cycles.
The algebraic difference between the maximum and minimum
stresses is the stress range for the primary cycle. Each higher
order cycle begins and ends at the same stress—the base stress
for that cycle. Each higher order cycle has one peak or valley,
and the algebraic difference between this peak or valley and the
base stress for that cycle is the stress range for the cycle. A
cycle of any order may include higher order cycles.
Within each stage, the primary cycle follows a path without
reversal as shown in Figure C-7. When the path of the complex
cycle reverses within a stage, the primary cycle moves horizon-

APPENDIX D AND APPENDIX E

Appendixes D and E contained in the report as submitted by
the research agency are not published herein. Their titles are
listed here for the convenience of those interested in the subject
area. Qualified researchers may obtain loan copies of the unedited agency report by written request to the NCHRP, Transportation Research Board, 2101 Constitution Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 20418.
The titles are:
Appendix D—Traffic Loading Data
Appendix E—Bridge Response Data

tally to intersect this path at a later point. This horizontal line
is the base stress for the next higher order cycle.
Fatigue damage is proportional to the stress range, S, cubed.
For example, the fatigue life at a stress range of 25 ksi is 8
times the life at a stress range of 50 ksi. Thus, each higher order
cycle does (Sri/Sq,) 3 times as much damage as the primary
cycle, and the equivalent number of cycles (primary cycles) for
a complex cycle is

Ne

1 + (Sr1 /Sq,)3 + Sr2/Srp)3 . .. + (Srn ISrp) 3 (C-55)

in which Srp is the stress range for the primary cycle, and Sri
is the stress range for a higher order cycle. The equation conservatively neglects any effects of fatigue limit on the equivalent
number of cycles.
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